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PREFACE
By DR. L. 1-I. BAILEY.

We have not yet gathered up the experience of mankind
in the tilling of the earth; yet the tilling of the earth is
the bottom condition of civilization. If we are to assemble
all the forc~sanda.genciesthat make for the final conques.t
of the planet, we must assuredly knowhow it is that all
'the peoples in all the places have met the problem of producing their sustenance out of the soil.
We have had few great a.gricultural travelers flnd few
books that describe the real and significant rural conditions.
Of natllralhistory travel we have had very much; and of
accounts' of sights and events perhaps we have had too
many_ There are, to be sure, famollS books of study and
travel in rural regions, and some of them, as Arthur
Young's "Travels in France," have touched social and
political history; but for the most part., authorship of
agricultural travel is yet undeveloped. The spirit of
scientific inquiry must now be taken into this field, and all
earth-conquest must be compared and the results be given
to the people that work.
This was the point of view in which I read Professor
King's manuscript. It is the writing of a well-trained
observer who went forth not to find diversion or to depict
scenery and common wonders, but to study the actual conditions of life of agricllitural .peoples. We in North
America are wont to think that we may instruct all the
world in agriculture, because our agricultural wealth is
great and our exports to less favored peoples have been
heavy; but this wealth is gr'eat because our soil is fertile
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a.nd new, and in large acreage for every person. We have
really only begun to farm well. The first condition of farming is to maintain fertility. This condition
the oriental- peoples have met, and they have solved it in
their way. We may never adopt particular methods, but
we c.an profit vastly by their experience. With the in(3rease of personal wants in recent time, the newer countries
may never reach such density of population as have Japan
and China; but we must nevertheless learn the first lesson
in the conservation of natur.al resources, which are the
resources of the land. This is the message that Professor
King brought home from the East.
This book on agriculture should have good effect in
establishing understanding between the West and the East.
If there could be such an interchange of courtesies and inquiries on these themes as is suggested by Professor King,
as well as the interchange of athletics and diplomacy and
comm-erce, the common productive people on both sides
should gain much that they could use; and the results in
amity should be incalculable.
It is a misfortune that Professor King could not have
lived to write the concluding "Mess.age of China and Japan
to the World." It would have been a careful and forceful
summary of his study of eastern conditions. A.t the
moment when the work was going to the printer, he was
called suddenly to the endless journey and his travel here
was left incom.plete. But he bequeathed us a. new piece
of literature, to .add to his standard writings on soils and
on the applications of physics and devices to agriculture.
Whatever he tOllched he illuminated.
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INTRODUCTION.

A word of introd·uction is needed to place the reader at
the best view point frolnwhich to consider wh~t is said in
the following pages regarding the agricultural practices
and customs of China, !Corea and Japan. It should be
borne in mind that the great factors which today characterize, dominate and determine the agricultural and other
industrial operations of western nations were physical impossibilities to them one hundred years ago, and until then
had been so to all people.
It should be observed, too, that the United States as ~yet
is a nation of but few people widely scattered over a broad
virgin land with more than twenty aCrf-3S to the support of
every man, woman and child, while the people whose practices are to be considered are toiling in :fields tilled more
than three thousand years and who have barely one acre
per capita, more than one-half of wllich is uncultivable
mountain land.
Again, the great movement of cargoes of feeding stuffs
and mineral fertilizers to western Europe and to the eastern United States began less than a century ago and has
never been possible as a means of maintaining soil fertility
in China, Korea or Japan, nor can it be continued illdefinitely in either, Europe or America. These importation.s
are for the time making tolerable the waste of plant food
materials through our lllodern systems of sewage disposal
and other faulty practices; but the Mongolian races have
held all such wastes, both urban and rural, and many
others which we ignore, sacred to agriculture, applying
them to their fields.
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We are to consider some of the practices of a virile race
of some five hundred millions of people who have an unimpaired· inheritance moving with the illomentum acquired
through four thousand years; a people morally and intellectually strong, mechanieally capable, who are awakening
to a utilization of all the possibilities which science and invention during recent years have brought to western nations; and a people who have long dearly loved peace but
who can and will fight in self defense if compelled to do so.
We had long desired to stand face to face with Chinese
and Japanese farmers; to walk through their fields and to
learn by seeing some of their methods, appliances and
practices which centuries of stress and experience have led
these oldest farmers in the world to adopt. We desired
to learn how it is possible, after twenty and perhaps thirty
or even forty centuries, for their soils to be made to produce sufficiently for the maintenance of such dense populations as are living now in these three countries. We
have now had this opportunity and almost every day we
were instructed, surprised and amazed at the conditions
and practices which confronted us whichever way we
turned; instructed in the ways and extent to which these
nations for centuries have been and are conserving and
utilizing their natural resources, surprised at the magnitude of the returns they are getting from their fields, and
amazed at the amount of efficient human labor che'erfully
given for a daily wage of five cents and their food, or for
fifteen cents, United States currency, without food.
The three main islands of Japan in 1907 had a population of 46,977,003 maintained on 20,000 square miles of
cultivated field. This is at the rate of more than three
people to each acre, and of- 2,349 to each square mile;' and
yet the total agricultural imports into Japan in 1907 exceeded the agricultural exports by less than one dollar per
capita. If the cultivated land 'of 'Holland.. is' estimated at
but one-third of her total 'area, the density of her population in 1905 was, on this basis, less than one-third that of
Japan in her three main islands. At the same time Japan

Density of Popula,tion.
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is feeding 69 horses a.nd 56 ,cattle, nearly all laboring animals, to each square mile of cultivated field, while we were
feeding in 1900 but 30 horses ancl mules per same area,
these being our laboring animals.
As coarse food transformers. Japan was maintaining
16,500,000 domestic fowl, 825 per square mile, b,ut only one
for almost three of her people. We were maintaining, in
1900, 250,600,000 poultry, but only 387 per square mile of
cultivated field and yet mor'e than three for each person.
Japan's coarse food transformers in the form of swine,
goats and sheep aggregated but 13 to the square mile and
provided but one of these units for each 180 of her people;
while in the United States in 1900 there were being maintained, as transformers of grass and coarse grain into meat
and milk, 95 cattle, 99 sheep and 72 swine per each square
mile of improved farms. In ihisreckoning each of the
cattle should be counted as the equivalent of perhaps five
of the sheep and swine, for the transforlning power of the
dairy cow is high. On this basis we are maintaining at
the rate of more than 646 of the Japanese units per square
mile, and more than five of these to every man, woman and
child, instead of one to every 180 of the population, as is
, the case in Japan.
.
Correspondingly accurate statistics are not accessible for
China but in the Shantung province we talked with a
farmer having 12 in his family and who kept one donkey,
one cow, both exclusively laboring animals, and two pigs
oli 2.5 acres of cultivated land where he grew wheat, millet,
sweet potatoes and beans. Here is' a density of poplllation equal to 3,072 people, 256 donkeys, 256 cattle and 512
swine per square mile. In another instance where the holding was one and two-thirds acres the farmer had 10 in his
family and was maintaining one donkey and one pig, giving to this farm land a maintenance capacity of 3,840 people, 384 donkeys and 384 pigs to the square mile, or 240
people, 24 donkeys and 24 pigs to one of our forty-acre
farms which our farmers regard too small for a single
family. The average of seven Chinese holdings. which we

.
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visited and where we obtained similar data indicates a
maintenance capacity for those lands of 1,783 people, 212
cattle or donkeys and 399 swine,-1,995 consunlers and 399
rough food transformers per square mile of farm land.
These statements for China represent strictly rural populations. The rural population of the United States in 1900
was placed at the rate of 61 per square mile of improved
farm land and there were 30 horses and mules. In Japan
the rural population had a density in 1907 of 1,922 per
square mile, and of horses and cattle together 125.
The population of the large island of Chungming in the
mouth of the Yangtse river, having an area of 270 square
miles, possessed, according to the official census of 1902, a
density of 3,700 per square inile and yet there was bl1t OIle
large city on _the island, hence the population is largely
rural.
It could not be other than a matter of the highest industrial, _educational and social importance to all nations if
there might be brought to them a full and aCCUt"ate account
of all those conditions wJ1ich have made it possible for such
dense populations to be maintained so largely upon the
products of. Chinese, Korean and Japanese soi18. l\Iany of
the steps, phas-es and practices through which this evolution has passed are irrevocably buried in the past but SllCh
remarkable maintenance efficiency attained centuries ago
and projected into the present with little apparent decadence merits the most profound study and the time is fully
ripe when it should be mad-e. Living as we aTe in the
morning of a century of transition from isolated to cosrnopolitan national life when profound readjustments. indu.strial, educational and social, must result, such an investigation cannot be made too soon. It is high time fJr each
nation to study the others and by m~tual agreement and
co-operative effort, the results of such studies should become available to all concerned, made so in the spirit that
each should become coordinate and mutually helpful component factors in the world's progress.

Need of Mutual) Understanding.
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One very appropriate and immensely helpful means for
attacking this problem, and which should prove mutually
helpful to citizen and state, would be for the higher educational institutions of all nations, instead of exchanging
courtesies through their baseball teams,· to send select
bodies of their best students under competent leadership
and by international agreement, both east and west, organizing therefrom investigating bodies each containing components of the eastern and western civilization and whose
purpose it should be to study specifically set problems.
Such a movement well conceived and directed, manned by
the most capable young men, should create an international
acquaintance and spread broadcast a body of important
knowledge which would develop as the young men mature
and contribute immensely toward world peace and world
progress. ,If some broad plan of international effort such
as is here suggested were organized the expense of maintenance migllt well be met by diverting so much as is needful from, the large sums set aside for the expansion of
navies, for such steps as these, taken in the interests of
world uplift and world peace, could not fail to be more
efficacious and less expensive than increase in fighting
equipment. It would cultivate the spirit of pulling together "and of a square deal rather than one of holding
aloof and of striving to gain unneighborly advantage.
Many factors and conditions conspire to give to the
farms and farmers of the' Far East their high maintenance
efficiency and some of these may be succinctly stated. The
portions of China, Korea and Japan where dense popula-'
tions have developed and are being maintained occupy exceptionally favorable geographic positions so far as these
influence agricultural production. Canton in the south of
China has the latitude of Havana, Cuba, while Mukden.in
Manchuria, and northern Honshu in Japan are only as far
L.orth as New York city, Chicago and northern California.
The United States lies mainly between 50 degrees and 30
degrees of latitude while these three. countries lie between
40 degrees and 20 degrees, some seven hundred miles
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further south. This difference of position, giving. them
longer seasons, has made it possible for them to devise
systems of agriculture whereby they grow two, three and
even four crops on the same piece of ground each year.
In southern China, in Formosa and in parts of Japan two
crops of rice are grown; in the Chekiang province there
Inay be a crop of rape, of V\Theat or barley or of windsor
beans or clover which is followed in midsummer by another
of cotton or of rice. In the Shantung province wheat or
barley in the winter and spring may be followed in summer
by large or small millet, sweet potatoes, soy beans or peanuts. At Tientsin, 39° north, in the latitude of Cincinnati,
Indianapolis, and Springfield, Illinois, we talked with
a· farmer who followed his crop of ","'heat on his slll.all
holding with one of onions and the onions with cabbage,
realizing from the three crops at the rate of $163, gold, per
acre; and with another who planted Irish potatoes at the
earliest opportunity in the spring, marketing them when
small, and following these with radishes, the radishes with
cabbage, realizing from the three crops at the rate of $203
per acre.
Nearly 500,000,000 people are being maintained, chiefly
upon the products of an area smaller than the improved
farm lands of the United States. Complete a square on the
lines drawn from Chicago southward to the Gulf and wt:stward across Kansas, and there ,viII be enclosed an area
greater than the cultivated fields of China, Korea and
Japan and from which five times our present population
are fed.
The rainfall in these' countries is not only larger than
that even in our Atlantic and Gulf states, but it falls more
exclusively during the summer season when its efficiency
in crop production may be highest. South China has a
rainfall of some 80 inches with little of it during the winter, while in our southern states the rainfall is nearer 60
inches ¥Tith less than one-half of it between June andSeptember. Along a line drawn from Lake Superior through
.central Texas the yearly precipitation is about 30 inches
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but only 16 inches of this falls during the months May to
~eptember; while in the Shantung province, China, with
an annual rainfall of little more than 24 inches, 17 of these
fall during the months designated and most of this in July
and August. When it is stated that under the best tillage
and with no loss of water through percolation, most of our
agricultural crops require 300 to 600 tons of water for each
ton of dry substance brought to maturity, it can be readily
understood that the right amount of available moisture,
coming at the proper time, must be one of the prime factors
of a high maintenance capacity for any soil, and hence that
in the Far East, with their intensive luethods, it is possible
to make their soils yield large returns.
The selection of rice and of the millets as the great
staple food crops of these three nations, and the systems of
agriculture they have evolved to realize the most from
them, are· to us remarkable and indicate a grasp of essentials an'd principles which may well cause western nations to pause and reflect.
Notwithstanding the large and favorable rainfall of
these countries, each of the nations have selected the one
crop which permits them to utilize not only practically
the entire amount of rain which falls upon their fields, but
in addition enormous volumes of the run-off from adjacent
uncultivable mountain, country. Wherever paddy fields
are practicable there rice is grown. In the three main
islands of Japan 56 per cent of the cultivated fields, 11,000
s'quare miles, is laid out for rice growing and is maintained
under water from transplanting to near harvest time, after
which the land is allowed to dry, to be devoted to dry land
crops during the balance of the year, where the season
permits.
To anyone 'who studies the agricultural methods of the
Far East in the field it is evident that these people, centuries ago, came to appreciate the value of water- in crop
production as no' other nations have.' They have 'adapted
conditions to crops and· crops to .conditions until with rice
they have 'a cereal which perluits the most intense -fertili-
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zation and at the same time the ensuring of maximum
yields against both drought ~nd flood. .With the practice
of western nations in all humid climates, no matter how
completely and highly we fertilize, in more years than not
yields are reduced by a deficiency or an excess of water.
It is difficult to conv~y, by word or map, an adequate
conception of the magnitude of the systems of canalization
\vhich contribute primarily to rice culture. A conservative estimate would place th-8' miles .of canals in China at
fully 200,000 and there are probably more miles of canal in
China, Korea and Japan than there are miles of railroad in
the United States. China alone has as many acres-in rice
each year as the United States has in wheat and her annual product is more than double and probably threefold
our annual wheat crop, and yet the whole of the rice area
produces at least one and sometimes two other crops each
year.
The selection of the quick-maturing, drought-resisting
millets as the great staple food crops to be grown wherev,er
water is not available for irrigation, and the almost universal planting in hills or drills, permitting intertillage,
thus adopting centuries ago the utilization of earth mulches
in conserving soil moisture, has enabled these people to secure maximum returns in seasons of drought a.nd where
the rainfall is small. . The millets thrive in the hot summer climates; they survive when the available soil moisture
is reauced to a low limit, and they grow vigorously when
the heavy rains come. Thus we find in the Far East, with
llJ-ore rainfall and a better distribution of it than occurs
in the United States, and witll warmer, longer seasons, that
these people have with rare wisdom combined both irrigation and dry farming methods to an extent and with an
intensity far beyond anything our people have - ever
dreamed, in order that they might maintain their dense
populations.
Notwithstanding the fact that in each of these countries the soils are naturally more than ordinarily deep, inherently fertile and enduring, judicious and rational meth-
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ods of fertilization are everywhere practiced; but not until
recent years; and only in Japan, have mineral commercial
fertiliz.ers been used.' For centuries, however, all cultivated lands, including adj-acent hill and mountain sides,
the canals, streams· and the sea have been made to contribute what they could toward the fertilization of cultivated fields and these contributions in the aggregate have
been large. In China, in Korea and in Japan all but the
inaccessible portions of their vast extent of mountain and
hill lands have long been taxed to their full capacity for
fuel, lumber and herbage for green planure and compost
material; and the ash of practically all of the fuel and of
all of the lumber used at home finds its way ultimately to
the fields as fertilizer.
In China enormous quantities of canal mud are applied
to the fields, sometimes at the rate of even 70 and more
tons per acre. So, too, where there are no canals, both
soil and subsoil are carried into the villages and there between the intervals when needed they are, at the expense
of great labor, composted with organic refuse and often
afterwards dried and pulverized before being carried back
and used on the fields as home-made fertilizers. Manure of
all kinds, human and animal, is religiously saved and applied to the fields in a manner which secures an efficiency
far above our own practices. Statisti'3s obtained through
the Bureau of Agriculture, Japan, place the amount of
hum.an waste in that country in 1908 at 23,950,295 tons,
or 1.75 tons per acre of her cultivated land. The Inter~
national Concession of the city of Shanghai, in 1908, sold
to a Chinese contractor the privilege of entering residences
and public places early in the morning of each day in the
year and removing the night soil, receiving therefor more
than $31,000, gold, for 78,000 tons of waste.. All of this
we not only throwaway but expend much larger sums in
doing so.
Japan's production of fertilizing material, regularly
prepared and applied to the land annually, amounts to
more than 4.5 tons per ·acre of cultivated field exclusive of
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the commercial fertilizers purchased. Between Shanllaikwan and Mukden in Manchuria we passed, on J'une 18th,
thousands of tons of the dry highly nitrified compost soil
recently carried into the fields and laid down in piles' where
it was waiting to be "fed to the crops."
It was not until 1888, and then after a prolonged war
of more than thirty years, generaled by the best scientists
of all Europe, that it was finally conceded as demonstrated
that legu'minous plants acting as hosts for lower organisms
flving on their roots are largely responsible for the maintenance of soil nitrogen, drawing it directly from the air to
which it is returned through the processes of decay. But
centuries of practice had taught the Far East farmers that
the culture and use of these crops are essential to enduring
fertility, and so' in each of the three countries the growing
of legumes in rotation with other crops very extensively
for the express purpose of fertilizing the soil is one of their
old, fixed practices.
Just before, or immediately after the rice crop is harvested, fields are often sowed to ' , clover' , (AstJragalus
sinicus) which is allowed to grow until near the next transplanting time when it is either turned under directly, or
more often stacked along the canals and saturated while
doing so with soft mud dipped from the bottom of the
canal. After fermenting twenty or thirty days it is applied to the field. A.nd so it is literally true that these old
world farmers whom we regard as ignorant, perhaps because they do not ride sulky plows as we do, have long included legumes in their crop rotation, regarding them as
indispensable.
Time is a function of every life process as it is of every
physical, chemical and mental reaction. The husbandman
is an industrial biologist and as such is compelled to shape
his operations so as to conform with the time requirements
of his crop8. The oriental farmer is a time economizer beyond all others. He utilizes the first and last minute and
all that are between. The foreigner accuses the Chinaman
of bei.ng always long on· time, never in a fret, never in a
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hurry. 'rhis is quite true and made possible for the reason that they are a people who definitely set their faces
toward the future and lea.d time by the forelock. They
have long realized that much time is required to transform
organic matter into forms available for plant food and although they are the heaviest users in the world, the largest
portion of this organic matter is predigested with soil or
subsoil before it is applied to their fields, and at an enormous cost of human time and labor, but it practically
lengthens their growing season and enables them to adopt
a system of multiple cropping which ,vould not otherwise
be possible. By planting in hills and rows with intertillage
it is very common to see three crops growing upon the
same field at one time, but in different stages of maturity,
one nearly ready to harvest; one just coming up, and the
other at the stage when it is drawing most heavily upon the
soil. By such practice, with heavy fertilization, and by
supplemental irrigation when needful, the soil is' made to
do full dllt~y throughout the growing seaSOD.
Then, notwithstanding the enormous acreage of rice
planted each year in these countries, it jB all set in hills and
every spear is transplanted. Doing this, they save in
many ,vays except in the matter of human labor, which is
the one ~thing they have in exces:s. By thoroughly preparing the seed bed, fertilizing highly and givjng the Inost
careful attention, they are able to grow on one acre, during
30 to 50 days., enoug'h plants to occilpy ten acres and in
the mean time on the other nine acres crops are maturing,
being harvested and the fields being fitted to receive the
rice when it is ready for transplanting, and in effect this
interval of time is: added to their growing season.
Silk culture is a great and, in some ways, one of the
most remarkable industries of the Orient. Remarkable for
its magnitude; for having had its birthplace apparently
in oldest China at least 2700 years B. C.; for having been
laid on the domestication of a wild insect of the woods;
and for having lived through more than 4000 years, expanding until a million-dollar cargo of the product has
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been laid down on our western coast and rushed by special
fast express to the east for the Christmas trade.
A low estimate of China's production of raw silk would
be 120,000,000 pounds annually, and this with the output
of Japan, Korea and a small area of southern Manchuria,
would probably exceed 150,000,000 pounds annually, representing a total value of perhaps $700,000,000, quite equalling in value the wheat crop of the United States, but produced on less than one-eighth the area of our wheat fields.
The cultivation of tea in China and J"apan is another of
the great industries of these nations, taking rank with that
of sericulture if not above it in the important part it plays
in the welfare of the people. There is little reason to doubt
that this industry has its foundation in the need of something to render boiled water palatable for drinking purposes. The drinking of boiled water is univer8ally adopted
in these countries as an individually available and thor-'
oughly efficient safeguard against that class of deadly
disease germs which thus far it has been impossible to exclude from the drinking water of any densely peopled
country.
Judged by the success of the most thorough sa.nitary
measures thus far instituted, and taking into consideration the inherent difficulties which must increase enormously with increasing populations, it appears inevitable
that modern methods must ultimately fail in sanitary efficiency and that absolute safety can be secured only in
some manner having the equivalent effect of boiling drinking water, long ago adopted by the Mongolian races.
. In the year 1907 Japan had 124,482 acres of land in tea.
plantations, producing 60,877,975 pounds of cured tea.
In China the volume annually produced is much larger"
than that of Japan, 40,000,000 pounds going annually to
Tibet alone from the Szechwan .province ; and the direct
export to foreign countries was, in 1905, 176,027,255
pounds" and in 1906 ,it was 180,271,000, so that their an-,
nual export must exceed 200,000;000 pounds with a total
annual output more than double this amount of cured tea..
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But above any' other factor, and perhaps greater than
all of them combined in contributing to the high maintenance efficiency attained in these countries must be placed
the standard of living to which the industrial classes have
been compelled to adjust themselves, combined with their
remarkable industry and with the most intense economy
they practice along every line of 'effort and of living.
Almost every foot of land is made to contribute material
for food, fuel or fabric. Everything ,vhich can be made
edible serves as food for man or domestic animals. Whatever cannot be eaten or worn is used for fuel. The wastes
of the body, of fuel and of fabric worn beyond other use
are taken back to the field; before doing so they are housed
against waste from weather, compounded with intelligence
and forethought and patiently labored with through one,
three or even six months, to bring them into the most efficient form to serve as manure for the soil or as feed for
the crop. It seems to be a golden rule with these industrial classes, or if not golden, then an inviolable one, that
,vhenever an extra hour or day of labor can promise even
a little larger return then that shall be given, and neither
a rainy day nor the hottest sunshin~ shall be permitted to
~itncel the obligation or defer its execution.

I.
FIRST GLIMPSES OF J AP AN.

We left the United States from Seattle for Shanghai,
China, sailing by the northern route, at one P. M. February second, reaching Yokohama February 19th and Shanghai, March 1st. It was our aim throughout the journey
to keep in close conta.ct with the field and crop problenls
and to converse personally, through interpreters or other,vise, with the farmers, gardeners and fruit growers themselves; .and we have taken pains in many cases to visit the
same fields or the same region two, three or" more times at
. different intervals during the season in order to observe
different phases of the sa.me cultural or fertilization methods as th'ese changed or varied with the season.
Our first near view of Japan came in the early morning
of February 19th when passing some three miles off the
point where the Pacific passenger steamer Dakota was
beached and wrecked in broad daylight without loss of life
two years ago.
The high rounded hills were clothed
neither in the dense dark forest green of Washington an~d
Vancouver, left sixteen days before, lior yet in the brilliant emerald such. as Ireland's hills in June :fling in un:...
paralleled greeting to passengers surfeited with the dull
grey of the rolling ocean. This lack of strong forest
growth and even of shrubs and heavy herbage on hills covered' with deep soil, neither cultivated nor suffering from
serious erosion, yet surrounded by favorable climatic ennditions, was our first great surprise.
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To the southward around the point, after turning northward into the deep bay, similar conditions prevailed, and
at ten o'clock we stood off Uraga where Commodore Perry
anchored on July 8th, 1853, bearing to the Shogun President Fillmore's letter which opened the doors of Japan to
the commerce of the world and, it is to be hoped brought
to her people, with their habits of frugality and industry
so indelibly fixed by centuries of inheritance, better opportunities for development along those higher lines destined
to make life still more worth living.
As the Tosa lVlaru drew alongside the pier at Yokohama
it was raining hard and this had attired an army after the
'manner of Robinson Crusoe, dressed as seen in Fig. 1,
ready to carry you and yours to the Customs house and
beyond for one, two, three or five cents. Strong was the
contrast when the journey was reversed and we descended
the gang plank at Seattle, where no one sought the opportunity of moving baggage.
Through the kindness of Captain Harrison of the Tosa
l\l[aru in calling an interpreter by wireless, to meet the
steamer, it was possible to utilize the entire interval of
stop in Yokohama to the best advantage in the fields and
gardens spread over the eighteen miles of plain extending
to Tokyo, traversed by both ,electric tram and .railway
lines, each running many tra;ins. making' frequent stops;
so that this wonderfully fertile and highly tilled district
could be readily and easily reached at almost any point.
We had left home in a memorable storm of snow, sleet
and rain which cut out of service telegraph and telephone
lines over a large part of the United States; we had sighted
the Aleutian Islands, seeing and feeling nothing on the
way which could suggest a warm soil and green fields, hence
our surprise was great to find the jinrit31{sha men' with bare
feet and legs naked to the thighs, and greater still when
we found, before we were outside the city limits, that the
electric tram was running between fields and gardens
green "rith wheat, barley, onions, carrots, cabbage and
other vegetables. We were rU8hing through the Orient
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Fig. I.-Rainy weather costume, as worn in Japan and typical of those used under similar conditions in both Korea and
China. The picture shows a group of Japanese yi Cp field laborers with their most common tools.
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with everything outside the car so strange and different
from home that the shock came like a bolt of lightning out
of a clear sky.
In the car every man, except myself and one other
was smoking tobacco and that other was 'inhaling camphor
through an ivory mouthpiece resembling a cigar holder
closed at the eind. Several women, tiring of sitting foreign
style, slipped. off-·-.I cannot say out of-their shoes and
sat facing the, windows, with toes crossed behind them on
the seat. The streets, were muddy from the rain and every..,
body Japanese was on rainy-day wooden shoes, the soles
carried three to four inches above the ground by two cross
blocks, in the manner seen in Fig. 2. .,A. mother, with baby
on her back and a daughter of sixteen years came into the
car. Notwithstandillg her high shoes the mother had dipped one toe into the mud. Seated, she slipped her foot
off. Without evident instructions the pretty black-eyed,
glossy-haired, : red-lipped lass, with cheeks made rosy,
picked up the shoe, withdrew a piece of white tissue paper
froln the great pocket in her sleeve, deftly cleaned the
otherwise spotless white cloth sock and then the shoe, threw
the paper on the floor, looked to see that her fingers were
not soiled, then set the shoe at her mother's foot, whjeh
found its place without effort or glance.
Everything here was strange and the scenes shifted with
the speed of the wildest dream. Now it was driving piles
for the foundation of a bridge. A tripod of poles was
erected above the pile and from it hung a pulley. Over
the pulley passed a rope from the driving weight and from
its end at the pulley ten cords extended to the ground. In
a circle at the foot of the tripod stood ten agile Japanese
women. They were the hoisting engine. They chanted in
perfect rhythm, hauled and stepped, dropped the weight
and hoisted again, making up for heavier hammer and
higher drop by more blows per minute. " Wheli we reached
Shanghai we saw the pile driver being worked from above.
Fourteen Chinese men stood upon a raised staging, each
with a separate cord passing dire~t from the hand to the
2
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weig'ht below. A concerted, half-musical chant, modulated
to relieve monotony, kept all hands· together. What did
the operation of this machine cost ~ Thirteen cents, gold,

Fig. 2.-Girl on rainy-day wooden shoes, carrying and entertaining child
in the way most common in Japan.

per man per day, which covered fuel and lubricant, both
automatically served. Two additional men managed the
piles, two directed the hammer, eighteen manned the out. fit. Two dollars and thirty-four' cents per day covered
fuel, superintendence and repair8. There was almost no
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capital invested in machinery. 1Ien were plenty and to
spare. Rice was the fuel, cooked without salt, boiled stiff,
reenforced with a bit of pork or fish, appetized with salted
cabbage or turnip and perhaps two or three of forty and
more other vegetable relishes. .And are these men strong
and happy? They certainly were strong. They are
steadily increasing their millions, and as one stood and
watched them at their work their faces Yvere often wreathed
in smiles and wore what seemed a look of satisfaction and
contentment.
.Among the most common sights on our rides from Yokohama to Tokyo, both within the city and along the: roads
leading to the ~elds:, starting early in the morning, were
the loads of night soil carried on' the shoulders of men and
on the backs of animals, but most commonly on strong
carts dra,vn by men, bearing six to ten tightly covered
wooden container&olding forty, sixty or more pounds
each. Strange as it may seem, there are not today and apparently never llave been, even in the largest and oldest
cities of Japan, China or Korea, anything corresponding
to the hydraulic .systems of sewage disposal used now by
western nations. Provision is made for the removal of
storm "vaters but when I asked my interpreter if it was
not the custom of the city during the winter months to
discharge its nigllt soil into the sea, as a quicker and
cheaper mode of disposal, his reply came quick and sharp,
"No, that would be waste. We throw nothing away. It
is worth too much money." In such public places as railway stations provision is made for saving, not for wasting,
and even along the country roads screens invite the traveler to stop, primarily for profit to the owner, more than
for personal convenience.
Between Yokohama and Tokyo, along the electric car line
and not far distant from the seashore, there were to be seen
in February very many long, fence-high screens extending
east and west, strongly inclined to the north, and built out
'of rice straw,closely tied together' and .supported on bamboo
poles carried llpon posts of wood set in the ~rol1nd. These
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Fig. 3.-Method of drying seaweed used for food.he small black squares
on the larger light ones are the seaweed. The skewers seen pin the squares
of matting against the long screens, six of which are shown in parallel
series.

F'ig. 4.-Section of shallow sea bottom planted to br11shwDOd on which the

edible seaweeds

attach themselves

and grow.

Drying Seatoeecl.
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screens, set in parallel series of five to ten or Inore in llllmber and several hundred feet long, were used for the purpcse of drying varieties of delicate seaweed, these being
spread out in the man.ner shown in Fig. 3.
The seaweed is first spread upon separate ten by twelve
inch straw mats, forming a thin layer seven by eight inches.
These mats are held by means of wooden skewers forced
through the body of the screen, e~posing the seaweed to
the direct sunshine. After becoming dry the rectangles of
seaweed are piled in bundles an inch thick, cut once in
two, forming packages four by seven inches, which are
neatly tied and thus exposed for sale as soup stock and
for other purposes.
To obtain this seaweed from the ocean small shrubs and
the limbs of trees are set up in the bottom of shallow water,
as seen in Fig. 4. To these limbs the seaweeds become attached, grow to lnaturity and are then gathered by hand.
By this method of culture large amounts of important
food stuff are grown for the support of the people on areas
otherwise wholly unproductive.
Another rural feature, best shown by photograph taken
in February, is the method of training pear orchards in
Japan, with their limbs tied down upon horizontal overhead trellises at a hight under which a man can readily
vvalk erect and easily reach the fruit with the hand while
standing upon the ground. Pear orchards thus form arbors of greater or less size, the trees being set in quincunx
order about twelve feet apart in and between the ro,vs ..
B.amboo poles aie used overhead and these carried on
posts of the same material 1.5 to 2.5 inches in diameter, to
which they are tied. Such a pear orchard is shown in
Fig. 5.
The limbs of the pear trees are trained strictly in one
plane, tying them down and pruning out those not desired. As a result the ground beneath ~s completely shaded
and every pear is within reach, which is a great convenience when it becomes desirable to protect the fruit
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F'ig. 5.-Looking down upon an extensive pear orchard whose limbs are
trained horizontally, forming an arbor completely shading the ground
when in leaf, and placing all of the fruit within reach of the hand from
beneath.

Fig. 6.-Pear trees at Akashi Experiment Station, Japan. Pears protected
by paper bags. Special form of pruning advised by Prof. Ono, standing
on the left, with Prof.. Tokito. The, trees branch below rather than at the
leve1 of the trellis.

Pear Or'cha,rds.
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from insects, by tying paper bags over every pear as seen
in Figs. 6 and 7. The orchard ground is kept free from
. weeds and not infrequently is covered with a layer of
rice orotheT'· straw, e~tensively used in Japan asa ground
cover with various crops alld when so used is: carefully
laid in handfuls from bundles, the straws being kept pa.rallel as when harvested.

Fig. 7.-Low branching pear orchard with. pears protected by paper bags, at
.
Akashi Experiment Station, Japan.

To one from a courltry of l60-a.cre. farms, with roads
four rods wide; of cities with broad streets and residences
with green lawns and ample back yards; and where the
-cemeteries are large and beautiful parks, the first· days of
travel in these old countries force the over-crowding' upon
the attention as nothing else can. One feels that the cities
are greatly over-crowded with houses. an.d shops, and these
with people and wares; that the country is over-crowded
with fields and the fields with crops; and that in Japan
the over-crowding is greatest of all in the cemeteries,
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Fig. S.-Street in a Hakone country village. The general absence of old forest growth on the hills recently cut over is
characteristic of much of Japan.

gravestones almost touching and markers for families literally in bundles at a grave, while round about there IIlay
be no free country whatever, dwellings, gardens or rice
paddies contesting the riny allotted areas too closely to
leave even foot-paths between~
Unless recently modified through foreign influence the
streets of villages and cities aTe narT01V, as seen in Fig. 8,_
where however the street is unusually broad. This is a
village in the Hakone district on a beautiful lake of the
same nam,e, where stands an Imperial summer palace, seen
near the center of the view on a hill across the lake. The
roofs of the houses here are typical of the neat" careful
thatching with rice straw, very generally adopted in place
of tile for the country villages throughout much of Japan.
The shops and stores,. open full width directly upon the
street, are filled to overflowing, as seen in Fig. 9 and in
Fig. 22.

Fig. g.-Small store full to overflowing; entire front opening flush with the
street.
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F'ig. 10.-Chinese country village lining both sides of a canal. Section one-third of a mile long between two
bridges, where in three rows of houses live 240 families.
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, .In the canalized regions of China the country villages
crowd both banks of a canal, as is the case in Fig. 10.
Here, too, often is a sin'gle street and it very narrow, very
crowded and very busy. Stone steps lead from the houses
down into the water where clothing, vegetables, rice and
what not are conveniently washed. In this particular
village two rows of houses stand on one side of the canal
separated by a very narrow street, and a single row on the
other. Between the bridge where the camera was exposed
and one barely discernible in the background, crossing the
canal a third of a mile distant, we counted upon one side,
walking along the narrow street, eighty houses each with
it.s family, usually of three generations and often of four.
Thus in the narrow strip, 154 feet broad, including 16 feet
of street and 30 feet of canal, with its three lines of houses,
lived no less than 240 families and more than 1200 and
probably nearer 2000 people.
When ""ve turn to the crowding of fields in the country
nothing except seeing can tell so forcibly the fact as such
landscapes as those of Figs. 11, 12 and 13, one in Japan,
one in Korea and one in China, not far from Nanking, looking from the hills across the fields to the broad Yangtse
kiang, barely discernible as a band of light along the
horizon.
The average area of the rice field in J apaIl is less. than
five square rods and that of her upland fields only about
twenty. In the case of the rice fields the small size is
necessitated partly by the requirement of holding water on
the sloping sides of the valley, as seen in Fig. 11. These
small areas do not represent the amount of land worked
by one family, the average for Japan being rnore nearly
2.5 acres. But the lands worked by one family are seldom
contiguous, they may even be widely scattered and very
often rented.
The people generally live in villages, going often considerable distances to their work. Recognizing the great disadvantage of scattered holdings broken into such small areas,
the Japanese Government has passed laws for the adjust-
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F'ig. 11.-Olosely crowded fields of rice in Japan, each rice paddy filled ,yith water and recently transplanted.
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Fig. 12.-L,andscape in Korea, showing subdivision of the valley surface into small Jrregular fields sep~rated only
by narrow, low ridges of earth scarcely more than a foot wide and high. The center field is';)planted to
rice, fields on the right are plowed and watered but not fitted, the ridged fieldon the left is watered but
not plowed. '
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Fig. lB.-Landscape of rice fields in Ohina. Fields in t he foreground still covered with winter crops, but when
harvested, to be planted to rice. White areas flooded with water and fitting for rice. Yangtse river near
horizon.
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ment of farm lands which have been in force since 1900.
It provides for the exchange of lands; for changing boundaries; for changing or abolishing roads, embankments,
ridges or canals and for alterations in irrigation and
drainage which would ensure larger areas with channels and
roads straightened, made les8 numerous and less wasteful
of time, labor and land. Up to 1907 Japan had iss.ued
permits for the readjustment of over 240,000 acres, and
Fig. 14 is a landscape in one of these readjusted districts.
To provide capable experts for planning and supervising
these changes the Government in 1905 intrusted the training of men to the higher agricultural school belonging to
theDai Nippon Agricultllral Association and since 1906
the Agricultural College and the Kogyokusha have undertaken the same task and now there are men sufficient to
push the work as rapidly as desired.
.
It may be remembered, too, as s.howing how, along other
fundamental lines, Japan is taking effective steps to improve the condition of her people, that she already has her
Imperial highways extending from one province to another;
her prefectural roads which connect the citieS' and villages
within the prefecture; and those more local which serve
the farms and villages. Each of the three systems of roads
is maintained by a specific tax levied for the purPose which
is expended under proper supervision, a designated section
of road being kept in repair through the year by a specially
appointed crew, as is the practice in railroad maintenance.
The result is, Japan has roads maintained in excellent condition, always narrow, sacrificing the minimum of land,
and everywhere without ·fences.
How the fields are crowded with crops and all available
land is made to do full duty in· these old, long-tilled countries is evident in Fig. 15 where even the narrow dividing
ridges but a foot wide, which retain the water on the rice
paddies, are bearing a heavy crop of soy beans; and where
may be seen the narrow pear orchard standing on the
very slightest rise of ground, not a foot above the water
all around!, which could better be left in grading the paddies to proper level.
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F'ig. 14.-Landscape in one of the .readjusted districts i n Japan where division lines between paddy fields have
been straightened. Men· using new rice'-weeding cultivators.
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entire field completely occupied by crops, rendering effective service. Soy beans on the dividing
lines ,rice in the paddies , pear orchard on the narrow raised ridge.
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Fig. 16.-Young peach orchard doing intense duty as a market
beans.

garden,

growing peas, cabbage and windsor
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How closely the ground itself may be crovv-ded with
plants is seen in Fig. 16, where a young peach orchard,
whose tree tops were six feet through, planted in rows
twenty-two feet apart, had also ten rows of eabbage, two
rows of large windsor beans and a row of garden peas.
Thirteen rows of vegetables in 22 feet, all luxuriant and
strong, and note the judgment shown in placing the tallest
plants, needing the mo~t sun, in the center between the
trees.
But these old people, used to crowding' and to bein,g
crowded, and long ago capable of making four blades of
grass grow where Nature grew l::>ut one, have also learned
how to double the acreage where a crop needs more elbow
than it does standing room, as seen in Fig. 17. This man's
garden had an area of but 63 by 68 feet and two square
rods of this was held sacred to the family grave mound,
and yet his statement of yields, number of crops ond prices
tnade his earning $100 a year on less than one-tenth of
an acre.
His crop of cucumbers on less than .06 of an acre would
bring him $20. He had already sold $5 worth of greens
and a second crop would follow the cucumbers. He had
just irrigated his garden from an adjoining canal, using
a foot-power pump, and stated that until it rained he
would repeat the watering once per week. It was his wife
who stood, iIi the garden and, although wearing trousers,
her dress showed full regard for modesty.
But crowding crops more closely in the field not only
requires higher feeding to bring greater returns, but also
relatively greater care, closer watchfulness in a hundred
ways and a patience far beyond American nleasure; and
so, before the crowding of the crops in the field and along
with it, there came to these very old farmers a crowding
of the. grey matter in the brain with the evolution of
effective texture. This is shown in his fields which crowd
the landscape. It is seen in the crops which crowd his
fields. You' see it in the old man '8 face, Fig. 18, standing
opposite his compeer, Prince Ching, Fig. 19, each clad in
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Fig. 17--Increasing thr available surface of the field '30 that double the number of plants may occupy the
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\vinter dress which is the embodiment of C'pnservation,
retaining the fires of the body for its own needs, to release
the growth on mountain, sides for other uses. And when
one realizes how, nearly to the extreme limits, conservation
along all important lines is being practiced as an inherited
instinct, there need be no surprise when one reflects that the
two men, one as feeder and the other as leader, are standing
in the fore of a body of four hundred InillioIlS of people
who have marched as a nation through perhaps forty centuries, and who now, in the light and great promise of
unfolding science have their faces set toward a still more
hopeful and longer' future.
On February 21st the Tosa IVlaru left Yokohama for
Kobe at schedule time on the tick of the watch, as she had
done from Seattle. All Japanese steamers appear to be
moved with the promptness of a railway train. On reaching Kobe we transferred to the Yamaguchi 1faru ,vhich
sailed the following morning, to shorten the time of reaching Shanghai. This left but an afternoon for a trip into
the country between Kobe and Osaka, where we found, if
possible, even higher and more intensive culture practices
than on the Tokyo plain, there being les8 land not carry-·
ing a winter crop. And Fig. 20 shows how closely the
crops crowd the houses and s.hops.. Here were very many
cement lined ciste·rns or sheltered reservoirs for collecting
manures and preparing fertilizers and the appearance of
both soil and crops showed in a marked manner to what
advantage. We passed a garden of nearly an acre entirely devoted to English violets. just coming into full bloom~
They were grown in long parallel east and west beds
abollt three feet wide. On the north edge of each bed
was erected a rice-straw SCreel} four feet high which inclined
to the south, overhanging the bed at an angle of some
thirty-five degrees, thus forming a sort of bake··oven tent
which reflected the sun", broke the force of the wind and
checked the loss of heat absorbed bv the soil.
The voyage from Kobe to l\!Ioji was m'ade between 10
in the morning, February 24th, and 5 :30 P. M. of February
.
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Fig. IS.-Aged Chinese farmer in winter dress, who leads
in the maintenance of his nation.

1Vinter Dress.

Copyright, by Underwood & Underwood, N. Y.
Fig. 19.-PrineeOhing, also in winter dress.
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First Glimpses of Japan.

25th over a quiet sea with an enjoyable ride. Being fogbound during the night gave us the whole of Japan's
beautiful Inland Sea, enchanting beyond measure, in all
its near and distant beauty but which no pen, no· brush,
no camera may attempt. Only the eye can convey. Before
reaching harbor the tide had been rising and the strait
separating Honshu from Kyushu island was running like
a mighty swirling river between Moji and Shimonoseki,
dangerous to attempt in the dark, so we waited until
mornIng.
There was cargo to take on board and the steanler must
coal. No sooner had the anchor dropped and the steamer
SvVUllg into thec\lrrent than lighters came alongside with
out-going freight. The small, strong, agile Japanese steved?res had this task completed by 8 :30 P. IVI. and when
we returned to the deck after supper another scene was
on. The cargo lighters had gone and four large bhrges
bearing 250 tons of coal had taken their places on opposite
sides of the steamer, each illuminated with buckets of
blazing coal or by burning conical heaps on the surface.
. From the bottom of these pits in the darkness the illumination suggested hu~e decapitated ant heaps in the wildest
frenzY,for the coal seemed covered and there was hurry
in every direction. Men and women, boys and girls, bending to their tasks, were filling shallow saucer-shaped baskets
with coal and stacking them eight to ten high in a semicircle, like coin for' delivery. Rjsing Ollt of these pits
sixteen feet up the side of the steamer and along her deck
to the chutes leading to her bunkers were what seemed
four endless human chains, in service the prototype of our
modern conveY95'~;(".l:>ut here each link animated by its o,vn
power. Up these conveyors the loaded buckets passed, 0ne
following another at the rate of 40 to 60 per minute, to
return empty by the descending line, and over the four
chains one hundred tons per hour, for 250 tons of coal
passed to the bunkers in two and a half 'hours. Both men
and women stood in the line and at the upper turn of one
of these, emptying the buckets down the chute, was a
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mother with her tvvo<year-old child in the sling en her
back, where it rocked and swayed to and fro, happy the
entire time. It ·was often necessary for the mother to
adjust her baby in the sling whenever it was leaning
uncomfortably too far to one side or the other, but she
did it skillfully, alway-s. with a shrug of the shoulders,
for both hands were full. The mother looked strong,
was apparently accepting her lot as a matter of course
and often, with a smile, turned her face to the child,
vvho patted it and played with her ears and hair.
Probably her husband was doing his part in a more
strenuous place in the chain and neither had time to be
troubled with affinities for it was 10 :30 P. M. when the
baskets stopped, and somewhere no doubt there was a horne
to be reached and perhaps s11pper to get. Shall we be able,
when our numbers have vastly increased, to permit all
needful earnings to be acquired in a better way ~
We left Moji in the early morning and late in the
evening. of the same day entered the beautiful harbor of
Nagasaki, all on board waiting until morning for a launch
to go ashore. We were to sail again at npon so available
time for observation was short and we set out in a ricksha
a t once for our first near view of terraced gardening on
the steep hillsides in Japan. In reaching them and in
returning our course led through streets paved with long,
thick and narrow stone blocks, having deep open gutters
on one or both sides close along the hous.es, into which waste
water was emptied and through which the storm waters
found their way to the sea. Few of these streets were
more than twelve feet wide and close watching, with much
dodging, was required to make way through them. Here,
too, the night soil of the city was being removed in closed"
receptacles on the shoulders of men, on the backs of horses
and cattle and on carts drawn by either. Other men and
women were hurrying along with baskets of vegetables well
illustrated in Fig. 21, some with fres.h cabbage, others. with
high stacks of crisp lettuce, some with monstrous wh~te
radishes or turnips, others with bundles of onions, all com-

.11a1'keting Vegetable-so
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Fig. 22.~Store of Japanese vegetable dealer. The large vegetables in the center are bamboo sprouts, of thena, ' t u r e ot asparagus, useq e'xte:p.sively for food everywhere in the Orient.
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ing down from the terraced gardens to the markets. We
passed loads of green bamboo pole8 just cut, three inches
in diameter at the butt and twenty feet long, drawn on
carts. Both -men and women were carrying young childJ;en
and older ones V\Tere playing and singing in tlie street. Very
many old women, some feeble looking, moved,loaded,through
the throng. Homely little dogs, an occasional lean cat, and
hens and roosters scurried across the street from one low
market or store to another. Back of the rows of small stores
and shops fronting on the clean narrow streets were the
dwellings whose exits seemed to open through the stores,
few or no open courts. of any size separatjng them from the
market or shop. The opportunity which the oriental housewife may have in the choice of vegetables on going to the
market, and the attractive manner of displaying such products in Japan, are seen in Fig. 22.
We finally reached -one of the terraced hillsides which
rise five hl1ndred to a thousand feet above the harbor vvith
sides so .steep that garden area8 have a width of seldom
more than twenty to thirty feet and often les8, while the
front of each terrace may be a stone wall, sometimes twelve
feet high, often more than six, four and five feet being the
most common hight. One of thes.e hillside slopes is seen
in Fig. 23. These terraced gardens are both short and
narrow and most of them bounded by stone walls on three
sides, suggesting house .foundations. the two end walls sloping down the hill from the higp.t of the back terrace, drnDping to the ground level in frobt, these forming foot-paths
leading up the slope occasionally with one, two or three
steps in places.
Each terrace sloped slightly down the hill ::,t a S111Hll
angle and had a low ridge along the front. Around its
entire border a narrow drain or fl1rrnw was prr'9nged to
collect su.rface water and direct jt to drainHge chRnnels or
into a catch basin where it might he P1Jt rack rn the Q'arden
or be used in preparing liauid fertilizer. At one corner
of manv of these small terrRreil Q'ardeDs were cement lined
pits. used hoth ?s catch basins for water 2nd flS receutacles
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on hillside at Nagasaki, Japall.
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for liquid manure or as places in which to prepare compost.
Far up the steep paths, too, along either side, we saw many
piles of stable manure awaiting application, all of which
had been brought up the slopes in baskets on bamboo poles,
carried on the shoulders of TI;len and women.

II.

GRAVE LANDS OF CHINA.

The launch had returned the passengers to the steamer
at 11 :30; the captain was on the bridge; prom,pt to the
minute at the call "Hoist away" the signal went below
and the Yamaguchi's vvhistle filled the harbor and overflowed the hills. The cable wound in, and at twelve, noon,
we were leaving Nagasaki, now a city of 153,000 and the
vvestern doorway of a nation of fifty-one millions of people
but of little importance before the sixteenth century when
it became the chief mart of Portuguese trade. We were to
p2SS the Koreans on our right and enter the portals of a
third nation of four hundred millions. We had left a
country which had added eight~--·five millions to its population in one hundred years and vvhich still has twenty acres
for each man, woman and child, to pass through one which
has hut one and a half acres per capita, and were goirig
to another whose allotment of acres, good and bad, is less
than 2.4. We had' gone from practices by which three
generations had exhausted strong virgin fields, and were
c0ming to others still fertile after thirty centuries of cropping. On January 30th we crossed the head waters of the
l\fississippi-Missouri, four thousand miles from its mouth,
and on l\farch 1st were in the mouth of the Yangtse river
,vhose waters are gathered from a basin in which dwell
two .hundred millions of people.
The Yamaguchi reached WOCSU.DO' jn the night and
anchored to await morning and tide before ascending the
Hwangpoo, believed by SOlno geographers to he the middle
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Fig. 24.-Views of grave lands in the delta rHgion of the' Yangtse kiang, Ohina.
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of three earlier delta arms of the Yangtse-kiang, the
southern entering the sea at Hangchow 120 miles further
south, the third being the present stream. As we wound
through this great delta plain toward Shanghai, the city
of foreign concessions to all nationalities, the first striking
feature was the" graves of the fathers", of "the ancestors".
At first the numerous grass-covered hillocks dotting the
plain seemed to be stacks of grain or straw; then came the
query whether they might not be huge compost heaps awaiting distribution in' the fields, but as the river brougllt us
nearer to them we seemed to be moving through a land
of ancient mound builders and Fig. 24 shows, in its upper
section, their appearance as seen in the distance.
A~ the journey led on among the fields, so large were the
mounds, often ten to twelve feet high and twenty or more
feet at ~he base; 80 grass-c'overed and apparently neglected;
so nUYQ.erou~Jlnq. ~o irregularly scattered., without apparent
regard forfi~lds,:that when we were told thes.e were graves
we could not give credence to the statem,ent, but before
the city was reached we saw places where, by the shifting
of the channel, the river had cut into some of these mounds,
exposing brick vaults, some so low as to be under water
part of the time, and we wonder if the fact does not also
record a slow subsidence of the delta plain under the ever
increasing load of river silt.
A closer view of, these graves in th~ s.ame delta plain
is given in the lower section of Fig. 24, where th'ey are
seen in the midst of fields and to occupy not only large
areas of valuable land but to. be much in the way of agricultural operations. A still closer view of other groups, with
a farm village in the background, is shown in the midd~e
section of the same' illustration, and here it is better seen
how large is the space occupied by them. On the right in
the same view may be seen a line of six graves surmounting a common lower base which is a type of the larger and
higher ones so suggestive of buildings. seen in the horizon
of the upper section.

Space Given to Graves.
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Everywhere \tve weIlt in China, about all of the very
old and large cities, the proportion of grave land to cultivated fields is very large. In the vicinity of Canton Chris~
tian college, on Honam island,more than fif(yper cent of
the land was given over to graves and in many places they
were so close that one could step fl"om one to another.
They are on the higl}-er ~anddryer lands, the c~ultivated
areas occupying ravines and the lower levels to which water
may be more easily applied and which are the most productive. Hilly lands not ;so readily cultivated, and especially
if within reach of cities, are largely so used, as seen in
Fig. 25, ,vhere thegru"Ves are marked by excavated shelves
rather than by mounids, as on the plains:. These' grave
lands are not altogether unproductive for they are generally

Fig. 25.-Goats pasturing on grave land near Shanghai, and graves in hUb'
lands near Canton.

overgrown with herb~ge of one or another kind and used
as pastures for geese, • sheep, goats and cattle, and it is not
at all uncommon, when riding along a canal, to see a
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Grave Lands of China.

huge "vater buffalo projected against th~ sky from the
summit of one of the largest and highest grave mounds
within reach.
If the herbage is not fed off by animals
it is llsually cut for feed, ~or fuel, for green manure or
for use in the production of compost to enrich the soil.
Caskets may be plaeed directly upon the surface of a
field, encased in brick vaults with tile roofs, forming such
clusters as was seen on the bank of the Grand Canal in
Chekiang province, represented in the lower section of Fig.
26, or they may stand singly in the midst of a garden, as

Fig. 26.-.-Cluster of graves in brick vaults, lower section; and isolated grave
In garden, with two large grave mounds, upper section.

Graves in Sha,nt1lng and

Ch~hli.
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in the upper section of the same figure; in a rice paddy
entirely surrounded by water parts of the year, and indeed
in allmost any unexpected place. In Shanghai in 1898,
2,763 exposed coffined corpses were relnoved olltside the
International Settlement or buried by the authorities.
Further north, in the Shantung province, Where the dry
season is more prolonged and where a severe drought had
made grass short, the grave lan.ds had become nearly naked
soil, as seen in Fig. 27 where a Shantung farnler had just
dug a temporary well to irrigate his little field of barley_
Within the range of the camera, as' held to take this vie,v,
more than forty grave mounds besides the seven near by,
are near enough to be fixed on the negative and be discernible under a glass, indicating what extensive areas of land,
in the aggregate, are given over to graves.
Still further north, in Chihli, a like story js told in, if
possible, more emphatic manner and fully vouched for in
the next illustration, Fig. 28, which shows a typical family
group, to 'be observed in so many places between Taku and
Tientsin and beyond toward Peking. As we entered the
mouth of the Pei-ho for Tientsin, far away to the vanishing
horizon there stretched an almost naked plain except for
the vast numbers of these "graves of the fathers ", so
strange, so naked, so regular in form and so numerous that
more than an hour of our journey had passed before we
realized that they were· graves and that the country here
was perhaps more dens.ely peopled with the dead than with
the livirlg.. In so many places there was the huge father
grave, often capped with what in the distance suggested
a chimney, and the many associated smaller ones, that it
was difficult to realize in passing what they were.
It is a common custom, even if the residence has been
permanently changed to some distant province, to take the
bodies back for interment in the family group; and it is
this custom which leads to the practice of choosing a temporary location for the body, waiting for a favorable opportunity to remove it to the. family group. This is often the
occasion for the isolated coffin so frequently seen under a
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Fig. 27.-Graves surrounded by fields in the Shantung province. The fanner has dug a temporary well to irri·
gate the little· barley fiel d threatened by drought.
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Fig. 28.-Family group oI grave mounds in Chihli, between Taku and Tientsin; the largest or father grave is
.
in the rear, those of his two sons standing next.
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simple thatch of rice stra.w, as in. Fig. 29; and the
many small stone jars containing skeletons of the dead, or
portions of them, standing' singly OJ:' in rows in the most
unexpected places least in the way \in the crowded fields
and gardens, awaiting removal to the final re~.ting place.
It is this custom, too, lam told,which has led to placing
a large qua,ntity of caustic lime in the bottom. of the casket,
on which the body rests, this acting as an effective absorbent.

Fig. 29.- rremporary burial, coffin thatched with straw; graves on the higher
land at the right in background.

It is the custom in s.onleparts of China, if not in all, to
periodically restore the mouilds, maintaining their hight
and size, as is seen in the next two illustrations, and to
decorate these once in the year. with flying streamers of
colored paper, the remnants of which may be seen in both
Figs. 30 and 31, set there as tokens that the paper money
has been burned upon theln and its essence sent up in the,
smoke fo:r the lnaintenance of the spirits of tlleir departed
friends. We have our memorial day ; they have for centuries observed theirs with religious fidelity.
The usual expens.e of a burial anlong the working people
is said to be $100,::Niexican, an enormous burden when the
day's wage or the y~arl:v earnjngo of the family Is considered
and when there is added to this the yearly expense of
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Fig. SO.-Grave mounds recently restored and bearing the streamer standards in token of memorial services.
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ancestor worship. How such voluntary burdens are assumed by people under such circumstances is hard to
understand. l\1.issionaries assert it is fear of evil conse..
quences in this life and of punishment and neglect in the
hereafter that leads to assuming them. Is it not far more
likely that such is the price these people are willing to
pay for a good name among the living and because of
their deep and lasting friendship for the departed ~ Nor
does it seem at all strange that a kindly, warm-hearted people with strong filial affection should have reached, early in
their long history, a belief in one spirit of the departed
which hovers about the home, one which hovers about the
grave and another which wanders abroad, for surely there
are associations with each of these conditions which must
long and forcefully awaken memories of friends gone. If
this view is possible may not 8uch ancestral worship be an
index of qualities of character strongly fixed and of' the
highest worth which, when improvements come that may
relieve the heavy burdens now carried, will only shine more
brightly and count more for right living as well as comfort ~
Even in our own case it will hardly be maintained that
our burial· customs have reached their best and final solu..
tion, for in all civilized nations they are unnecessarily
expensive and far too cumbersome. It is only necessary to
mentally add the accumulation of a few centuries to our
cemeteries to realize how impossible our practice must
become. Clearly there is here a very important line for
betterment which all nationalities should undertake.
When the steamer anchored at Shanghai the day was
pleasant and the rain coats which greeted us in Yokohama
were not in evidence but the numhers "\vho had met the
steamer in the hope of an opportunity for earning a trifle
was far greater and in many ways in strong contrast with
the Japanes,e. We w"ere much surprised to find the men
of so large stature, much above the Chinese usually seen
in the United States. They were fully the equal of large
Americans in frame but quite without surplus flesh yet
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of grass-grown grave mounds carrying the streamer standards and showing the extensive occupa·
.
tion of land.
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few appeared underfed. To realize that these are strong,
hardy men it was only necessary to watch them carrying
on their shoulders. bales of cotton between them, supported
by a strong bamboo ; while the heavy loads they trans-port
on wheel-barrows through the country over long distances,

Fig. 32.-1\'len freighters going inland with loads of matches.

as seen in Fig. 32, prove their great endurance. This same
type of vehicle, too, is one of the common means of transporting people, especially Chinese women, 'and four, six
and even eight may be seen riding together, propelled by a
single wheelbarrow man.

III.
TO HONGKONG AND CANTON.

We had come to learn how the old-world farmers had
been able to provide materials for food and clothing on such
small areas for so many millions, at so low a price, during
so many centuries, and were anxious to see them at the
soil and among the crops. The sun was still south of the
equator, coming north only about twelve miles per day,.
so, to save time, we booked on the next steamer for Hongkong to meet spring at Canton, beyond the Tropic of Cancer, six hundred miles farther south, and return with her.
On the morning of Ma.rch 4th the Tosa Maru steamed
out into the Yangtse river, already flowing with the increased speed of ebb tide. The pilots were on the bridge
to guide her course along the narrow south channel through
waters seemingly as brown and turbid as the Potomac after
a rain. It was some .distance beyond Gutzlaff Island, seventy miles to sea, where there is a lighthouse and a telegraph station receiving six cables, that we crossed the front
of the out-going tide, showing in a sharp line of contrast
stretching in either direction farther than the eye could
see, across the course of the ship and yet it was the season
of low water in this river. .During long ages this stream
of mighty volume has been loading upon itself in far-away
Tibet, without dredge; barge, fuel or human effort, unused
and there unusable soils, bringing them down from inaccessible hights across two or three thousand miles, building
up .with them, from under the sea, at the gateways of
commerce, miles upon miles of the world's most fertile fields

Shanghai to H:ongkong.
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and gardens. Toda.y on this river, winding through six
hundred miles of the most highly cultivated fields, laid out
on river-built plains, go large ocean steamers to the city
of Hankow-Wuchang-Hanyang where 1,770,000 people live
and trade within a radius less than four miles; while
smaller steamers push on a thousand miles and are then
but 130 feet above sea level. .
Even now, with the aid of current, tide and man, these
brown turbid waters are rapidly adding fertile delta plain.s
for new homes. During the last twenty-five years Chungming island has grown in length some 1800 feet per year
and today a million people are living and growing rice,
wheat, cotton and sweet potatoes on 270 square miles of
fertile plain where five hundred years ago were only
submerged river sands and silt. Here 3700 people per
square mile have acquired homes.
The southward voyage was over a quiet sea and as "\ve
passed among and near the off-shore islands these, as seen
in Japan, appeared destitute of vegetation other than the
low herbaceous types with few shrubs and almost no forest
growth and little else that gave the appearance of green.
Captain Harrison informed me that at no time in the year
are these islands possessed of the grass-green verdure so
often seen in northern climates, and yet the islands lie in
a region of abundant summer rain, making it hard to
understand why there is not a more luxuriant growth.
Sunday morning, March 7th, passing first extensive sugar
refineries, found us entering the long, narrow and beailtiful harbor of Hongkong. Here, lying at anchor in the ten
square miles of water,were five battleships, several large
ocean steamers, many coastwise vessels and a multitude of
smaller craft whose yearly tonnage is twenty to thirty
millions. But the harbor lies in the track of the terrible
East Indian typhoon and, although sheltered on the north
shore of a high island, one of these storms recently sunk
nine vessels, sent twenty-three ashore, seriously damaged
twenty-one others, wrought great destruct~on 'among the
smaller craft and over a thousand dead were recovered.
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To Hongkong an,d Canton.

Such was the destruction wrought by the September storm
of 1906.
Our steamer did not go to dock but the Nippon Yusen
Kaisha's launch transferred us to a city much resembling
Seattle in possessing a scant footing between a long sea
front and high steep mountain slopes behind. Here cliffs
too steep to climb rise from the very sidewalk and are
covered with a great profusion and variety of ferns, s.mall
bamboo, p.alms, vines, many flowering shrubs, all interspersed with pine and great banyan trees that do so much
toward adding the beauty of nortllerll landscapes to the
tropical features which reach upward until hidden in a
veil of fog that hung, ,all of the time we were there, over
the city, over the harbor and stretched beyond Old and
New Kowloon.
Hongkong island is some eleven miles long and but two
to five miles wide, while the peak carrying the sjgnal staff
rises 1,825 feet above the streets from which ascends the
Peak tramway, where, hanging from opposite ends of a
strong cable, one car rises up the slope and another de-'
scends every fifteen to twenty minutes, affording communication with business houses below and homes in bealltiful
surroundings and a tempered climate above. Extending
along the slopes of the mountains, too, above the city, are
very excellent roads, carefully graded, provided with concrete gutters and bridges, along which one may travel on
foot, on horseback, by ricksha or sedan chair, but too narrow for carriages. Over one of these we as.cended along
one side of Happy Valley, around its head and down the
other side. Only occasionally could we catch glimpses of
the summit through the lifting fog but the views, looking
down and across the city and beyond the harbor with its
shipping, and up and down tIle many ravines from viaduct,S, are among the choicest and rarest ever made accessible to the residents of any city. It was the beginning of
the migratory season for birds, and trees and shrubbery
thronged with many species.

··WorkelrIS' in Hongkong.
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Many of the women in Hongkong were seen engaged in
such heavy manual labor with the men as carrying crushed
rock and sand, for concrete and ma.ca.dam work, up the
steep street slopes long distances from the doek, but they
were neither tortured. nor incapacitated by bound feet.
Like the men, they were of smaller stature than most
seen at Shanghai and closely resemble the Chinese in the
United States. Both sexes are agile, wiry and strong.
Here we first saw lumber sa,ving in the open streets after
the manner s.hown in Fig. 33, where. wide boards vvere

Fig. SS.-Usual method o·f sawing lumber in Ohina.

being cut from camphor logs.. In the damp, already warm
weather the men were stripped to the waist, their limbs
bare to above the knee, and each carried a large towel for
wiping away the profuse perspiration.
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It was here, too, that we first met the remarkable staging
for the erection of buildings of four and six stories, setup
without saw, hammer or nail; without injury to or waste
of lumber and with the minimum of labor in construction
and removal. Poles and bamboo s:tems Vf"ere lashed together
with overlapping ends, permitting any interval or hight
to be secured without Gutting or nailing, and admitting of
ready removal with absolutely no waste, all parts being
capable of repeated use unless it be some of the ~aterials
employed in tying memcers. U'p inclined stairways, from
staging to staging, in the erection of six-story granite buildings, mortar V\Tas being carried in baskets swinging from

Fig.

34.~Happy

Valley, Hongkong Island, with its
seattered dwellings.

terraced gardens and

bamboo poles on the shoulders of men and women, as the
cheapest hoists available in English Hongkong where there
is willing human labor and to spare.
The Singer sewing nlachine, manufactured in New Jersey,

A Florist's Gardren.
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was seen in many Chinese shops in Hongkong and other
cities, operated by Chinese men and women, purchased,
freight prepaid, at two-thirds the retail price in the United
States. Such are the indications of profit to rnanufacturers
on the home sale of home~made goods while at the same
time reaping good returns. from a large trade in heathen
lands, after paying the freight.

Fig. 35.-Statuary floral pieces in florist's garden, Happy Valley, Hongkong, China.

Industrial China, Korea and Japan do not obs.erve our
weekly day of rest and during our walk around Happy
Valley on Sunday afternoon, looking down upon its terraced gardens and tiny fields, we saw men and women
busy fitting the soil for new crops, gathering veg'~tables for
market, feeding plants with liquid manure and even irrigating certain crops, notwithstanding' the damp, foggy,
showery weather. Turning the head of the valley, attention was drawn to a walled enclosure and a detour dOV\Tn
I
V
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the slope brought us to a florist's garden within which
were rows of large potted!. foliage. plants of semi-shrubbery
habit, seen in Fig. 35, trained in the form of life-size
human figures with limbs, arms and trunk provided with
highly glazed and colored porcelain feet, hands and head.
These, with many other potted plants and ~rees, including
dwarf varieties, are grown under out-door lattice shelters
in different parts of China, for sale to the wealthy Chinese
families!

Fig. 37.-Receptac1es for collecting liquid manure, and at their right a pile 01
ashes and a pile of stable manure for fertili,zing the garden.
l

How thorough is the tillage, how efficient and paillstaking the garden fitting, and how closely the grol1nd is crowded to its upper limit of prodllcing power are indicated in
Fig. 36; and when one stops: and studies the detail in
such gardens he expects in -its executor an orderly, careful,
frugal and industrious man, getting nQt a. little satisfaction out of his creations however ardll0us his task or prolonged his day. If he is in the garden or one meets him
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at the house, clad as. the nature of his duties and compensation have determined, you may be disappointed or feel
arising an unkind judgment. But who would risk a reputation so clad and so environed ~ l\tIany were the times,
during our walks in the fields and gardens among these
old, much misunderstood, misrepresented and undervalued·
people, when the bond of common interest was recognized
between us., that there showed throug'h the face the spirit
which put aside both dress and s.urroundings and the man
stood forth who, with fortitude and rare wisdom, is. feeding the millions. and who has carried through centuries
the terrible burden of taxes levied by dishonor and needless wars. Nay, more than this, the man stood forth who
. has kept alive the seeds of manhood and has nourished them
into such stllrdy stock as has held the stream of progress
along' the best interests of civilization in spite of the
drift-wood heaped upon ti.
Not only are these people extremely careful and painstaking in fitting their fields and gardens to receive the
crop, but they are even more serupulous in their care to
make everything that can possibly s.erve as fertilizer for
the soil, or food for the crop being glown, do so unless
there is some more remunerative service it may render.
Expense is incurred to provide such receptacles as are
seen in Fig. 37 for receiving not only the night soil of the
home and that which lllay be bought or otherwjse procured, but in which nlay be stored any other fluid which
can serve as plant food. On the right of these earthenware
jars too is a pile of as.hes. and one of manure. All such
materials are s.aved and used in the most advantageous
ways to enrich the soil or to nourish the plants being
grown.
Generally the liquid manures must be diluted with water
to a greater or less extent before they are "fed", a s the
Chinese say, to their plants, hence there js need of 3n abundant and convenient water supply. One of these is seen
in Fig. 38, where the Chinaman has adopted the modern
galvanized iron pipe to bring water from the mOllntain
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Fig. 38.-Water brQught from mountain side in three-foarths inch iron pipe to use in diluting liquid manure
and in garden irrigation.
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slope of Happy Valley to his garden. By the side of this
tank are the covered pails in which the night soil was
brought, perhaps more tha.n a. mile, to be first diluted and
then applied. But the more general method for supplying
water is that of leading it along the ground in channels
or ditches to a small reservoir in one corner of a terraced
field or garden, as seen in Fig. 39, where it is held and the
surplus led down from terrace to terrace, giving each its
permanent supply. At the upper right corner of the
engraving may be seen two manure receptacles and a
third stands near the reservoir. The plants on the lower
terrace are water cress and those above the same. At this
time of the year, on the terraced gardens. of Happy Valley,
this is one of the crops. most extensively grown.
Walking among these gardens and isolated homes, we
passed a pig pen provided with a smooth, well-laid stone
-floor that had just been washed scrupulousl~y clean, like
. the floor of a house. While I was not able to learn other
facts regarding this case, I have little doubt that the washings from this floor had been carefully collected and taken
to some receptacle to serve as a plant food.
Looking backward as we left Hongkong for Canton on
the cloudy evening of March 8th, the view was wonderfully
beautiful. We were drawing away from three cities, one,
electric-lighted Hongkong rising up the st'eep slopes, suggesting a section of sky set with a vast array of stars of all
magnitudes up to triple J upiters; another, old and new
Kowloon on the opposi te side of the harbor; and between
these two, separated from either shore by wide reaches of
wholly unoccupied ,vater, lay the third, a mid-strait city
of sampans, junks and coastwise craft of many kinds segre.gated, in obedience to police regulation, into blocks and
streets with each setting SUll, but only to scatter again
with the coming morn. At night, after a fixed hour, no
one.is permitted to leave shore and cross the vacant water
strip except from certain piers and with the permission of
the poljre, who take the number of the sampan and the
names of its occupants. Over the harbor three large search
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lights were sweeping and it was curious to see the junks
and other craft suddenly burst into full blazes of light,
like so many monstrous fire-flies, to disappear and reappear
as the lights carrie and went. Thus is the mid-strait city
lighted and policed and. thllS have steps been taken to
lessen the number of cases of foul play where people have
left the wharves at night for some vessel in the strait,
never to be heard from again.
Some ninety miles is the distance by water to Canton,
and early the next morning our stearner dropped anchor
off the foreign settlement of Shameen. Through the kindness of Consul-General Amos P. Wilder in sending a telegram to the Canton Christian College, their little steam
launch met the boat and took us directly to the home of
the college on Honam Island, lying in the great delta south
of the city where sediments brought by the Si-kiang-west,
Pei-kiang-north, and Tung-kiaug-east-rivers through
long centuries have been building the richest of land,
which, -because of the density of population, a.re squared
up everywhere to the water's edge and appropriated as
- fast as formed, and made to bring forth materials for food,
fuel and raiment in vast quantities.
It was on Honam Island that we walked first among
the grave lands and came to know them as such, for
Canton Christian College stands in the midst of graves
which, a~though very -old, are not permitted to be disturbed
and the development of the campus must wait to secure
pernlission to remove graves, or erect its buildings in places
not the most desirable. Cattle were grazing among the
graves and with them a flock of some 250 of the brown
Chinese geese, two-thirds grown, was watched by boys,
gleaning their entire living from the grave lands and
adjacent water. A mature goose sells: in Canton for
$1.20, Mexican, or less than 52 cents, gold, but even then
how'can the laborer whose day's wage is but ten or fifteen
cents afford OIle for his family? Here, too, we saw the·
Chinese persistent, never-ending illdustry in keeping their
land, their sunshine and their rain, with themselves, busy
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JD producing something needful. Fields which had Inatured
two crops of rice during the long summer, had been laboriously, and largely by hand labor, thrown into strong
ridges as seen in ]1ig. 40, to permit still a third winter
crop of some vegetable to be taken from the land.

Fig. 40.-Looking across fields which have borne two crops of rice, now
tridged for leeks and other vegetables as a winter crop.

But this intensive, continuous cropping of the land
spells soil exhaustion and createS:rpemands for luaintenance
and restoration of available plant food or the adding of
large quantities of something quickly convertible into it,
and so here in the fields on Honam'Island, as we had found
in Happy Valley, there was abundant evidence of the most
careful attention and laborious ,effort devoted to plant
feeding. The boat standing in the canal in Fig. 41 had
come from Canton in the early morning' with two tons
of human manure and men were bllSy applying it, in
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diluted form, to beds of leeks at the rate of 16,000 gallons
per acre, all carried on the sholliders in such pails as stand
intne foreground. The material is applied witll longhandled . dippers holding a gallon, dipping it from the
pails, the men wading, with bare feet and trousers rolled
above the knees, in the water of the furrows between the
beds. This is one of their ways. of ' 'feeding the crop,"
and they have other methods of "manuring the soiL"

Fig. 41.-Boat load of human waste in canal on Honam Island, brought
from Canton and being used in feeding winter vegetables.

One of these we first met, on Honam Island. Large
amounts of canal mud are here collected in boats and
brought to the fields to be treated and there left to drain
and dry before distributing. Both the lllaterial used to
feed the crop and that used for manuring the land are
waste products, hindrances to the industry of the region,
but the Chinese make them do essential duty in maintaining
its life. The human waste must be disposed of. They
return it to the soil. We turn it into the sea. Doing so,
they save for plant feeding more than a ton of phosphorus
(2712 pounds) and more than two tong of potassium (4488
pounds,) per day for each million of adult population. The
mud collects in their canals and obstructs movement. They
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must be kept open. The mud is highly charged with
-organic matter and would add humus to the soil if applied
to the fields, at the same time raising their level above
the river and canal, giving them better drainage, thus are
they turning to use what is otherwise waste, causing the
labor which must be exp,.ended in dis.posal to count in a
remunerative way.
During the early morning ride to Canton Christian
-College and three others which we were permitted to enjoy
in the launch on the canal and river waters, everything
was again strange, fascinating and full of human interest.
The Cantonese water population was a surprise, not so
much for its numbers as for the lithe, sinewy forms,
bright eyes and cheerful faces, particularly among the
women, young and old. Nearly always. one or more women,
mother and daughter oftenest, gJ;andmother many times,
wrinkled, sometimes grey, but strong, quick and vigorous
in motion, were manning the oars of junks, houseboats
and sampans. Sometimes husband and wife and many
times the whole family were seen together when the craft
was both home and business boat as well. Little children
were gazing from most unexpected peek holes, or they
toddled tethered from a waist belt at the end of as much
rope as would arrest them abov~ water, should they go
{)verboard. And the cat was similarly tied. Through an
overhanging latticed stern, too, hens craned their necks,
longing for scenes they could not reach. With bare heads,
bare feet, in short trous.ers and all dressed much alike,
men, women, boys and girls showed equal mastery of the
oar. Beginning so young, day and night in the open air
on the tide-swept streams and canals, exposed to all of
the sunshine the fogs and clouds will permit, and removed
from the dust and filth of streets, it ,vould seem that if
the children survive at all they must develop strong.
The appearance of the women somehow eonveyed the
impressioll that they were more vigorous. and in better
fettle than the men.
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Boats selling many kinds of steaming hot dishes were
common. Among these was rice tied il~ green leaf wrappers, three small packets in a cluster suspeIlded by a strand
of some vegetable fiber, to be handed hot from the cooker
to the purchaser, some one on a passing junk or on an
in-coming or· out-going boat. Another would buy hot
water for a brew of tea, while still another, and for a
single cash, might be handed a small square of cotton
cloth, wrung hot from the water, with which to wipe his
face and hands and then be returned.
Perhaps nothing better measures the intensity of the
maintenance struggle here, and better indicates the mi:r;tnte
economies practiced, than the value of their sInallest currency unit, the Cash, used in their daily retail transactions.
On our Pacific coast, where less thought is given to little
economies than perhaps anywhere else in the world, the
nickel is the smallest coin in general use, twenty to the
dollar. For the rest of the United States and in most
English speaking countries one hundred cents or half
pennies measure an equal value. In Russia 170 kopecks,
in Mexico 200 centavos, in France 250 two-centime pieces,
and in Austria-Hungary 250 two-heller coins equal the
United States dollar; while in Germany 400 pfennigs, and
in India 400 pie are required for an equal value. Again
500· penni in Finland and of stotinki in Bulgaria, of
centesimi in Italy and of half cents in Holland equal our
dollar; but in China the small daily -financial transactions
are measured against a much smaller unit, their Cash, 1500
to 2000 of which are required to equal the United States
dollar, their purchasing power fluctuating daily with the
price of silver.
In the Shantung province, when we inquired of the
farmers the selling prices of their crops, their replies were
give~ like this: "Thirty-five strings of cash for 420 catty
of wheat and twelve to fourteen strings of cash for 1000
catty of wheat straw."
At this time, according to my
interpreter, the value of one string of cash was 40 cents
Mexican, from which it appears that something like 250
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of these coins "\vere threaded on a string. Twice we saw a
wheelbarrow heavily loaded with strings. of cash being
transported through tIle streets of Shanghai, lying exposed on the frame, suggesting chains of copper more,
than money. At one of the go-downs or warehouses in
Tsingtao, where freight was being transferred from a
steamer, the carriers were .receiving their pay in these
coin. The pay-master stood in the doorway with half a
bushel of loose cash in a grain sack at his feet. With one
hand he received the bamboo tally-sticks from the steve·dores and with the other paid the. cash for service rendered.
Reference has been made to buying hot water. In a
sampan managed by a w'oman and her daughter, who took
us ashore, the middle section of the boat was furnished
in the manner of a tiny sitting-room, and on the sideboard
sat the. complete embodiment of our fireless cookers, keeping
boiled water hot for making tea. This device and the
custom are here centuries old and throughout these countries boiled water, as tea, is the universal drink, adopted
no doubt as a preventive measure ag-ainst typhoid fever
-and allied diseases. Few vegetables are eaten raw and
nearly all foods are taken hot or recently cooked if not
in some way pickled or salted. Houseboat meat shops
move among the ill:any junks on the canals. These were
provided with a compartment communicating freely \vith
the canal water "where. the fish were kept alive until sold.
At the street markets too, fish are kept alive in large tubs
of water systematically aerated by the water falling from
an elevated receptacle in a thin streain. A live fish may
even be sliced before the eyes of a purchaser and the
unsold portion returned to the water. Poultry is largely
retailed alive although we saw much of it dressed and
cooked to a uniform rich brown, apparently roasted, hanging exposed in the markets of the very narrow streets in
Canton, shaded from the hot sun under awnings. admitting
light overhead throuQ'h translucent oyster-shell latticework.
Perhaps the8·e fowl h~d heen cooked in hot oil and before
serving would he similarly heated. At any rate it is per-
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fectly clear that among these people many very fundamental sanitary practices are rigidly observed.
One fact which. we do not fully understand is that,
wherever we went, house flies were very few. We never
spent a summer with so little annoyance from them as this
one in China, Korea a.nd Japan. It may be that our
experience was exception.al but, if so, it could not be
ascribed to the season of our visit for we have found flies
so numerous in southern Florida early in April as to
make the use of the fly brush at the table very necessary.
If the scrupulous husbanding of waste refuse so universally
practiced in these countries reduces the fly nuisance and
this menace to health to the extent which our experience
suggests, here is one great gain. We breed flies in countless
millions each year, until they become an intolerable nuisance, and then expend millions of dollars on screens and
fly poison which only ineffectually lessen the intensity and
danger of the evil.
The . mechanical appliances in use on the canals and
in the shops of Canton demonstrate that the Chinese
poss.ess constructive ability of a high order, not,vithstanding'
so many of these are of the simplest forms. This statement is well illustrated in the simple yet efficient footpower seen in Fig. 42, where a father and his two sons
are driving an irrigation pump, lifting water at the rate
of seven and a half 'acre-inches per ten hours, and at a
cost, including wage and food, of 36 to 45 cents, gold.
Here, too, were large stern-wheel passenger boats, capable
of carrying thirty to one hundred people, propelled by
the s.am_e foot-power but laid crosswise of the stern, the
men working in long single or double lines, depending on
the size of the boat. On t0ese the fare was one cent,.
gold, for a fifteen mile journey, a rate one-thirtieth our
two-cent railway tariff. The dredging and clearing of
the 'canals and water channels in and about Canton
is likewise accomplished with. the same foot-power,
often bv families living on the dredge boats. A
dipper dredge is used, constructed of strong bamboo
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strips woven into the form of a sliding, two-horse road
scraper, guided by a long bamboo handle. The dredge
. is drawn along the bottom by a rope winding about the
projecting axle of the foot-power, propelleg by three or
more people. When the dipper reaches 'the axle and is
raised from the water it is swung aboard, emptied and
returned by means of a long arm like the old well sweep,

Fig. 42.-The wooden foot-power of Ohina, being used to propel the woodenchain irrigation pump.

operated by a cord depending from the lower end of the
lever, the dipper swinging from the other. lVluch of the
mud so collected from the canals and channels. of the city
is taken to the rice and mulberry fields, many square miles
of which occupy the surrounding country. Thus the channels are kept open, the fields grow steadily higher above
flood level, while their prodllctive power is maintained
by the plant food and organic matter carrie.d in tbe sedil11ent.
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The mechanical principle involved in the boy's button
. buzz was applied in Canton and in many other places for
operating small drills as "veIl as in grinding and polishing
appliances used in th'e manufacture of ornamental ware.
The drill, as used for boring metal, is set in a straight
shaft, often of bamboo, on the upper end of which is
mounted a circular weight. The drill is driven by a pair
of strings with one end attached just beneath the momentum weight and the other fastened at the ends of a cross
hand-bar, having a hole at its center through which the
shnft carrying the drill passes. Holding the drill in position for work and turning the shaft, the t\V"o cords are
wrapped about it in such a manner that simple downward
press-ure on the hand bar held in the two hands unwinds
the cords and thus revolves the drill. Relieving the pressure at the proper time permits the momentum of the
revolving weight to rewind the cords and the next down\vard pressure brings the drill agalll into serVIce.

IV.
UP THE ·SI-KIANG, WEST RIVER.

On the morning of March 10th we took passage on tIle
Nanning for Wuchow, in Kwangsi province, a journey of
220 miles up the West river, or Sikiang. The Nanning is
one of two English steamers making regular trips between
the two places, and it was the sister boat which in the summer of 1906 was attacked by pirates on one of her trips
and all of the officers and first class passengers killed while
at dinner. The cause of this attack, It is said, or the excuse for it, was threatened famine resulting from destructive floods which had ruined the rice and mulberry crops
of the great delta region and had prevented the carrying
of manure and bean cake as fertilizers to the tea fields in
the hill lands beyond, thus bringing ruin to three of the
great staple crops of the region. To avoid the recurrence
of such tragedies the first class quarters on the Nanning
had been separated from the rest of the ship by heavy iron
gratings thrown across the decks and over the hatchways.
Armed guards stood at the locked gateways, and swords
were hanging from posts under the awnings of the first
cabin quarters, much as saw and ax in our' passenger
coaches.- Both British' and Chinese gunboats were patrolling the river; all Chinese passengers were searched for
concealed weapons as they came aboard, even though Government soldiers, and all arms taken into custody until the
end of the journey. Several of the large Chinese merchant
junks which were passed, carrying valuable cargoes on the
river, were armed with small cannon, and when riding by
6
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rail from Canton to Sam Shui, a government pirate detective was in our coach.
The Sikiang is one of the great rivers of China and indeed of the world. Its width at Wuchow at low water was
nearly a mile and our steamer anchored in twenty-four feet
of water to a floating dock made fast by huge iron chains
reaching three hundred feet up the slope to the city proper,
thus providing for a rise of twenty-six feet in the
river at its flood stage during the rainy season. In a narrow section of river where it winds through Shui Ring
gorge, the water at low stage has a depth of more than
twenty-five fathoms, too deep for anchorage, so in times
of prospective fog, boats wait for clearing weather. Fluctuations in the hight of the river limit vessels passing up
to Wuchow to those drawing' six and a half feet of water
during the low stage, and at high stage to those drawing
sixteen feet.
.
When the West river emerges from the high lands, with
its burden of silt, to join its waters with those of the North
. and East rivers, it has entered a vast delta plain some
eighty miles from east to west and nearly as many from
north to south, and this has been canalized, diked, drained
and converted into the niost productive of fields, bearing
three or mor~ crops each year. As we passed westward
through this delta region the broad flat fields, surrounded
by dikes to protect them against high water, were being'
plowed and fitted for the coming crop of rice. In many
places the dikes which checked off the fields were planted
with bananas and ip. the dista.nce gave the appearance of
extensive orchards completely occupying the ground. Ex..
"cept for the water and the dikes it was easy to imagine
that we were traversing one of our western prairie sections
in the early spring, at seeding time, the scattered farm
villages here easily suggested distant farmsteads; but a
nearer approach .to the houses showed that the roofs and
sides were thatched with rice straw and stacks were very
numerous about the buildings. Many tide gates were set
in the dikes, often with double trunks.
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At times we, approached near enough to the fields"to see
how they were laid out. From the gates. long canals, six
to eight feet wide, led back sometimes. eighty or a ,hundred
rods. Across thes.e and at right angles, head channels were
cut and between them the fields were plowed in long
straight lands some two rods wide, separated by water
furrows. Many of the fields were bearing sugar cane
standing eight feet high. The Chinese do no sugar refining
but boil the sap ~ntil it will solidify, ,vhen it is run into
cakes resembling chocolate or our brown maple suga.r. Immense quantities of sugar cane, too, are exported to th'e
northern provinces, in bundles wrapped with matting or
other cover, for the retail markets where- it is sold, the
canes ceingcut in short sections and sometimes peeled, to
be eaten from the hands as a confection.
Much of the way this water-course was too broad to permit detailed study of field conditions and crops, even with
a glass. In such sections the recent dikes often have the
appearance of being built from limestone blo~ks but a
closer view showed them constructed from blocks of the
river silt cut and laid in walls with slightly sloping' faces .
In time however the blocks weather and the dikes become
rounded earthen walls.
We passed two men in a. boat,. in charge of a huge flock
of some hundreds of yellow ducklings. Anchored to the
bank was a large houseboat provided with an all-around"
over-hanging rim and on board was a stack of rice straw
and other things which constituted the floating home of
the ducks. Both ducks and geese are reared in this manp.er in large numbers: by the river population. When it is
desired to move to another feeding ground a gang plank
is put ashore and the flock come on board to remain for the.
night or to be landed at another place.
About five hours journey westward. in this delta plain"
where 'the fields lie six to ten feet above the present water
stage, we reached the mulberry district. Here the plants
are cultivated in rows about four feet apart, having the
habit of small shrubs rather than of trees, and so much re-'
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sembling cotton that our first impression was that we were
in an extensive cotton district. On the lower lying areas,
surrounded by dikes, some fields were laid out in the manner of the old Italian or E.nglish water meadows, with a
shallow irrigation furrow along the crest of the bed and
much d'eeper drainage ditches along the division line between them. Mulberries were occupying the ground before the freshly cut trenches we saw were dug, and all the

Fig. 43.-Field of Il1ulberry having the surface" covered with fresh earth
from ditches dividing the land into beds.

take~

surface between the rows had been evenly overlaid with the
fresh earth "removed with the spade, the soil'lying in blocks
essentially unbroken. In Fig. 43 may be seen the mulberry crop on a similarly treated surface, between Canton
and Samshui,with the earth removed from the trenches
,1ai<;1 evenly over the entire surface between aIldaround
the plants, as it came frOID the spade.
At frequent intervals along the river, paths· and steps
were seen leading to the water and within a distance of a
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quarter of a mile we counted thirty-one lTIen and women
carrying mud in baskets on bamboo poles swung across
their shoulders, the mud being taken from just above the
water line. The disposition of this material we could not
see as it was carried beyond a rise in ground. We have
little doubt that the mulberry fields were being covered
with it. It was here that a rain set in and almost like
magic the fields blossomeu out with great numbers of giant
rain hats and kittysols, where people had been unobserved
before. From one o'clock until six in the afternoon we
had travelled continuously through these. Inulberry fields
stretching back miles from our· line of travel on either
hand, and the total acreage must have been very large. But
we had now nearly reached the margin of the delta and the
mulberries changed to fields of grain, beans, peas and
vegetables.
AJter leaving the 'delta region the balance of the journey
to Wuchow was through a hill country, the slopes rising
steeply from near the river bank, leaving relatively little
tilled or readily tillable land. Rising usually five hundred
to a thousand feet, the sides and summits of the rounded,
soil-covered hills were generally clothed with a short herbaeeous growth and small scattering trees, oftenest pine,
four to sixteen feet high ,. Fig. 44 being a typical lan.dseape
of the region.
In several sections along the course of this river there
are limited areas of intense erosion where naked gulleys of
no mean magnitude have developed but these were excep~
tions and we were continually surprised at the remarkable
steepness of the slopes, with convexly rounded contours almost everywhere, well mantled with soil, devoid of gulleys
and completely covered with herbaceous growth dotted
with small trees. The absence of forest growth. finds its
explanation in human influence rather than natural conditjnns.
Throughout the hill-land ~ection of this mighty river the
rnost ch3rRctf~ristic and persjstflnt hlHnan feRtures were the
stacks of hrush-wood and the piles of stove wood along the
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banks or loa.ded upon boats and barges for the market. 'l'he
brush- wood was largely made from the boughs of pine, tied
into bundles and stacked like grain. The stove wood was
. usually round, peeled and made from the limbs: and trunks
of trees two to five inches in diameter. All this fuel was
coming to the, river from the back country, sent down

44.-Scantily wood~d hills on the Sikiang. Boatload of stove wood;
stack of pine bough fuel in bundles behind. The trees are small pine from
which the lower limbs have been cut for fuel.
.

Fjg.

along steep slides which in the distance resemble paths leading over hills but too steep for travel. The fuel was loaded
upon large barges, the boughs in the form of stacks to shed
rain but with a tunnel leading into the house of the boat
about which they were s.tacked, while the wood was similarly corded about the dwelling, as seen in Fig. 44. The
wood was going to Canton and oth~r delta cities while the
pine bcughs were taken to the lime and cement kilns, many
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of which were located along the river. Absolutely the
wb.ole tree, including the roots and the needles, is saved
and burned; no waste is permitted.
rrhe up-river cargo of the Nanning was chiefly matting
rush, taken on at Canton, tied in bundles like sheaves: of
wheat. It is grown upon the lower, newer delta lands by
methods of culture similar to those applied to rice, Fig. 45,
showing a field as seen in ~J apan.
The rushes were being taken to one of the country villages on a tributary of the Sikiang and the steamer was
met by a flotilla of jun~s from. this village, some forty-five
miles up the stream, where the families live who do the
weaving. On the return trip the flotilla again met the
steamer ·with a cargo of the woven matting. In keeping
record of packages transferred the Chinese use a simple
and unique method. Each carrier, with his two bundles,
received a pair of tally sticks. At the gang-plank sat a
man with a tally-case divided into twenty compartments,
each of which could receive five, but no more, tallies. As
the bundles left the steamer the tallies were placed in the
tally-case until it contained one hundred, when it was exchanged for another.
Wuchow is a city of some 65,000 inhabitants, s~anding
back on the higher ground, not readily visible from the
steamer landing nor from the approach on the river. On
the foreground, across which stretched the anchor chains
of the dock, was living a floating population, many in shelters less substantial than Indian wigwams, but engaged in a
great variety of work, and many water buffalo had heen
tied for the night along the anchor chains. Before July
much of this area would lie beneath the flood waters of the
Sikiang.
Here a ship builder was using his simple, effective bowbrace, boring holes for the dowel pins in the planking for
his ship, and another was bending the -plank to the proper
curvature. The bow-brace consisted of a bamboo stalk carrying the bit at one end and a shoulder rest at the other.
Pressing the bit to its work with the shoulder, it was driven
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Fig. 45,.-Landseape in Japan showing fields of rice and m' atting rush. The dark area in the foreground and others
back are occupied -by the rush.
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\vith the string of a longbow wrapped once around the
stalk by drawing tnebow back and forth, tllUS rapidly and
readily revolving the bit.
The bending of the long, heavy plank, four inches thick
and eight inches wide, was more simple stilL It was saturated with water and one end raised on a support four feet
above the ground. .A bundle of burning rice straw moved

Fig. 46.-Wooden fork shaped from· the limbs of a tree by simple means of
steaming and drying.

along the under side against the wet wood had the effect
of steaming the wood and the weight of the plank caused
it to gradually bend into the s.hapedesired. Bamboo poles
are commonly bent or straightened in this manner to suit
any need and Fig. 46 sho'vvs a wooden fork shaped in the
manner described from a small tree having three main
branches. This· fork is in the hands of my interpreter and
was used by the woman standing at the right, in turning
wheat.
Whpn the old ship builder had- finished shaping his plank
he sat down on the ground for a smoke. His pipe was one

~)O

Up the Sikiang, West River.

joint of bamboo stem a foot long, nearly two inches in diameter and open at one end. In the closed eTul, at one side,
a small hole was bored for draft. A charge of tobacco was
placed in the bottom, the lips pressed into the open end
and the pipe lighted by suction, holding a lighted match
at the small opening. To enjoy his pipe the bowl rested
on the ground between his legs. With his lips in the bowl
and a long breath, he would completely fill his lungs, retaining the smoke for a time, then slowly expire and fill
the lungs again, after an interval of natural breathing.
On returning to Canton we ,vent by rail, with an interpreter, to Samshui, visiting fields along the way, and
Fig. 47 is a view of one landscape. The woman was picking roses among tidy beds of ga.rden. vegetables. Beyond
her and in front of the near building are two rows of
waste recepta.cles. In the center background is a large
" go-down, " in function that of Qur cold storage warehouse
and in part that of our grain elevator for rice. In them,
too, the wealthy store their fur-lined winter garments for
safe keeping. .Th'ese are nl1merous in this portion of China
and the rank of a city is indicated by their number. The
conical hillock is a large near-by grave mound and many
others serrate the sky line on the hill beyond.
In the next landscape, Fig. 48, a crop of winter peas,
trained to cane8, are growing on ridges among the stubble
of the second crop of rice. In front is one canal, the double
ridg-e behind is another and a third canal extends in front
of the houses. Already preparations were being made for
the first crop of rice, fields were being flooded and fertilized. One such is seen in Fig. 49~ where a laborer was
. engaged at the time in bringing stable manure, wading into
the water to' empty the ba8kets.
Two crops of rice are commonly grown each year in
southern China and during the winter and early spring,
grain, cabbage, rape, peas, beans, leeks and ginger m.ay occupy the fields as a third or even. fourth crop, making the
total year's product from the land very large; but the
amount of thought~ lab()r and fertilize-r'S given to securing
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Fig.' 48.~Peas grown in winter after second crop of rlee; with three parallel canals.

these is even greater and beyond anything Americans will
endure. How great these efforts are will be appreciated
from what is seen in Fig. 50, representing two fields thrown
into high ridges, planted to ginger and covered with straw.
All of this work is done by hand and when the time for
rice planting comes every ridge will again be thrown down
and the surface smoothed to a water leveL Even when the
ridges and beds are not thrown down for the crops of rice,
the furrows and the teds will change places so that all the
soil is worked over deeply and mainly through hand labor.
The statement so often made, that these people only barely
scratch the surface of their fields with the crudest of tools
is very far from the truth, for their soils are worked deeply
and often, notwithstan,ding the fact that their plowing, a.s
such, may be shallow.
Through Dr. John Blumann ~f the missionary hospital
at Tungkun, east from Canton, we learned that the' good
rice lands there a few years ago sold at $75 to $130 per
acre but that prices are rising rapidly. The holdings of the
better· class of farmers there are ten to fifteen mow,-one
and two-thirds to two and a half acres-upon whicll are
maintained families numbering six to twelve. The day's
wage of a carpenter or mason is eleven to thirteen cents of
our currency, and board is not included, but a day's ration
for a laboring man is counted worth fifteen cents, Mexican,
or less than seven cents, gold.
Fish culture is practiced in both deep and shallow basins,
the deep permanent ones renting as high as $30 gold, per
acre. The shallow basins ,vhich can be drained in the dry
'Season are used for fish only during the rainy period, being
later drained and planted to some crop. The permanent
basins have often come to be ten or twelve feet deep, increasing with long usage, for they are periodically drained
by pumping and the foot or two of mud which has accumulated, removed:lnd sold as fertilizer to planters of rice
'and other crops. It is H common practice, too, among the
fish growers. to fertj]i7e tbe D0Uds. a.nd in case a foot path
leads alongside, screens are built over the water to provide
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Fish Culture.

accommodation for travelers. Fish reared in the better
fertilized ponds bring a higher price in the market. The
fertilizing of the water favors a stronger growth
food
forms, both plant and animal, upon which the fish live and

of

Fig. 5O.-Fields' of ginger just planted; ridged and furrowed for drainage,
showing the amount of hand labor performed to secure the winter crop,
following two of rice.

they are better nourished, making a Irtore rapid growth,
giving their flesh better qualities., as is the case with well
fed animals.
In the markets where fish are exposed for sale they are
often sliced in halves lengthwise and the cut surface
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smeared with fresh blood. In talking with Dr. Blumann as
to the reason for this practice he stated that the Chinese very
much object to eating meat that. is old or tainted and that
he thought the treatment simply had the effect of making
the fish look fresher. I question whether this treatment
with fresh blood may not have a real antiseptic effect and
very much doubt that people so shrewd as the Chinese
would be misled by such a. ruse.

v.
EXTENT OF CANALIZATION AND
SURFACE FITTING OF· FIELDS.

On the evening of March 15th we left Canton for Hongkong and the following day embarked again on the Tosa
Maru for Shanghai. Although our steamer stood so far
to sea that we were generally out of sjght of land except
for some off-shore islands, the water was turbid most of
the way.after we had crossed the Tropic of Cancer off the
mouth of the Han river at Swatow. Over a sea bottom
measuring more than six hundred miles northward along
the coast, and perhaps fifty miles to sea, unnumbered acrefeet of the richest soil of China are being borne beyond the
reach of her four hundred millions of people and the children to follow them. Surely it must he one of the great
tasks of future statesmanship, education and enQ'ineering
skill to divert larger amounts of such sedimen+s close along
inshore in such manner as to add valuable new land annually to the public domain, not alone in China but in all
countries where large resources of this type are going to
waste.
.
In the vast Cantonese delta plains which we had just
left, in the still more extensive ones of the Yangtse kiang to
which we were now going, and. in those of the shifting
Hwang ho further north, centuries of toiling millions have
executed works of almost incalculable magnitude. fundamentally along 8uch lines as those ,illst sUQ"Q'ested. They
have accomplished an enormous share of these tasks by
sheer force of body and will, building levees, digging ca7
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Fig. 51.-Map of main canals in 718 square miles of Chekiang Province. Each
line represents a canal.
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nals, diverting the turbid waters of streams through them
and then carrying the deposits of silt and organic growth
out upon the fields, often borne upon the shoulders of men
in the manner we have seen.
It is well nigh impossible, by word or map, to convey an
adequate idea of the magnitude of the syst'ems of canalization and delta and other lowland reclamation work, or of
the ~xtent of surface fitting of fields which have been effected in China, Korea and Japan through the many centuries, and which are still in progress. The lands so reclaimed and fitted constitute their most enduring asset and
they support their densest populations. In one of our
journeys by houseboat on the delta canals between Shanghai and Hangchow, in China, over a distance of 117 miles,
· we made a careful record of the number and dimensions of
lateral canals entering and leaving the main one along
which our boat-train was traveling. This record shows
that in 62 miles, beginning north of Kashing and extending south to Hangchow, there entered from the west 134
and there left on the coast side 190 canals. The average
width of these canals, measured along the water line, we
estimated at 22 and 19 feet respectively on the two sides.
The hight of the fields above the water level ranged from
four to twelve feet, during the April and l\iay stage of
water. The depth of water, after we entered the Grand
Canal, often exceeded six. feet and our best judgment would
place the average depth of all canals in this part of Chi;na
at more than eight feet below the level of the fields.
In Fig. 51, representing an area of 718 square miles in
the region traversed, all lines shown are canals, but scarcely more than one-third of those present are shown on the
map. Between A, where we began our records, before
reaching Kashing, and B, near the left margin of the map; .
there were forty-three canals leading in from the up~
country' side, inst,ead of the eight shown, and' on the coast
side there were eighty-six leading 'water out into the delta
plain toward the coast, instead of the twelve shown. Again,
on one of our trips by rail, from Shanghai to Nanking~ we
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made a similar record of the number of canals seen from
the train, close along the track, and the notes show, in a
distance of 162 miles, 593 canals between Lungtan and Nan..
siang. This is an average of more than three canals per
mile for this region and that between Shanghai and Hangchow.
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Fig. 52.-Sketch map of portions of Chekiang and Kiangsu Provinces, representing some 2,700 miles of main canals and over 300 miles of sea-wall.
The sea-walls are represented by the very heavy black lines. The small
rectangle shows the -area covered by Fig. 51.

The extent, nature and purpose of these vast systems of
internal improvement may be better realized through a
study of the next two sketch maps. The first, Fig. 52, rep..,
resents an area 175 by 160 miles, of which the last illustration is the portion enclosed in the small rectangle. On this
area there are shown 2,700 miles of canals and only about
one..third of the canals shown in Fig. 51 are laid down on
this map, and according to our personal observations there
are three times as many canals as are shown on the map
of which Fig. 51 represents a part. It is probable, there-
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fore, that there exists today in the area of F-'ig. 52 not less
than 25-,000 miles of canals.
In the next illustration, Fig. 53, an area of northeast
China, 600 by 725 miles, is represented. The unshaded
land area covers nearly 200,000 square miles of alluvial
plain. This plain is so level that at Ichang, nearly a thousand miles up the Yangts.e, the elevation is only 130 feet
above the sea. The tide is felt on the river to beyond
Wuhu, 375 miles from the coast. During the summer the
depth of water in the Yangtse is sufficient to permit ocean
vessels drawing twenty-five feet of water to ascend six
hundred miles to Hankow, and for smaller steamers to go
on to Ichang, four hundred miles further.
The location, in this vast low delta an.d coastal plain, of
the system of canals already described, is indicated by the
two rectangles in the south-east corner of the sketch map,
Fig. 53. The heavy barred black line extending from
Hangchow in the south to Tientsin in the north represents
the Grand Canal which has a length of more than eight
hundred miles. The plain, east of this canal, as far north
as the mouth of the Hwang ho in 1852, is' canalized much
as is the area shown in Fig. 52. So, too, is a large area both
sides of the present mouth qf the same river in Shantung
and Chihli, between the canal and the coast. Westward, up
theYangtse valley, the provinces of Anhwei, Kiangsi,.
Hunan and Hupeh have very extensive canalized tracts,.
probably exceeding 28,000 square miles in area, and Figs..
54 and 55 are two views in this more western region. Still
further west, in Szechwan province, is the Chengtu plain,.
thirty by seventy miles, with what has: been called "the
most remarkable irrigation system in China."
Westward beyond the limits of the sketch map, up the
Hwang ho valley, there is a reach of 125 miles of irrigated
lands about Ninghaifu, and others still farther west, at
Lanchowfu and at Suchow where the river has attained an
elevation of 5,000 feet, in Kansu province; and there is still
to be named the great Canton delta region. .A conservative
-estimate would place the miles of canals and leveed' rivers
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in China, Korea and Japan equal to eight times the number represented in Fig. 52: Fully 200,000 miles in all.
Forty canals across the 'United States from east to west
and sixty from north to south would not equal, in number

Fig. 58.-Sketch map Qf northeast Ohin3 showing the alluvial plain and the
Grand Canal, extending 800 miles through it from Hangchow to Tientsin. The unshaded land area lies mostly less than l()O feet above sea
level.

of miles those- in these three countries today. Indeed, it
is 'probable that this estimate is not' too large -for China
alone.
. As adjuncts to these vast canalization works there
have been -enormous amounts of embankm«?nt, dike and
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Fig. 54.-Vlew across valley of rice fields, recently transplanted, in Kiangst
lHOV1TICe, Cr,ina.
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levee construction. More than three hundred miles of sea
wall alone exist in the area covered by the sketch map, Fig.
52. The east bank of the Grand Canal, between Yangchow and Hwaianfu, is its.elf a great levee, holding back
the waters to the west above the eastern plain, diverting
them south, into the Yangtsekia,ng. But it is. also .provided
with spillways for use in times of excessive flood, permitting waters to discharge eastward. Such excess waters
however are controlled by another dike with canal along
its west side, some forty miles. to the east, impounding the
water in a'series of large lakes until it may gradually d~ain
away. This area is'seeIl, in Fig. 53, north of the Yangtse
river.
Along th~ banks of the Yangtse, and for many miles
along the Hwang ho, great levees. have been built, sometimes in reenforcing series of two or three at different distances back from the channel where the stream bed is above
the adjacent country, in order to prevent widespread disaster and to limit the inundated areas in times of unusual
flood. In the province of Hupeh, where the Han river
flows through t~o hundred miles' of low country, this
stream is diked on poth sides. throughout the whole distance,
and in a portion of its course the hight of the levees reaches
thirty feet or more. Again, in the' Canton delta region
there are other hundreds of miles of sea wall and dikes, so
that the aggregate mileage of this type of construction works
in the E!llpire can only be measured in thousands of miles.
In addition to the canal and levee construction works
there are numerous impounding reservoirs which are
brought into requisition to control overflow waters from the
great streams. Some of these res.ervoirs, like Tungting
lake in Hupeh and Poyang in Hunan, have areas of 2,000
and 1,800 square miles respectively and during the heaviest
rainy seasons each may rise through twenty to thirty feet,.
Then there. are other large and small lakes in the coastal
plain giving an aggregate reservoir area exceeding 13,000
square miles, all of which are brought into service in controlling flood waters, all of which are steadily filling with
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Fig. 55.-Looking up the valley across terraced ,rice fields flooded with water t
in Hunan province.
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the sediments brought froln the far away uncultivable
mountain slopes and which are ultimately destined to become rich alluvial plains, doubtless to be canalized in the
manner we have seen.
There is still another phase of thesH vast construction
works which has been of the greatest moment in increasing
the maintenance capacity of the Empire,-the wresting
from the flood waters of the enormous volumes of silt which
they carry, depositing it over the flooded areas, in the canals
and along the shores in such manner as to add to the habitable and cultivable land. Reference has heen made to the
rapid growth of Chungming iSiland in the mouth of the
Yangtse kiang, and the million people now finding homes
on the 270 square miles of newly Inade land which now has
its canals., as may be seen in the upper margin of Fig. 52.
The city of Shanghai, as its name signifies, stood originally
on the seashore, which has now grown twenty miles to the
northward and to the eastward. In 220 B. C~ the town of
Putai in Shantung stood one-third of a mile from the sea,
-but in 1730 it was forty-seven miles inland, and is fortyeight miles. from the shore today.
Sienshuiku, on the Pei ho, stood upon the sea8hore in 500
A. D. We passed the city, on our way to Tientsin, eighteen
miles inland. The dotted line laid in from the coast of
the Gulf of Cl!-ihli in Fig. 53 marks one historic shore line
and indicates a general growth of land eighteen miles to
seaward.
Besides these actual extensions of the shore lines'the centuries of flooding of lakes and low lying lands has so filled
many depressions as to convert large areas of swamp into
cultivated fields. Not only this, but the spreading of canal
IDlld broadcast over the encircled fields has. had two very
important effects.,-.-namely, raising the level of the low
lying' fields, giving them better drainage and s.o better physical condition, an.d adding new plant food in the form of
virgin soil of the richest type, thus. contributing to the
maintenance of soil fertility, higah mainten3TIce capacity
and permanent agriculture through all the centuries.
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These operations of maintenance and improvement had
a very early inception; they appear to have persisted
throughout the recorded history of the Empire and are in
vogue today. Canals of the type illustrated in Figs. 51
.and 52 have been built between 1886 and 1901, both on the
extensions of Chungming island and the newly formed
main land to the north, as is shown by comparison of Stieler '8 atlas, revised in 1886, with the recent Gerlnan survey.
Earlier than 2255 B. C., more than 4] 00 years ago, Em-peror Yao appointed" The Great" Yu "Superintendent of
Works" and entrusted him with the work of draining off
the waters of disastrous floods and of canalizing the rivers,
and he devoted thirteen years to tllis. work. This great en.gineer is said to have written several treatises- on agriculture and drainage, and was finally called, much against his
wishes, to serve as Emperor during the last seven years- of
his life.
The history of the Hwang ho is one of disastrous floods
and shiftings of its course, which have oecurred many times
in the years since before the time of the Great Yu, who perhaps began the works perpetuated today. Between] 300
A. D. and 1852 the Hwang ho emptied into the Yellow Sea
south of the highlands of Shantung, but in that year, when
in unusual flood, it broke through the north, levees and
finally took its present course, emptying again into the
Gulf of Chihli, some three hundred miles further north..
'Some of these shiftings of course of the Hwang ho and of
the Yangtse kiang are indicated in dotted lines on the
'sketch map, Fig. 53, where it may be seen that the ,Hwang ho
during 146 years, poured its waters into the sea as far-north
as Tientsin, through the mouth of the Pei ho, four hundred
miles to the northward of its mouth in 1852.
This mighty river is said to carry· at, low stage, past the
'city of Tsinan in Shantung, no less than 4,000 cubic yards
-of water per second, and three times this volume when running at flood. This is water sufficient to inundate thirtythree square miles. of level country ten feet deen jn twenty-four hours. What must be said of the mental status of a
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people who for forty ce~turies have measured their strength
a.gainst such a Titan racing past their homes above the level
of their fields, confined only between walls of their own
construction ~ While they have not always succeeded in
controlling the river, they have never failed to try again..
In 1877 this river .broke its banks, inundating a vast area,.
bringing death to a million people. Again, as late as 1898,_
fifteen hundred villages to the northeast of Tsinan and a,
much larger area to the southwest of the same city were devastated b,y it, and it is such events as these which havewon for the river the names "China's Sorrow," "The 'Un··
governable" and "The Scourge of the Sons of Han."
The building of the Grand Canal appears to have been a',
comparatively recent event in Chinese history. The mid·
dIe section, between the Yangtse and Tsingkiangpu, is said
to have been constructed about the sixtl1 century B. C.; the'
southern section, between Chingkiangand Hangchow, during the years 605 to 617 A. D.; but the northern section,..
from the channel of the Hwang ho deserted in 1852, to
Tientsin, was not built until the years 1280-1283.
While this canal has. been called by the Chinese Yu ho·
(Imperial river), Yun ho (Transport river) or Yunliang ho
(Tribute' bearing river) and while it has connected the great
rivers coming down from the far interior into a great
water-transport system, this feature of construction rnay
have been but a by-product of the great dominating purr;ose'
which led to the vast internal improvements in the form
of canals, dikes, levees and impounding reservoirs so widely
scattered, so fully developed and so effectively utilized.
Rather the master purpose must have been maintenance for
the increasing flood of humanity. And I am willing to
grant to the Great Yu, with his finger on the pulse of the"
nation, the power to project his vision four thousand years
into the future of his race and to formulate some of the
measures which might be inaugurated to grow with the,·
years and ID8,ke certain perpetual maintenance for those to~~
follow.
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The exhaustion of cultivated fields must always have been
the most fundamental, vital and difficult problem of all
·civilized people and it appears clear that such canalization
·as is illustrated in Figs. 51 and 52 may have been primarily
-initial steps in the reclamation of delta and overflow lands.
At any rate, whether deliberately so planned or not, the
"Canalization of the delta and overflow plains of China has
been one of the most fundamental and fruitful meas-ures
for the conservation of her national reSOllrces that tlley
could have taken, for we are convinced that this oldest
nation in the world has thus greatly augmented the exten~ion of its coastal plains, conserving and building out of
the waste of erosion wrested frorll the great streams, hundreds of square miles of t.he richest and nlost erl(lllring of
-soils, and we have little doubt that were a full and aecu'rate
.account given of human influence upon the changes in this
remarkable region during the last four thousand years it
would show that these gigantic systems of canalization have
been matters of slow, gradual growth, often initiated and
:always profoundly influenced by the labors of the strong,
patient, persevering, thoughtful but ever silent husbandmen in their efforts to acquire homes and to maintain the
productive power of their fields.
Nothing appears more clear than that the greatest material problem which can engage the best thought of China
today is that of perfecting, extending and perpetuating
the means for controlling her flood waters, for better draining of her vast areas of low land, and for utilizing the
tremep.dous loads of silt borne by her streams more effect-·
ively in fertilizing existing fields and in building and reclaiming new land. With her millions of people needing
homes and anxious for work; who have done so much in
land building, in reclamation and in the maintenance of soil
fertility, the govHrnment should give serious thought to the
possibility of putting large numbers. of them at work,
-effectively directed by the best engineering skill. It ml?-st
now be entirely practicable, with engineering skill and
mechanical appliances, to put the Hwang ho, and ot};1er
i
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rivers of China 8ubject to overflow, cOlupletely under control. With the Hwang ho confined to its channel, the adjacent low lands can be better drained by canalization and"freed from the accumulating saline deposits which are'
rendering them sterile. Warping may be resorted to during the flood season to raise the level of adjacent low..
lying fields, rendering them at the same time more fertile..
Where the .river is running above the adjacent plains.
there is no difficulty in drawing off the turbid water by
gravity, under controlled conditions, into diked basins,
and even in compelling the river to buttress. its own
levees. There is certainly great need and great opportunity for China to make still better an.d more efficient ber
already wonderful transportation canals and those devoted
to drainage, irrigation and fertilization.
In the United States, along the same lines, now that weare considering the development of inland waterways, thesubject s.hould be surveyed broadly and much, careful
study may well be given to the works these old people havedeveloped and found serviceable through so many centuries. The J\fississippi is annually bearing to the sea
nearly 225,000 acre-feet of the most fertile sediment., and.
between levees along a raised bed through two hundred
miles of country subject to inundation. The time is here
when there should be undertaken a systematic diversion
of a large part of this fertile soil over the swamp areas,
building them into well drained, cultivable, fertile fields
provided with waterways to serve for drainage, irrigation,
fertilization and transportation. These great areas of
swamp land may thus be converted into the most prodllctive rice and sugar plantations to be found anywhere in
the world, and the area made capable of maintaining many
millions of people as long as the Mississippi -endures, bear-.
ing its burden of fertile sediment.
But the conservation and utilization of the wastes of
soil erosion, as applied in the delta. plain of China, stupen-_
dous as this work has been, is nevertheless small when
measured by the savings which accrue from the careful
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Fig. M.-Fields graded for the better conservation of rainfall and fertility. drainage, Ohekiang province, China.
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and extensive fitting of fields so largely practiced, which
both lessens soil erosion and permits a large amount of
soluble and suspended matter in the run-off to be applied
to, and retained upon, the fields through their extensive
sy~tems of irrigation. Mountainous and hilly as are the
lands of Japan, 11,000 square miles of her cultivated
fields in the main islands of Honshu, Kyushu and Shikokll
have been ca.refully graded to water level a.reaS' bounded
by narrow raised rims upon which sixteen or more inches
of run-off water, with its suspended. and soluble matters,
maybe applied, a large part of which is retained on the
fields or utilized by the crop, while surface erosion is, almost completely prevented. The illustrations, Figs. 11,
12 and 13 show the application of the principle to the
larger and more level fields, and in Figs. 151, 152 and 225
may be seen the practice on steep slopes.
If the total area of fields graded practically to a water
level in Japan a.ggregates 11,000 square miles, the total
area thus surface fitted in China must be eight or tenfold
this amount. Such enormous field erosion as i.s tolerat:;3d
at the present time in our southern and south Atlantic
states is permitted nowhere in the Far East, so far as we
observed, not eyen where the topography is much steeper.
The tea orchards a:s we saw them on the steeper slopes,
not level-terraced, are often heavily n1ulched with straw
which makes erosion, even by heavy rains, impossible,
while the treatment retains the rain where it falls, giving
the soil opportunity to· receive it under the impulse of
both capillarity and gravity, and with it the soluble ash
ingredients lea.ched from the straw. The straw mulches
we saw used in this manner were often six to eight inches
deep, thus constituting a dressing of not less than six
tons per acre, carrying 140' pounds' of soluble potassiunl
and 12 pounds of phosphorus. The practice, therefore,
gives at once a good fertilizing, the highest conservation
and utilization of rainfall, and a complete protection
against soil erosion. It is a mult1tm in parvo treatment
which charactprizps so many of the practices: of these
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people, which have crystaliz,ed from twenty centuries of
high tensit;>n experience.
In the Kiangsu and Chekiang provinces, as elsewhere
in the densely populated portions of the Far East, we
found almost all 'of the cultivated fields very nearly level
or made so by grading. Instances s,howing the type of
this grading in a comparatively level country are seen
in Figs. 56 and 57. By this preliminary surface fittIng
of the fields these .people have reduced to the lowest possible limit the waste of soil fertility by erosion and surface
leaching. At the same time they are able to retain upon
the field, uniformly distributed over it, the largest part
of the rainfall practicable, and to compel a much larger
proportion of the' necessary run off to leave by underdrainage than would be possible otherwise, conveying the
, plant food developed in the surface soil to the roots of
the crops, while they make possible a more complete
absorption and retention by the soil of the soluble plant
food materials not taken up. This same treatment also
furnishes the best possible conditions for the application
of water to the fields when supplemental irrigation would
be helpful, and for the withdrawal of surplus rainfall
by surface drainage, should this be necessary..
Besides this surface fitting of fields there is a wide
application of additional methods aiming to conserve both
rainfall and soil fertility, one of which is illustrated in
Fig. 58, showing one end of a collecting reservoir. There
were three of these reservoirs in tandem, connected with
each other by surface ditches and with an adjoining canal.
About the reservoir the level field is seen to be thrown into
beds with shallow furrows between the long narrow ridges:
The furrows are connected by a head drain around the
margin of the reservoir and separated from it by a narro~7
raised rim. Such a reservoir may be six to ten feet deep
but can be comnletely drained only b¥ pumping or by
evaporation during the dry season. Into such reservoirs
the excess s11rface water is drained where all suspended
matter carried from the field collects and is returned, either
8
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F'ig. 58.-0ollecting reservoir for the conservation of rainfall and fertility, used also as fl.sh ponds and to pro- Viq.~w~tef ~p,d :rp.ud for making composts. The circular ring in the foreground is a compost pit.
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directly as an applicatioll of lTIud or as material used in
composts... In the preparation of composts, pits are dug
near the 'margin of the reservoir, as seen in the illustration, and into them are thrown coarse manure and any
roughage in the form of stubble or other refuse which may
be available, these,mat~rials being saturated with the soft
mud dipped from the bottom of the reservoir.

Fig. 59.-Twocompostpits filled with roughage and mud from the canal, in
_preparation of compost for the fields. The narrow path along the canal
is one of the· common thoroughfares in Kiangsu province.

In all of the provinces where canals are abundant they
also serve, as reservoir'Si for collecting surface washing's
and along their banks great numbers of compost pits a,re
maintained and repeatedly filled during the season, for
use on' the fields as the crops are changed. Fig. 59 8hows
two such pits on the bank of a canal, already filled.
. In other cases, as in the Shantung province, illustrated
in Fig. 60, the 8urfaceof the field may be thrown into
broad leveled lands, separated and bounded by deep and
wide trenches into which the excess water of very-heavy
rains may collect. As we saw them there was no provision
for draining the trenches and the water thus collected
either seeps away or evaporates, or jt maybe returned

in part by the underflow and capillary rise to the soil from which it has
been collected. In this province the rains may often be heavy but the
total fall for the year is small, being little more than 24 inches, hence
there is the greatest need for conservation so carefully practiced.
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VI.
SOME CUSTOMS OF THE COMMON
PEOPLE.

The Tosa Maru brought us again into Shanghai Ma.rch
20th, just in time for the first letters from home. A
ricksha man carried us and our heavy valise at a smart
trot from the dock to the Astor House, more than a mile,
for 8.6 cents, U. S. currency, and more than the conventional price for the service rendered. On our way we
passed several loaded carryalls of the type seen in Fig.
61, on which women were riding for a fare one-tenth that
we had paid, but at a slower pace and with many a jolt.
The ringing chorus. which came loud and clear when
yet half a block away announced that the pile drivers were
still at work on the foundation for an annex to the Astor
House, and so were they on May 27th when we retllrned
from the Shantung province, 88 days after we saw the:rn
first, but with the task then practically completed. Had
the eighteen men labored continuously through this interval, the cost of their services to the contractor would have
been but $205.92. With these conditions the engine-driven
pile driver could not compete. All ordinary labor here
receives· a low wage. In the Chekiang province farm labor
employed by the year received $30 and board, ten years
ago, but now is receiving $50. This is at the rate of about
$12.90 and $21.50, gold, materially less than there is paid
per month in the United Statesl. At Ts.ingtao in the Shantung province a missionary was paying a Chinese conk ten
dollars per month, a man for general work nine dollars
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per month, and the cook's wife, for. doing the mending and
other· family s.ervice, two dollars per month, all livjpg
at home and feeding themselves. This service rendered
for $9.03, gold, per month covers the marketi.ng, all care
of the garden and lawn as well as all the work in the

Fig. 61.-A common means of transport on the streets of Shanghai, used
much more frequently by women than by men.

house. Miss.ionarie8 in China find such servants reliable
and satisfactory, and trust them with the purse and the
marketing for the table, finding them not only honest but
far better at a bargain and at economical selection than
thems.elves:.
We had a soil tube made in the shops of a large English
ship building and repair firm, employing many hun,dred
, Chinese as mechanics, using the most modern and complex
machinery, and the foreman stated tbat as soon as the

men could understand well enough to take·orders they
were even better shop hands than the average in Scotland
and England. An educated Chinese booking clerk at the
Soochowrailway station in Kiangsu province was receiving
a salary of $10.75, gold, per month. We had inquired the
way to the Elizabeth Blake hospital and hevolun.teered
to escort us and did: SO, the distance being over a mile.

Fig. 62.-A sewing circle in the open air and sunshine, Shanghai.

He.would accept no compensation, and yet I was an, entire
stranger, without introduction of any kind.
Everywhere we went in China, tIle laboring people ap..
peared generally ha,ppy and cnntented if they have some..
thing to do, and showed clearly that. they were well nourished~ The industrial classes are thoroug'hly organized,
having had their/guilds or labor unions for centuries and
it is not at all ULncommon for a laborer who is' known to
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have: violated the rules of his guild to be summarily dealt
with or even to disappear without questions being asked.
In going among the people, away froIll the lines of tourist
travel, one gets the impression that everybody is busy or
is in the harness ready to be busy. Tramps of our hobo
type have few ~opportunities here and we doubt if one
exists in either of these countries. There are people physically disabled who are asking alms and there are organized
charities to help them, but in proportion to the total
population these appear to be fewer than in America or
Europe. ,The gathering of unfortunates and habitual
beggars about public places frequented by people of leisure
and means natp.rally leads: tourists to a wrong judg'ment
regarding the extent of thes.e social conditions. Nowhere
among theBe densely cro\vded people, either Chinese, J apanese or Korean, did we see one intoxicated, but among
Americans and Europeans many instances were observed.
All classes and both sexes use tobacco and the BritishAmerican Tohacco Company does a business in China
amounting to millions of dollars annually.
During five m.onths among these people we saw but two
children in a quarrel. The two little boys were having
their trouble on Nanking road, Shanghai, where, grasping'
each other's pigtails, they tussled with a vengeance until
the mother of one came and parted their ways.
Among the most frequent sights in the city streets
are the itinerant venders of hot foods and confections.
Stove, fuel, supplies and appliances may all be carried
on the shoulders, swinging from a bamboo pole. The
mother in Fig. 63 was quite likely thus supporting her
family and the children are seen at lunch, dressed in
the blue and white calico prints so generally worn by
the young. The printing of this calico by the very ancient; simple yet effective method we witnessed in the
farm village along the canal seen in Fig.! 10.
This
art, as with so many .others in China, was the inheritance
of the family we saw' a t work, handed down to them
through many generations.
The printer was: standing
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at. a rough work bench upon which a large heavy stone.
in cubical form s.erved as a weight to hold in place
a thoroughly laequered sheet of tough cardboard in which
was cut the pattern to appear in white on the cloth.
Beside the stone stood a pot of thick. paste prepared from
a mixture of lime and soy bean flour. 'rhe soy beans

Fig. 63.-Eating lunch.

were being ground in one corner of the same room by a
diminutive edition of such an outfit as seen in Fig. 64.
The donkey was working in his permanent abode and
whenever off duty he halted before manger' and feed. At
the operator's right lay a bolt of white cotton cloth fixed
to unroll and pass under the stencil, held stationary by
the heavyweight. To print, the stencil was. raised and the
cloth brought to place under it. The paste was then deftly
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spread with a paddle over the surface and thus upon the
cloth beneath wherever exposed through the openings in
the stencil. This completes the printing of the pattern
on one section of the bolt of cloth. Th'efree end of the
stencil is then raised, the cloth passed along the proper
distance by hand and the stencil dropped in place for
the next application. The paste is permitted to dryl1pon
the cloth and when the bolt has been dipped into the blue

Fig. 64.-Stone mill in. common use for grinding beans and various kinds of
grain.

dye the portions protected by the pa.ste remain white.
In this simple manner has the printing of calico been done
for centuries for the garments of millions of children.
From the .ceiling of the. drying room in this printery of
olden times were hanging some hundreds of stencils bear. ing different patterns. In our great calico mills, printing
hundreds of yards per minute, the mechanics and the
chemistry differ only in detail of application and in dispatch,not in fundamental principle.
In almost any direction we travelled out~ide the city,
in the pleasant mornings when the air was still, the laying

Dfwarp for cott<;l;nclothcould be seen, to be woven later
in the country homes. We saw this work in progre.~s Ill1;l.ny
times and in-many places in the early lllorning, usually
along some roadside or open place, as seen in :Fig. 65,
but never later in the day. When the warp is laid each
will be rolled upon its stretcher and removed to the house'
to be woven.
In many places in Kiahgsu province batteries of the
large dye pits were seen sunk in the fie~ds and lined with
c

F'ig. 6·5.-Laying warp in the country for four bolts of cotton cloth.

cement. These were six to eight feet in diameter and
four to :five feet deep. In one case observed there were
nine pits in the set. Some of the pits were neatly sheltered beneath live arbors,as represented in Fig. 66. But
much of this spinning, 'weaving, dyeing and printing of
late years is being displaced by the cheaper calicos of
foreign make and most of the dye pits we saw were not
now used for this purpose, the two in the illustration serving as manure receptacles. Our interpreter stated however
that there isa growing dissatisfaction with foreign goods
on account of their lack of durability; but we saw many.
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cases where- the cloth dyed blue was being dried in large
quantities on the grave lands.
In another home for nearly an hour we observed .a
method of beating cotton and of laying it to serve as the
body for mattresses and the coverlets for beds. This we
could do without intrusion because the home was also the
work shop and opened full width directly upon the narrow
street. rrhe heavy wooden shutters which closed the home
at nig'ht were serving as a work bench about seven feet
square, laid upon movable supports. There was barely

Fig. 66.-Two dye pits under woven arbor shelter, now abandoned for their
, original purpose and· used as manure receptacles. The trees in the rear are
a typical clump of bamboo so frequently seen about farm houses.

room to work between it and the sidewalk without impeding traffic, and .on the. three. other sides. there was a floor
. space three or four feet wide. In the rear sat grandmother
and wife while in and out the four younger children were
playing. Occupying the two sides of the room were receptaclesfilled with raw cotton and appliances for the work.
There may have been a kitchen and sleeping room behind
but no door, as such, was visible. The finished mattresses,
carefully rolled and wrapped in paper, ~"'ere suspended
from the ceiling. On the im.provis.ed work table, witll its
top two feet above the floor, there had been laid in. the
morning before our visit, a mass of soft white cotton more
than six feet square and fully twelve inches deep. On
opposite sides of this table the fatJler and his son, of
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twelve years, each twanged the string of their heavyba.mboo bows, s.napping the lint from the wads of cotton and
flinging it broadcast in an even layer over the 8urface of
the growing mattress, the two striIlgs the while emitting
tones pitched far below the hum of the bumblebee. The
heavy bow was stea.died bya cord secured around the

Fig 67.-Japanese form of bow used in the home for spreading cotton in
making wadding and cotton batting.

body of the operator, allowing him to manage it with one
hand and to move readily around his work in a manner
different from the custom of the Japanese. seen in, Fig.
67. By this means the lint was expeditiously plucked ancI
skillfully and uniformly laid, the twanging being effected
by an appliance similar to that used in Japan.
Repeatedly, taken in s.mallbits from the barrel of cotton,_
the lint was. distributed over the entire surface with great

Whipping Cotton.
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dexterity and uniformity, the mattress growing upward
with perfectly vertical sides, straight edges and square
corners. In this manner a thoroughly uniform texture
is secured which compresses into a body of even thickness,
free from hard places.
The next step in building the mattress is even more
simple and expeditious. A. basket of long bobbins of
roughly spun cotton was near the grandmother and probably her handiwork. The father took from the wall a
slender bamboo rod like a fish-pole, six feet long, and
selecting one of the spools, threaded the strand through
an eye in the small end. With the pole and spool in one
hand and the free end of the thread, pas:sing through the
eye, in the other, the father reached the thread across
the mattress to the boy who hooked his finger over it,
carrying it to one edge of the bed of cotton. While this
was doing the father had whipped the pole back to his
side and caught the thread over his own finger, bringing
this down upon the cotton opposite his son. There was
thus laid a double strand, but the pole continued whipping
back and forth across the bed, father and son catching
the threads and bringing them to place on the cotton at
the rate of forty to fifty courses per min"Q-te, and in a
very short time the entire surface of the mattress had "been
laid with double strands. A. heavy.bamboo roller was next
laid across the. strands at the middle, passed carefully to
one side, back again to the middle and then to the other
edge. Another layer of threads was then laid diagonally
and this similarly pressed with the same roller; then
another diagonally the other way and finally straight
across in both directions. A similar network of strands
had been laid upon the table before spreading the cotton.
Next a flat bottomed, circular, shallow basketlike form
two feet in diameter was used to gently compress the
material from twelve to six inches in thickness. The
woven threads were now turned over the edge of the mattress on all sides and sewed down, after which, by means
of two heavy solid wooden disks eighteen inches in diame-
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ter, father and son compressed the cotton until the thickness was reduced to three inches. There remained the
task of carefully folding and wrapping the finished piece
ill oiled paper and of suspending it from the ceiling.
On March 20th, when visiting the Boone Road and
Nanking Road markets in Shanghai, we had our first
surprise regarding the extent to which vegetables enter
into the daily diet of the Chinese. We had observed long
processions of wheelbarrow rnen moving irom the canals
through the streets carrying large loads of the green tips
'Of rape in bundles a foot long and five inches in diameter.
These had come from the country on boats each carrying
tons of the succulent leaves and stems. We had cOllnted
as many as fifty wheelbarrow men passing a given point
-on the street in quick succession, each carrying 300 to 500
pounds of the green rape and moving so rapidly that it
was not easy to keep pace with them, as we learned in
following one of the trains during twenty minutes to its
destination. During this. time not a man in the train
-halted or slackened his pace.
This rape is very extensively grown in the fields, the
tips of the stems cut when tender and eaten, after being
boiled or steamed, after the manner of cabbage. Very
large quantities are also packed with s.alt in the proportion of about twenty pounds of salt to one hundred pounds
of the rape. This, Fig. 68, and many other vegetables. are
'Sold thus pickled and used as relishes with rice, which
invariably is cooked and served without salt or other
.
·seasonIng.
Another field crop very extensively grown for human
food, and partly as a source of soil nitrogen, is closely
-allied to our alfalfa. This is the Medicago astragalus, two
beds of which are seen in Fig. 69. Tender tips of the stems
are gathered before the stage of blossoming is reached and
'served as food after boiling or steaming. It is known
among the foreigners as Chinese "clover."
The stems are
als.o cooked and then dried for use when the crop is out
'of seas.on. When picked very young, wealthy Chinese
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families pay an extra high price for the tender shoots,
sometimes as much as 20 to 28 cents, our currency, per
pound.

Fig.

68.~"Salted

cabbage," prepared from young rape, displayed for sale in
Boone Road market, Shanghai.

The markets are thronged with people making their purchases in the early mornings, and the cOllgested condition, with the great variety of vegetables, lllakesit. almost
as impressive a sight as Billingsgate fish market,..inLondon.,
In the following table we give a. list of vegetables obseryed
there and the prices at which they were selling.
LIST OF VEGETABLES DISPLAYED FOR SALE IN, BOONE ROAD MARKET, SHANGHAI, .APRJr:L 6:T'H, 191019 WIT'!f PRIOES
EXPRESSED IN U. S. CURRENCY.
1
•

,
Lotus roots, per lb .....
Bamboo sprouts, per lb .. ~
English ca,bbage, per lb
0"

Cents.
•• •

1. 60

•

6.40
1.33

Olive.greens, per lb...•.....••. , , . , . ,

,61

,,,

,33

White greens, per lb., ~ . ,

9

Cents.
Tee Ts af,p~r,lb. , , , ,
,
, , .53
Cbinese celery, per lb. ' . 0 •• '.' • ..67
Chinese cIov'er, per Ib", .. , ... ,.. ..53
Chinese cloveI', very young, lb 21.33
Oblong white cabbage, per lb
, 2:.00
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Cents.
Red beans, per lb.................. 1. 33
Yellow beans, per lb
1.87
Peanuts" per lb.................... 2.49
Ground nuts, per lb
2.96
Cucumbers, per lb
2.58
Green pumpkin, per lb
1.62
Maize, shelled, per lb.............. 1. 00
Windsor beans, dry, per lb
1. 72
French lettuce, per head.......... .44
Hau Tsai, per head................ .87
Cabbage lettuce, per head........ .22
Kale, per lb
1.60
Rape, per lb........................ .23
Portuguese water cress, basket
2.15
Shang tsor, basket
8.60
Carrots, per lb.................... .97
String beans, per lb
1.60
Irish potatoes, per lb
1.60
Red onions, per lb................ 4.96
Long white turnips, per lb...... .44
Flat string beans, per lb .......•.. 4.80
Small white turnips, bunch....... .44
Onion stems, per lb............... 1. 29
Lima beans, green, shelled, lb
6.45
Egg plants, per lb
4.30
Tomatoes, per lb
5.16
Small fiat turnips, per lb......... .86
Small red beets, per lb............ 1. 29
Artichokes, per lb ...........•. ; .•.. 1.29

Cents.
White beans, dry, per lb
4.30
Radishes, per lb
1.29
Garlic, per lb....................... 2.15
Kohl rabi, per lb
2.15
Mint, per lb
4.30
Leeks, per lb
2.13
Large celery, bleached, bunch
2.10
Sprouted peas, per lb............. .80
Sprouted beans, per lb............ .93
Parsnips, per lb
1.29
Ginger roots, per lb............... 1.60
Water chestnuts, per lb
1.33
Large sweet potatoes, per lb
1.33
Small sweet potatoes, per lb
1.00
Onion sprouts, per lb
2.13
Spinach, per lb.................... 1.00
F1eshy stemmed lettuce, peeled,
per lb
2.00
Fleshy stemmed lettuce, unpeeled,
per lb
.67
Bean curd, per lb
3.93
Shantung walnuts, per lb
4.30
Duck eggs, dozen
8.34
Hen's eggs, dozen
7.30
Goat's meat, per lb
6.45
Pork, per lb
6.88
Hens, live weight, per lb
6.45
Ducks, live weight, per lb~
5.59
Cockerels, live weight, per lb
5.5,9

This long list, ma,de up chiefly of fresh vegetables
displayed for sale on one market day, is by no means
complete. The record is only such as was made in passing
down one side and across one end of the market occupying
nearly one city block. Nearly everything is sold by weight
and the problem of corvect weights is effectively solved
by each purchaser carrying his own scales, which he unhesitatingly uses in the presence of the dealer. These scales
a,re made on the pattern of the old time steelyards but
from slender rods of wood or bamboo provided with a
scale and sliding poise, the suspensions all being made
with strings.
We stood by through the purchasing of two cockerels
and the dickering over their weight. A dozen live birds
were under cover in a large, open-work basket. The customer took out the birds one by one, examining them bj7
touch, finally selecting two, the price being named. These
the dealer tjed together by their feet and weighed them,
announcing the result; whereupon the customer checked
the staterrent with his own scales. An animated dialogue

Barnboo Spr'outs a,n,d Chi,nese Clover.
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followed, punctuated with many gesticulations and with
the customer tossing the birds into the basket and turning
to go away while the dealer grew more earnest. The
purchaser finally turned back, and again balancing the
roosters upon his scales, called a bYSitander to read the
weight, and then flung them inapparent disdain at the
dealer, who caught the~ and placed them in the customer's

Fig 69.-T,vo beds qf Chinese clover (111. e(licagoflstral{jal1l8) grown in the
garden for hUlnan footl in the season and for soil fertility later.

basket. The storm sub:sided and the dealer aceepted92e,
Mexican, for the two birds. They were good sized roosters
and must have dressed more than three pounds each, yet
for the two he paid less than 40 cents in our currency.
Bamboo sprouts are very generally used in China, Korea
and J apanand when one sees them growin.g they suggest
giant stalks of asparagus, some of them being three and
even :five inches in diameter and a foot in hight at the
stage for cutting. They are shipped in large quantities
from province ·to province where they do not grow or
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'when they are.lout of season. Thos.e we saw in Nagasaki,
:r;eferre,d to in: Fig. 22, had come from Canton or Swatow

Fig.

70~-Boone

Road vegetable market, April 6,th, Shanghai, Ohina.
vegetables in th.e' lower section are lotus roots~
,

The large

.

or poss.ibly Formosa. The forITl,.foliage and bloom.. of the,;
bamboo. ,.give .the nlpst. beautiful.,effects in the la,uds1cap.e,;
especially when grouped with tree forms.. They are usually

Lotus.
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cultivated in small clumps about dwellings in places not
otherwise readily utilized, as seen in Fig. 66. Like the
asparagus bud, the bamboo sprout grows to its full hight
between April and August, even when it exceeds thirty
or even sixty feet in hight. The buds spring from fleshy
underground stems or roots whose stored nouri8hment
permits this rapid growth, which in its earlier sta.ges may

f

F'ig. 71.-Lotu8' pond with plant in bloom; cultivated for their fleshy roots
used for food, shown in F'ig. 70.
'

exceed twelve inches in twenty-four hours.. But while
the full size of the plant is attained the first season, three
or four years are required to ripen and ,harden the wood
sufficiently to make it suitable for the many uses to which
the stems, are put. I t would SiH,em that the time 'mus:t come
when some of the many forms of bamboo will be introduced and largely grown in many parts of this country.
Lotus roots formanother ' article of diet largely used an,d
widely cultivated from Canton to Tokyo. These are seen
in the lower section of Fig. 70, and the plants in bloom in
Fig. 71, growing in water, their natural habitat. The
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lotus is grown in permanent ponds not readily drained
for rice or other crops, and the roots are widely shipped.
Sprouted beans and peas of many kinds and the sprouts
of other vegetables, SUCll as onions, are very generally seen
in the markets of both China and Japan, at least during
the late winter and ,~arly spring, and are sold as foods,
having different flavors and digestive qualities, and no
doubt with important advantageous effects in nutrition.
Ginger is another crop which is very widely and extensively cultivated. It is generally displayed in the market
in the root form. No one thing was more generally hawked
about the streets of China than the water chestnut. This
is a small corm or fleshy bulb having the shape and size
of a small onion. Boys pare them and sell a dozen spitted
together on slender sticks the length of a knitting needle.
Then there are the water caltropes, grovvn in the canals,
producing a fruit resembling' a horny nut having a shape
which suggests for them the name "buffalo-horn". Still
another plant, known as water-grass (Hydropyrtlm latifolium) is grown in Kiangsu province where the land is
too wet for rice. The plant has a tender succulent crown
, of leaves and the peeling of the outer coarser ones avvay
suggests the husking of an ear of green corn. The portion
eaten is the central tender new growth, and when cooked
forms a delicate savory dish. The farmers' selling price
is three to four dollars, Mexican, per hundred catty, or $.97
to $1.29 per hundredweight, and the return per acre is
from $13 to $20.
The small number of animal products which are included
in the market list given should not be taken as: indicating the proportion of animal to vegetable foods in the
dietaries of these people. It is nevertheless true that they
are vegetarians to a far higher degree than are most
western nations., and the high maintenance efficiency of
the agriculture of China, Korea and Japan is in great
measure rendered possible by the adoption of a diet so
largely vegetarian. Hopkins., in his Soil Fertility a.nd
Permanent Agriculture, page 234, makes 'this pointed
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statement of fact: "1000 bushels of grain has at least
five times as much food value and will support five times
as many people as will the meat or milk that can be made
from it". He also calls attentiop to the results of many
Rothamsted feeding experiments with growing and fattening cattle, sheep and swine, showing that the cattle
destroyed outright, in every 100 pounds of dry substance
eaten, 57.3 pounds, this passing off into the air, as does
all of wood except the ashes, when burned in the stove;
they left in the excrements 36.5 pounds, and stored as
increase but 6.2 pounds of the 100. With sheep the corresponding figures were 60.1 pounds; 31.9 pounds and 8
pounds; and with swine they were 65.7 pounds; 16.7
pounds and 17.6 pounds. But less than two-thirds of
the substance stored in the animal can become food for
man and hence we get but four pounds in one hundred
of the dry substances eaten by cattle in the form of human
food; but five pounds from the sheep and eleven pounds
from swine.
In view of these relations, only recently established as
scientific facts by rigid research, it is remarkable that
thes.e very ancient people came long ago to dis,card cattle as
milk and meat producers; to use s:heep more for their
pelts and wool than for food; while swine are the one
kind of the three classes which they did retain in the
role of middleman as transformers, of coarse s,ubstances
into human food.
It is clear that in the adoption of the succulent forms
of vegetables as, human food important advantages are
gained. At' this stage of maturity tlley have a higher
digestibility, thus making the elimination of the animal
less difficult. Their nitrogen content is relatively higher
and this in a meas,ure compensates for loss, of meat. By
devoting the soil to growing vegetation which man can
directly digest they have saved 60 pounds: per 100 of
absolute waste by the animal, returning their own wastes
to the field for the maintenance of fertility. In using
these immature forms of vegetation so largely as food
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they are able to produce an immense amount that would
. otherwise be impossible, for this is grown in a shorter
time, permitting the same soil to prodllce more crops. It
is also produced late in the fall and early in the spring
when the season is too cold and the hours of sunshine too
few each da~y to permit of ripening crops.

VII.
THE FUEI-J PROBLEM, BUILDING AND
TEXTILE MATERIALS.

With the vast and ever increasing demands made upon
materials which are the products of cultivated fields, for
food, for apparel, for furnishings and for cordag'e, better
soil management must grow more important as populations
multiply. With the increasing cost and ultimate exhaustion of mineral fuel; with our timber vanishing rapidly
before the ever growing demands for lumber and paper;
with the inevitably slow growth of trees and the very
limited areas which the world can ever afford to devote
to forestry, the time must surely come when, in short
period rotations, there will be grown upon the farm ma~
terials from which to manufacture not only paper and
the substitutes for lumber, but fuels as well. The complete
utilization of every stream which reaches the sea, reinf.orced by the force of the winds and the energy of the
waves which may be transformed along the coast lines,
cannot fully meet the demands of the future for power
and heat; hence only in the event of science and engineering skill becoming able to devise means for transforming
the unlimited ,energy of space through which we are ever
whirled, with an economy approximating that which crops
now ,exhibit, can good soil management be relieved of the
task of meeting a portion of the world's demand for power
and heat.
.
When these statements were made in 1905 we did not
know that for centuries there had existed in China, Korea
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and Japan a density of population such as to require the
extensive cultivation of crops for fuel and building material, as well as for fabrics, by the ordinary methods of
tillage, and hence another of the many surprises we had
was the solution these people had reached of their fuel
problem and of how to keep warm. Their solution has
been direct and the simplest possible. Dress to make fuel
for warmth of body unnecessary, and burn the coarser
stems of crops, such as cannot be eaten, fed to animals
or otherwise made useful. These people still use what
wood can be grown on the untillable land within transporting distance, and convert much wood into charcoal, making
transportation over longer distances easier. The general
use of mineral fuels, such as coal, coke, oils and gas, had
been impossible to these as to every other people until
within the last one hundred years. Coal, coke, oil and
natural gas, however,.have been locally used by the Chinese
from very ancient times. For more than two thousand
years brine from many deep wells in Szechwan province
has been evaporated with heat generated by the burning
of natural gas from wells, conveyed through bamboo stems
to the pans and burned from iron terminals. In other
sections of the same province much brine is evaporated
over coal fires. Alexander Hosie estimates the production
of salt in Szechwan province at more than 600 million
pounds annually.
Coal is here used also to some extent for warming the
houses, burned in pits sunk in the floor, the smoke escaping wh.ere it may. The same method of heating we saw
in use in the post office at Yokohama during February.
The fires were in large iron braziers more than two feet
across the top, siro.ply set about the room, three being in
operation. Stoves for house warming are not us.ed in
dwellings in these countries.
In both China and Japan we saw coal dust put into
the form and size of medium oranges by mixing it with
a thin paste of clay. Charcoal is similarly molded, as
<
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seen'in Fig. 72, using a byproduct from the manufacture
of rice syrup for cementing. In Nanking we watched with
much interest the manufacture of charcoal briquets by
another method. A Chinese workman was seated upon
the earth floor of a shop. By his side was a pile of
powdered charcoal, a dish of rice syrup byproduct and
a basin of the moistened charcoal powder. Between his
legs was a heavy mass of iron containing a slightly conical
uloId two inches deep, two and a half ,inches across at
the top and a heavy iron hammer weighing several pounds.
In his left hand he held a short heavy ramming tool and
with his right placed in the mold a pinch of the moistened

Fig. 72.---.0harcoal balls briquetted with rice water or clay, for use as fuel.

charcoal; then followed three well directed blows from the
hammer upon the raluming tool, compressing the charge
of m'oistened, sticky charcoal into a very compact layer.
Another pinch of charcoal was added and the process
repeated until the mold was filled, when. the briquet' was
forced out.
By this simplest possible mecha.nism, the man, utilizing
but a small part of his available energy, was subjecting
the charcoal to an enormous pressure s.uch as we attain
only with the best hydraulic presses, and he was using
the principle of repeated small charges. recently patented
and applied in our large and most efficient cotton and
hay presses, which permit much denser bales to be made
than is; possible when large charges are added, a.nd the
Chinese is here, .as in a thousand other ways, thoroughly
sound in his application of mechanical principles. His
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output for the day was small but his patience seemed
unlimited. His arms and body, bared to the waist, showed
vigor and good feeding, while his face wore the look of
contentment.
With forty centuries of such inheritance coursing in
the veins of four hundred millions of people, in a country
possessed of such marvelous wealth of coal and water
power, of forest and of agricultural possibilities, there
should be a future speedily blossoming and ripening into
all that is highest and best for such a nation. If they
will retain their economies and their industry and use
their energies to develop, direct and utilize the power in
their streams and in their coal fields along' the lines which
science has now made ,possible to them, at the same time
walking in paths of peace and virtue, there is little worth
while which may not come to such a people.
A Shantung farmer in winter dress, Fig. 18, and the
Kiangsu WOlllan portrayed in Fig. 73, in corresponding
costume, are typical illuBtrations of the manner in which
food for body warmth is minimized and of the way the
heat generated in the body is conserved. Observe his
wadded and quilted frock, his trousers of similar goods
tied about the ankle, with his feet clad in multiple socks
and cloth shoes provided with thick felted soles. These
types of dress, with the wadding, quilting, belting and
tying, incorporate a,nd confine as part of the effective
material a large volume of air, thus securing without cost,
much additional warmth without increasing the weight
of the garments.. Beneath these outer garments several
under pieces of different weights are worn which greatly
conserve the warmth during the coldest weather and make
possible a wide range of adjustment to suit varying changes
in temperature. It is doubtful if there could be devised
a wardrobe suited to the conditions of these people at a
smaller first cost and maintenance expense. Rev. E. A.
Evans, of the China Inland Mission, for many years residing at Sunking in Szechwan, estimated that a farmer's
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wardrobe, once it was procured, could be maintained with
an annual expenditure of $2.25 of our currency, this sum
procuring the materials. . for'both repairs and renewals.
The intense individual economy, extending to. the smallest matters, so universaIly practiced by these people, has
sustained the J massive strength of the Mongolian nations
<

Fig. 73.-A Kiangsu country woman in winter dress.

through their long history and this. trait is. s.een in their
handling of the fuel problem, as it is in all other lines.
In the home of Mrs.. W u, owner and manager of a 25-acre.
rice farm in Chekiallg province, there was a masonry kang
seven by seven feet, about twenty-eight inches high, which
could be warmed in winter by building a fire within. The
top was fitted for mats to serve as couch by day. and as ,
a place upon which to spread the bed at night. In the
Shantung province we visited the home of a pros.perous
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farmer and here foun,d two kangs in separate sleeping
apartments, both warmed by the waste heat from the
kitchen whose chimney flue passed horizontally under the
kangs before rising through the roof. These kangs were
wide enough to 8pread the beds upon, about thirty inches
high, and had been constructed from brick twelve inches
'square and four inches thick, made from the clay subsoil
taken from the fields and worked into a plastic mass, mixed
with chaff and short straw, dried in the sun and then
laid in a mortar of the same material. These massive
kangs are thus capable of absorbing large amounts of the
waste heat from the kitchen during the day and of imparting congenial warmth to the couches by day and to the
beds and sleeping apartments during the night. In some
Manchurian inns large compound kangs are 80 arranged
that the guests sleep heads together in double rows, separated only by low dividing rails., securing the greatest
economy of fuel, providing the guests with places where
they .may sit upon the moderately warmed fireplace, and
spread their beds when they ,retire.
The economy of the chimney beds does not end with
the warmth conserved. The earth and straw brick, through
the processes of fermentation and through s.hrinkage, become open an~ porous after three or four years of service,
so that the draft is defective, giving annoyance from smoke,
which requires their renewal. But the heat, the fermentation and the absorption of products of combustion have
together transformed the comparatively infertile subsoil
into what they regard as a valuable fertilizer and thes.e
discarded brick are used in the preparation of compost
fertilizers for the fields. On account of this value of
the discarded brick the larg-e amount of labor involved
in removing and rebuilding the kangs is not regarded altogether as labor lost.
Our own observations have shown that heating soils
to dryness at a. temperature of 110 0 C. greatly increases
the freedom with which plant food may be recovered
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from them by the solvent power of water, and the same
heating doubtless improves the physical and biological conditions of the soil as well. Nitrogen combined as ammonia,
and phosphorus, potash and lime are all carried with the
smoke or soot, mechanically in the draft and arrested upon
the inner walls of the kangs or filter into the porous brick
with the smoke, and thus add plant food directly to the
soil. Soot from wood has been found to contain, .as an
average, 1.36 per cent of nitrogen; .51 per cent of phosphorus and 5.34 per cent of potassium. We practice burning straw and corn stalks in enormous quantities, to get
them easily out of the way, thus scattering on the winds
valuable plant food, thoughtlessly and lazily wasting
where these people laboriously and religiously save. These
are gains in addition to those which result from the formation of nitrates, soluble potash and otller plant foods
through fermentation. We sa,w many instances where
these discarded brick were being used, both in Shantung
and Chihli provinces, and it was common in walking
through the streets of country villages to see piles of th,em,
evidently recently removed.
The fuel grown on the farms consists of the stems of
all agricultural crops which are to any extent woody,
unless they can be put to some better use. Rice straw,
cotton stems pulled by the roots after the seed has been
gathered, the stems of windsor beans, those of rape and
the millets, all pulled by the roots, and many other kinds,
are brought to the market tied in bundles in the manner
seen in Figs. 74, 75 and 76. These fuels are used for
domestic purposes and for the burning of lime, brick,
roofing tile and earthenware as well as in the manufacture
of oil, tea, bean-curd and many other processes. In the
home, when the meals are cooked with these light bulky
fuels, it is the duty of some one, often one of the children,
to sit. on the floor and feed the fire with one hand while
with the other a bellows is worked to secure sufficient
draft.
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Fig. '74.-Boat loads of fuel, mainly bundles of rice straw and cotton stems, ou Soochow creek, Shanghaj.
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The manufacture of cotton seed oil and cotton seed
cake is one of the common family industries in China,
and in one of these homes we saw rice hulls' and rice
sfraw being used as fuel. In the large low, one-story, tileroofed building serving as store, warehouse, factory and
dwelling, a family of four generations ,were at wor~, the
grandfather supervising in the milL and the grandmother

Fig. 75.-Cotton stem fuel being conveyed from the canals· to city 'market
stalls.

leading in the home and store where the cotton seed oil
was being retailed for 22 cents per pound and the cotton
seed cake at 33 cents,gold, per hundredweight. Back
of .the store and living rooms, in the mill compartrnent,
three blindfolded water buffalo, each working a granite
mill, were crushillg and grinding the' cotton seed. Three
other buffalo, for relay seryice, were lying at rest or eating,
awaiting their turn at the ten-hour working day. Two
of the mills we~"e horizcn '-pI granite burrs more than four
10
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feet in diameter, the upper one revolving once with each
circuit made by the cow. The third mill was a pair of
luassive granite rollers,. each fiv,e feet in diameter and
two feet thick joined on a very short horizontal axle
which revolved' on a circular stone plate about a vertical
axis once with each circuit of the buffalo. Two men tended
the three mills. After the cotton seed had been· twice
passed through the mills it was steamed to render the

Fig. 77.-Appliance for steaming tea leaves, used in Japan. and the same in
principle as used in Ohina for steaming meal from which oil is to be
expressed.

oil fluid and more readily expressed. The steamer consiSited
of two covered wooden hoops not unlike that s.een in
Fig. 77, provided with screen bottoms, and in these the
meal was placed over openings in the top oi an iron kettle
of boiling water from which the s.team was. forced through
the charge of meal. Each charge was weighed in a s.coop
balanced on the arm of a bamboo scale, thus s.ecuring a
uniform weight for the cakes.
On the ground in front of the furnace s.a t a boy of
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twelve years steadily feeding' rice chaff into the fire with
his left hand at the rate of about thirty charges per minute, while with his right hand, and in perfect rhythm, he
drew back and forth the long plunger of a rectanguLar
box bellows, maintaining a forced draft for the fire. At
intervals the man who was bringing fuel fed into the
furnace a bundle of rice straw, thus giving the boy's left
arm a moment's respite. When the steanling has rendered
the oil sufficiently fluid the meal is transferred, hot, to
ten-inch hoops two inches deep, made of braided ba.mboo
strands, and is deftly tramped with the bare feet, while
hot, the operator steadying himself by a pair of hand bars.
After a stack of sixteen hoops, divided by a slight s.ifting
of chaff or short straw to separate the cakes, had been
completed these were taken to one of four pressmen, who
were kept busy in expressing the oil.
The presses consisted of two parallel timbers framed
together, long enough to receive the sixteen hoops on
<edge abov·e a gap between them.' These cheeses of meal
:are subJected to an enormous pressure secured by means
'Of three parallel lines of wedges forced against the follower
'each by an iron-bound· master wedge, driven home with
,'a heavy beetle weighing some twenty-five or thirty P01111ds.
'The lines of wedges were tightened in succession, tbe
loosened line receiving an additional wedge tc takn n.p
the slack after drawing back the master wedge, which was
then driven home. To keep good the supply of wedges
which are often crushed under the pressure a second
boy, older than the one at the furnace, was working on
the floor, shaping new. ones, the broken wedges and tht~
chips going 'to the furnace for fuel.
By this very simple, readily constructed and inexpensive
mechanism enormous pressures were secured and when
the operator had obtained the desired compression he
lighted hiS' pipe and sat down to smoke until the oil
ceased dripping into the pit sunk in the floor beneath the
press. In . this interval the next series of cakes went to
another press and the work thus kept up during the day.
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Six hundred and forty cakes. was the average daily output
of this family of eight· men and two boys, with their six
water buffalo.
The cotton seed cakes. were being sold as. feed, and a
near-by Chinese dairyman was using them for his herd
of forty water buffalo, seen in Fig. 78, producing milk

Fig. 7'8.-A dairy herd of water buffalo .owned by a Chinese farmer who was
suprlying milk 10 foreigners in Shanghai.

. for the foreign trade in Shanghai. This. herd of forty
cows, one of vvhich was an albjno, was giving' an average
of but 200 catty of milk per day, or at the rate. of six
and two-thirds pounds per head! The cows have extremely
small udders but the milk is very rich, as. indicated
by an analysis, made in tIle office of the Shanghai Boar<i
of Health and obtained through the kindness of Dr. Arthur
Stanley. The milk s.howed a specific gravity of 1.028 and
contained 20.1 percent total solids. ; 7.5 percent fat;
4.2 per cent milk sugar and .8 per cent ash. In the
family of Rev. W. H. Hudson, 6f the S011thern ,.PresbY-x··. ',(
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terian Mission, Kashing, whose very gracious hospitality
. we enjoyed on two different occasions., the butter made
from the milk of two of these cows, one of which, with
her calf, is seen in Fig. 79, was used on the family table.
It was as white as lard or cottolene but the texture and
flavor were normal and far better than the Danish and
New Zealand prod~cts. served at the hotels.
The milk produced at the . Chinese dairy in Shanghai
was being sold in bottles. holding two pounds, at the rate
of one dollar a bottle, or 4.3 cents, gold. This seems high

Fig. 79.--Water buffalo

and

calf, Kashing,

Chekiang province, China.

a.nd there may have been misunderstanding on the part
of my interpreter but his. answer to my question was that
the milk was .being s.old at one Shanghai dollar per bottle
holding one and a half catty, which, interpreted, is the
value given above.
But fuel from the stems of cultivated plants which a're
in part otherwise useful, is. not s.ufficient to meet the
needs of country and village, notwithstanding the intense
economies practiced. Large areas of· hill and mountain
land are made to contribute their share, as we have seen
in the 80uth of China, where pine boug'hs were being used
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for firing tlie lime and cement kilns. At Tsingtao we saw
the pine bough fuel on the backs of mules, Fig. 80, coming from the hills in Shantung province. Similar fuels
were being used in Korea and we have photographs of
large pine bough fuel stacks., taken in Japan at Funabas.hi,
east from Tokyo.

Fig. SO.-Pine bough fuel coming into Tsingtao from the Shantung hills, China.

The hill and mountain lands., wherever accessible to
the densely peopled plains, have long been cut over and
as', regularly has afforestation been encouraged and deliberately secured even through the transplanting of nursery stock grown expressly for that purpose. We had
read so much regarding the reckless destruction of forests
in China and Japan and had seen) so few old forest trees
Bxcept where these had been protected about temples,
graves or houses, that when Rev. R. A. Haden, of the
Elizabeth Blake hospital, near Soochow, insisted that the
Chinese were deliberate foresters and that they regularly
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grow trees for fuel, transplanting theul when necessary to
secure a close and early stand, after the area had been
cleared, we were so much surprised that he generously
volunteered to accompany us westward on a two days
journey into the hill country where the practice could be
seen.
A family owning a houseboat and living upon it was
engaged for the journey. This family cunsisted of a
recently widowed father, his two sons, newly married, and
a helper. They were to transport us and provide sleeping
quarters for myself, Mr. Haden and a cook for the consideration of $3.00, Mexican, per day and to continue the
journey through the night, leaving the day for observation
in the hills.
The recent funeral had .cost the father $100 and the
wedding of the two sons $50 each, while the remodelling
of the houseboat to meet the needs of the new family
relations cost still another $100. To meet these expenses
it 'had been necessary to borrow the full amount, $300.
$100 the father was paying 20 p(~r cent interest; on
$50 he was compelled to pay 50 per cent interest. 'rhe
balance he had barr'owed from friends without interest
but with the understanding that ,he would return the
favor should occasion be required.
Rev. E. A. Eva.ns informed us that it is a common
practice in China for neighbors to help one another in
times of great -nnanGial stress. This is one of the methods:
A neighbor may need 8000 cash. He prepares a feast
and sends invitat~ons to a hundred friends. They know
there has been no death in his family and that there' is
no wedding, still it is understood that he is in need of
money. The feast is prepared at a small expense~ the
invited guests come, each bringing eighty cash as a present.
The'"recipient is expected to keep a careful record of con- '
tributing friends' and to repay the SU1TI. Another method
is .like this : For some reason a man needs to borrow .
20,000 cash. He proposes to twenty of his friends that
they organize a club to raise this sum. If the friends
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agree ea'ch pays 100q cash to the organizing member. The
balan,ce of the club, draw lots as to vvhich member shall
be number two, thre~, four, five, etc., designating the order
in which payments:,sm.all be made. The man borro,ving, the
money is then under obligation to see that these payments
. are met in full at the times agreed upon.. Not infrequently
a small rate of inter~st is charged.

]1ig. St.-Residence houseboat used by family for carrying passengers on rivers
, and canals, China.

Rates of interest are very high in China, especially on
small sums where securities are not the best. Mr. Evans
informs me that two.per cent per month is. low and thirty
per cent per annum is very commonly collected. SllCh
obligations are often, never met but they do not outlaw
and may des.cend fr0m father to son.
The boat cost $29~.40 in U. S. currency; the yearly
earning ,vas $107.50 to $120.40. The funeral cost $4.:3 and ;
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$43 more was required for the wedding of the two sons.
They were receiving for the services. of six people $1.29
per day. An engagement for two weeks or a month could
have been m,ade for materially lower rates and their
average daily earning, on th'e basis of three hundred days
service in the year, and the $120.40 total earning, would
be only 40.13 cents~ les8 than seven cents each, hence, their

Fig.

82.~Forest

cutting n narrow strins on steep hillsides west of· Soochow,
Ohina.

trip with us was two of their banner days. Foreigners
in Shanghai and other cities frequ.ently engage such
hou.seboat service for two weeks or a Inonth of travel on
the canals. and rivers, finding it a very enjoyable as well
as inexpensive way of having a picnic outing.
On reaching the hill lands the next rllorning there were
such scenes 3S shown in Fig. 82, where th~ strips. of tree
g'rowth, varying from two to ten years, stretched directly
H.p the slope, often in strong contrast on account of the
straight boundaries and different ages of the timber. SOlne
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-of these long narrow holdings. were less tha.n two rods
'wide and on one of thes.e only recently cut, up which
'we walked for considerable distance, the young pine were
:springin,g up in goodly nUlubers. As many as eighteen
.young trees were counted on a width of six' feet across
,the strip of thirty feet wide. On this area everything
had been recently cut clean. Even stumps and the large
:roots were dug and saved for fuel.

.F'ig. 83.-Bundles of pine and oak bough fuel gathered on the hill lands west
of Soochow, Kiangsu, Ohina.

In Fig. 83 are seen bundles of fuel from such a strip,
just brought into the village, the boughs retaining the
leaves although the fuel had been dried. The roots, too,
-are tied in with the limbs so that everything is saved.
'On our walk to the hills we passed many 'people bringing
their loa.ds of fuel swinging from carrying poles on their
shoulders.
Inquiries regard ing the afforestation of these strips of
h~llside showed that the extensive digging' necessitated by
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the recovery of the roots usually caused new trees to
spring up quickly as volunteers from 8cattered seed and
from the roots, so that planting was not generally required.
Talking with a group of people as to where we could see
some of the trees' used for replanting the hillsides, a lad
of seven years was first to understand and volunteered to
conduct us to a planting. This he did and was overjooyed

Fig. 84.-Tiny nursery of small pines growing among ferns in a shady wood 7
for replanting cut-over hillsides.

on receipt of a trifle for his services. One of these little
pine nurseries is seen in Fig. 84, many being planted in
suitable places through the woods.. The lad led us. to two
such' locations with whose whereabouts he was evidently
very familiar, although they were considerable distance
from the path and far from home. These small trees are
used in filling in places where the volunteer growth has
not been s.ufficiently close. A strong herbaceous growth
uSllally springs up quickly on these newly cleared lands
alld this too js cut for fuel or for use in making compost
or as green manllre-
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The grass which grows on the grave lands, if not fed
-off, is also cut and saved for fuel. We saw several instances
of this outside of Shanghai, one where a mother with her
daughter, provided with rake, sickle, basket and bag, were
, gathering the dry stubble and grass of the' previous season, from the grave lands where there was less than could

Fig. 85.__Dried grass fuel gathered on grave lands, Shanghai.

be found on our closely mowed meadows. InF'ig. 85 may·
be seen a man who 'has just returned with such a load,
and in his hand iSlthe typical rake of the Far East, made
'by simply bending bamboo splints, claw-shape, and securing them as seen in the engraving.
In the Shantungiprovlnce, inChihli and in Manchuria,
millet stems, especially those of the great kaoliang' or
'sorghum, are exten~ively used for fuel and for building
:HS ,veIl as for screens, ' fences ,and matting.
At IVlukden
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the kaoliang' was selling as: fuel at $2.70 to $3.00, Mexican,.
for a 100-bundle load of stalks, weighing seven catty to
the bundle. The yield per acre of kaoliang fuel amounts
to 5600 pounds and the stalks are eight to twelve feet long,
so that when carried on the backs of mules or horses the'
animals are nearly hidden by the load~ The price paid

Fig. 86.-Bundles of kaoliang fuel coming into Kiaochow market, Shuntung.

for plant stem fuel from agricultural crops, in different
parts of China and Japan, ranged from $1.30 to $2.85,
U. S. currency, per ton. The price of anthracite coal at
Nanking was. $7.76 per ton.. Taking the weight of dry
oak wood at 3500 pounds per cord, the plant stem fuel,.
for equal weight,_ was selling at $2.28 to $5.00,
Large amounts. of wood are converted into charcoal in
thes,e countries and sent to market baled in rough matting

Fuel in, iJ1anchuria, and Korea.
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or in basket\vork cases woven from small brush and holding two to two and' a half bushels. When such wood is
not converted into charcoal it is sawed into one or two-foot
lengths, split and marketed tied in bundles, as seen in
Fig. 77.
Along the Mukden-Antung railway in Manchuria fuel
was also being shipped in four-foot lengths, in the form
of cordwood. In Korea cattie were provided with a
peculiar saddle for carrying wood in four-foot sticks laid
blanket-fashion over the animal, extending' far down on
their sides. Thus was it brought from the hills to the
railway s'tation. This wood, as in Manchuria, was cut
from small trees. In Korea, as in most parts of China
where we visited, the tree growth over the hills was. generally scattering and thin on the ground wherever there
was not individual ownership in small holdings.. Under
and among the scattering pine there were oak in many
cases, but these were always small, evidently not more
than two' or three years standing, and appearing to have
been repeatedly cut back. It was in Korea that we saw
so many instances. of young leafy oak boughs brought to
the rice fields and used as green manure.
There was abundant evidence of periodic cutting between
lVIllkden and Antung in Manchuria; between Wiju and
Fusan in Korea ; and throughout most of our journey in
~Japan; from Nagasaki to Moji and from Shimonoseki to
Yokohama. In all of these countries afforestation takes
place quickly and the cuttings on private holdings are
made once in ten, twenty or twenty-five years. When the
wood is sold to those coming for it the takers pay at the
rate of 40 sen per one horse load of forty kan, or 330
pounds, such as is seen in Fig. 87. Director Ono, of
the Akashi Expe:r:iment station, informed us that such fuel
loads in that prefecture, where the wood is cut once in ten
years, bring returns amounting to about $40 per acre for
the ten-year crop. This land was worth $40 per acre but
when they are suitable for orange groves they sell for $600
per acre. Mushroom culture is. extensively practiced un-
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der the shade of some of these wooded areas,' yielding un~
der favorable conditions at the rate of $100 per acre.
The forest <?overed area in Japan exclusive of Formosa
and Karafuto, amounts to a' total of 54,196,728 acres, less
than twenty millions of which are in private holdings, the
balance belonging to, the state and to the Imperial Crown.
In all of these countries there has been an extellsive

Fig. 87.':-'Japanese fuel eoming down from the wooded hills.

general use of rnaterials other than wood for building
purposes' and very many of the substitutes for lumber are
products grown on the cultivated fields. The use of rice
straw for roofing, as seen in the IIakone village, Fig. 8, is
very general thrQughout the rice growing districts, and
even the sides of houses may be similarly thatched, as was
observed in the Canton delta region, such a construction
being warm for winter and cool for summer. The life
of these thatched roofs, however, is short and they must
be 'renewed as' often E8 every three to five years but the
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old straw is hig'hly prized as fertilizer for the fields on
which it is grown, or it may serve as fuel, the ashes only'
going to the fields.
Burned clay tile, especially for the cities and public
buildings, are very extensively used for roofing, clay being abundant and n~ar at hand. In Chihli and in Man-,
churia millet and sorghum stems, used alone or plastered,
as in l1--'ig. 88, with a mud mortar, sometimes mixed with

Fig. 88.-:;-Millet-thatched roofs plastered with earth; mud chimneys; walls of
houses plastered with mUd, and winter storage pits for vegetables built of
clay and chaff mortar.

lime, cover the roo£s of vast nu.mber~,_ of the dwelling'S
outside the larger ci ties.
At Chiao Tou in Manchuria wer saw the building' of the
thatched millet roofs and the. use of kaoliang stems: aSi lum.,.
ber. Rafters were set in the usual way and covered with
a layer about two inches thick"of the long kaoliang stems_
stripped of their le'aves and tops. These were tied together and to the rafters with twine, thus forming a. sort of
matting. A layer of thin clay mortar was then spread over
the surface and. well trowelled until it ""Began to show on
the under side. Over this was applied a thatch of small
millet stems bound in bundles eight inches thick, 'cut
11

square across the butts to eighteen inches in length. They
were dipped in water and laid in courses. after the ma.nner
of shingles, but the: butts of the stems ar~ driven forward
to a slope which obliterates the shoulder, making the courses
invisible. In the better houses this thatching maybe plastered with earth morta.r or with an earth-lime mortar,
which is less liable tQwash in heavy rain.

Fig. S9'.-Air-dried earth brick for house building.

The walls of the house we saw building were also sided
with the long, large 'kaoliang stems. An ordinary' frame
with posts and girts. about three feet apart ha.d been.
erected, on sills and with plates carrying the roof.
Standingvertica.lly against the girts ana tied to them,
forming a close layer, were the kaoliang stems. Thes;e
were plastered outside and in with a layer of thin earth
mortar. A simila.r layer of stems, 8et up on the' inside of
the girts. and sim:ilarl~ plastered, forme.d the inner face
of the wall of, the, house, leayirfg dead air spaces between
the girts.;
-I!
'i,
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Brick made from earth are very extensively used for
house building, chaff and s,hort straw being used as a binding material, the brick being simply· dried in the SUD, a.s
seen in Fig. 89. A house in the process of building, where
the brick were being used, is seen in Fig. 90. The foundation of the dwelling, it will beobserved,was laid with. wellformed hard-burned brick, these bein.g necessary to prevent
capillary moisturefrpm the ground being ·drawn up and
soften the e.arth brick, making- the wall unsafe.

Fig. 90.-Foundation of awel~ing,. consisting of hard-burned brick; balance of
wall to be sun~dried earth brick, seen in Fig. 89.

Several kilns for burning brick, built of clay and earth,
were passed in our jpurney up the Pei ho, and stacked
about them, covering an area. of lllore than eight ~undred
feet back from the riv~r, were bundles of the kaoliangstems
to serve as fuel in the kilns.
The extensive· use of the unburned brick is. necessitated
by the difficulty of obtaining fuel, and various :rp.ethods are
adopted to reduce the ··number of burned brick required in
construction. One of these devices is shown in Fig. 79,
where the city wall surrounding Kashing is constructed of
alternate courses of four layers of burned brick separated
- by layers of simple earth concrete.
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In addition to the multiple-function, farm-grown crops
used for food, flleland building material, there is a large
acreage devoted to the growing of textile and fiber products
and enormous quantities of these are produced annually.
In Japan, where" some fifty millions of people are chiefly
fed on the produce: of little more than 21,000 square miles
of cultivated land, there was grown in 1906 more than
7~,500,000 pounds of cotton, hemp, flax an:d China grass"

Fig. 91.-Earth and clay brick kiln on the bank of the Pei ho, using sorghum
stems· for fuel.

textile stock, occupying 78,700 acres of the cultivated lan,d.
On 141,000 other acres there grew 115,000,000 pounds of
paper mulberry and Mitsumata,materials used in the manufacture of paper. From still another 14,000 acres were
taken 92,000,000 pounds of matting stuff, while more than
957,000 acres "\Were occupied by mulberry trees for the
feeding of silkworms, yielding to Japan 22,389,798 pounds
of silk. Here are more than 300,000,000 pounds of fiber
and textile stuff taken from 1860 square miles of the c~l
tivated land, cutting down the food producing area. to

T extil'e Produ·ctS' in J al!,an,.
~9,263
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square miles and this area is made stili smaller by
devoting 123,000 acres to tea, these producing in 1906
58,900,000 pounds, worth nearly five million dollars. Nor
do these statements express the full measure of the· produc~
ing power of the 21,321 square miles of 'cultivated land,
for, in addition to the food and other materials named,
there were also made $2,365,000 worth of braid from straw
and wood shavings; $6,000,000 worth of rice straw bags:,
packing ca.ses and matting; and $1,085,000 worth of wares
from bamboo, willow and vine. As illustrating the intense
home industry of these people we may consider the fact
that the 5,453,309 households of farmers inJapan pro..
duced in 1906, in their homes as subsidiary work,
$20,527,000 worth of manufactured articles. If correspondingly exact statistical data were available fronl
China and Korea a similarly full utilization of cultural
P9Ssibilities would be revealed there.
.
This marvelous heritage of economy, industry and thrift,
bred of the stress of centuries, must not be permitted to
lose virility throug'h contact with western wasteful practices, now exalted to seeming virtues through the dazzling'
brilliancy of mechanical achievements. More and more
must labor be dignified in all homes. alike, and economy,
industry and thrift become inherited impulses compelling
and satisfying.
Cheap, rapid, long distance transportation, already well
-started in these countries, will bring with it a fuller utilization of the large stores of coal and mineral wealth and of
the enormous available water power, and as a result there
will come some temporary lessening of the stress for fuel
and with better forest management some relief along the
lines of building materials. But the time is not a century'
distant when, throughout the world, a fuller, better development must take place along the lines of these most farreach-ing and fundamental practices. so long and so effectively followed by the Mongolian races in China, Korea and
Japan. When the enormous water-power of these countries has been harnessed and brollght into the foot-hills
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and down upon the margins of the valleys and plains in
the form of electric current, let it, if poss!ible, be in a
large measure so distributed as to become available in the
country village homes to lighten the burden and lessen the
huma.n drudgery and yet increase the efficiency of the
human effort now so well bestowed upon subsidiary ma.nufactures under the guidance a.nd initiative of the home,
where there ma.y be room to breathe and for children to
come up to manhood and womanhood in the best conditions possible, rather than in enormOllS congested factories.

VIII.
TRAMPS AFIELD.

On l\farch 31st we took the 8 A. M. train on the Shanghai-Nanking railway for Kunshail, situated thirty-two
miles west from Shanghai, to spend the day walking in
the fields. The fare, second class, was eighty cents, Mexican. A third class ticket would have been forty cents and
a first class, $1.60, practically two cents, one cent and half
a cent, our currency, per mile. The second class fare to
Nanking., a distance of. 193 miles, was $1.72, U. S. currency, or a little less than one cent per mile. While the
car seats were not upholstered, the service was good.
Meals were served on the train in either foreign or Chinese
style, and tea, coffee or hot water to drink. Hot, wet face
cloths were regularly passed and Inan.y Chinese daily
newspapers were sold on the train, a traveler often buying
two.
In· the vicinity of Kunshan a large. area of farm land
had been acquired by the French catholic mission at a
purcha.se price of $40, Mexican, per mow, or at the rate of
$103.20 per acre. Thisl they rented to the Chinese.
It was here that we first saw, at close range, the details
of using canal mud as a fertilizer, so extensively applied in
China. Walking through the fields we came upon the
scene in the middle section of Fig. 92 where, close on the
right -was such a reservoir as seen in Fig. 58. Men were
in it, dipping up the mud which had accumulated over its
bottom, pouring it on the bank in a field of windsor beans,
and the thin mud was then over t.wo feet deep at that side
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Fig. 9'2.-In the lower section, along the path, basketsful of canal mud had
been applied in two rows at the rate of more than 100 tons Del' acre. In
the middle section workmen just beyond the extreme right were removing
mud from such a reservoir as is seen in. Fig. 58. rl1he upper section shows
three rIlen distributing canal mud between the rows of a field of windsor
beans.
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and flowing into the beans where it had already spread
two rods, burying the plants as the engraving shows. When
sufficiently dry to be readily handled this would be spread
.a.mong the beans as we found it being done in another
field, shown in the upper section of the illustration. Here
four men were distributing such mud, which had dried,
between the rows, not to fertilize the beans, but for a s.ucceeding crop of cotton soon to be planted between the rows,
before they were harvested. The owner of this piece of
land, with whom we talked and who was superintending
the work, stated that his usual yield of these beans was
three hundred catty per mow and that they sold them
green, shelled, at two cents, Mexican, per catty. At' this
price and yield his return would be $15.48, gold, per acre.
If there was need of nitrogen and organic matter in the soil
the vines would be pulled green, after picking the bea.ns,
and composted with the wet mud. If not so needed the
dried stems would be tied in bundles. and sold as fuel or
used at home, the ashes being returned to the fields. The
windsor beans are thus an early crop grown for fertilizer,
fuel and food.
This farmer was paying his laborers one hundred cash
per da.y and providing their meals, which he estimated
worth two hundred cash more, making twelve cents, gold,
for a ten-hour day. Judging from what we saw and from
the amount of mud carried per load, we estimated the men
would distribute not less than eighty-four loa.ds of eighty
pounds each per day, an average distance of five hundred
_feet, making the cost 3.57 cents, gold, per ton for distri..
bution.
"
The lower section of Fig. 92 shows another instance
where mud was being used on a narrow strip bordering' the
p.ath along which we walked, thei amount there seen having
been ,brought more than four hundred feet, by one ,man
be~ore 10 A. 1\1[. on the morning the photograph was taken.
'He was getting· it from the bottom of a canal ten feet
, -deep, laid bare by the out-going tide. Already he had
; "brought more than' ton to 'his field.'

a
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The carrying baskets used for this work were in the
form of huge dustpans suspended from the carrying poles
by two cords attached to the side rims, and steadied by the
hand grasping a handle provided in the back for this purpose and for emptying the bas.kets by tipping. With this
construction the earth was readily raked upon the basket
and very easily emptied from it by simply raising the
hands when the destination was reached. No arrangement could be more simple, expeditious or inexpensive for
this man with his small holding. In this simple manner
has nearly all of the earth been moved in digging the miles
of canal and in building the long sea walls. In Shanghai
the mud carried through the storm sewe~s into Soochow
creek we saw being removed in the same manner during
the intervals when the tide was out.
In still another field, seen in Fig. 93, the upper portion
shows where canal mud had been applied at a rate exceeding seventy tons per acre, and we were told that such
dressings may be repeated as often as every two .years
though usually at longer intervals, if other and cheaper
fertilizers could be obtained. In the lower portion of the
same illustration may be seen the section. of canal from
which this mud was taken up the three earthen stairways
built of the mud its.elf and permitted to dry before using.
Many such lines of stairway were seen during our trips
along the canals, only recently made or in the process of
building to be in readiness when the time for applying the
mud should arrive. To facilitate collecting the mud from
the shallow canals temporary dams may be thrown across
them at two places and the water between either scooped
or pumped out, laying the bottom bare, as is o~ten done also
for fi~hing. The earth of the large grave mound seen across
a canal in the center background of the upper portion of
the, engraving had. been collected in a similar manner.
In ,the Chekiang province canal mud is extensively used
in the mulberry orchards as a surface dressing. We have
referred to this practice in southern China, and Fig. 94
is a view taken south of Kashing early in April. The boat
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anchored in fronto! the mulberry orchar"d is tIle 11ome. of
a family coming from a distance, seeking enlployment during the season for picking mulberry leaves to feed silkworms. We were much surprised,on looking back at the

Fig. 93.-Section 'of field covered with piles of canal mud recently applied at
the rate of more than 10 tons per acre; taken out of the canal up the three
flights of earth steps shown in the lower part of the figure.

boat a.fter closing the ca.mera, to see the hea.d of the family
standing erect in the center,having" shoved back a section
of the matting roof.
The dressing of mud applied to this ":field formed a loose
layer more than two inches deep and when compacted by
the rains which would follow would add not less than a full
I
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Fig. 94.-Mulberry orchard to which a heavy dressing of canal mud had been applied. A family of mulberry leaf
pickers were living in the b oat anchored in the canal.
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inch of soil over the entire orchard, and the weight per
acre could not 'be less than 120 ton8.
Another equally, or even more, laborious practice followed by the Chinese farmers in this province is the periodic exchange of soil between mulberry orchards and the
rice fields, their experience being that soil long used in the
mulberry orchards improves the rice, while soil from the
rice fields is very helpful when applied to the mulberry orchardsi. We saw many instances, when travelling by boattrain between Shanghai, Kashing and Hangchow, of soil
being carried from rice fields and either stacked on the
banks or dropped into the canal. Such soil was oftenest
taken from narrow trenches leading through the fields, laying them off in beds. It is our judgment that the soil
thrown into the canals undergoes ilnportant changes, perhaps through the absorption of soluble plant food substances such as lime, phosphoric a.cid and potash withdrawn _from the water, or through some growth or fermentation, \ivhich, in the judgment of the farmer, makes
the large labor involved in this procedure worth while.
The stacking of soil along the banks was probably in
preparation for its removal by boat to some of the mulberry orchards.
It is clearly recognized by the farmers that mud collected from those sections of the canal leading through
country villages, such as that seen in Fig. 10, is both inherently more fertile and in better physical condition tha.n
that collected in the open country. They attribute this
difference to the effect of the village washing in the canal,
where soap is extensively used. The storm waters' of th~
city doubtless carry some fertilizing material also, although
sewage, as such, never finds its wa.y· into the canals. The
washing would be very likely to have a decided flocculating
effect and 810 render this 'material more friable when
applied to the field.
One very important advantage which comes to, the fields
when heavily dressed with such mud is that resulting from
the addition of lime which has become incorporated with
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the s.ilts through their fiocculationand precipitation, and
that which is added in the form of s.nails.hells. abounding in
the canals.. The amount of these may be realized from the

Fig. 95.-The recently removed canal mud, in the upper s·ection of the illustration, is heavily charged with large snail shells. The lower s'ection shows
the shells in the soil of a recently spaded field.

large numherscontained in the mud recently thrown out, as
seen in the upper section of Fig. 95, where the pebbly appearance of the surface is caused by snail she11s.. In the
lower section of the same illustration the white spots, are
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snail shells exposed in the soil of a recently. spaded field.
The shells are by no means as numerous generally as here
seen but yet sufficient to maintain the supply of lime.
Several species of these snails are collected in quantities
and used as food. Piles containing' bushels of the empty
shells were seen along the canals outside the villages. The
snails are cooked in the shell and often sold by measure to
be eaten from the hand, as we buy roasted peanuts or popcorn. When a purchase is made the vender clips the spiral'
point from each shell with a pair of small shears.. This admits air and permits' the snail to be readily removed by
suction when the lips are applied to the shell. In the canals there are also large numbers of fresh water eel, shrimp
and crabs as well as fish, all of which are collected and used
for human food. I t is common, when walking through the
canal country, to come upon groups of gleaners busy in the
bottoms of the shallow agricultural canals, gathering anything which may serve as food, even including small bulbs
or the fleshy roots of edible aquatic plants. To facilitate
the collection of such food materials seetions of the canal
are often drained in the manner already described, so that
gleaning may be done by hand, wading in the mud. Families living in houseboats make a business of fishing for
shrimp. They trail behind the houseboat one or two other
boats carrying hundreds· of shrimp traps cleverly' constructed in such manner that when they are trailed along the
bottom and disturb the shrimps they dart into the holes in
the trap, Inistaking them for safe hiding places.
On the streets, especially during festival days, one may
see young people and others in social intercourse, busying
their fingers and their teeth eating cooked snails or often
watermelon seeds, which are extensively sold and thus
eaten. This custom we saw first in the streets of a city
south of Kashing on the line of the new railway' between
H'angchow and Shanghai. The first passenger train over
the line had been run the day before our visit, which was a
festival day and throngs of people were visiting the ninestory pagoda standing on a high hill a mile outside the city
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limits. The day was one of great surprises to these people
who had never before seen a pas.sengBr train, and my own
person appeared, to be a great curiosity to many. No boy:
ever scrutinized the face of a caged chimpanzee closer, with
purer curiosity, or with less consideration for his feelings
than did a woman of fifty scrutinize mine,. standing close,
in front, not two feet distant, even bending forward as I
sat upon a bench writing at the railway s.tation. People
would pass their hands along my coat sleeve to judge the
cloth, and a boy felt of my shoes. Walking through the
street we passed m.any groups gathered about tables and
u.pon seats, visiting or in business conference, their fingers
occupied with watermelon seeds or with packages of cooked
snails. Along the pathway leading to the pagoda beggars
had distributed themselves, one in a place, at intervals of
two or three hundred feet, askin.g alms,' Inost of them infirm with age or in some other way physically disabled. We
saw but one who appeared capable of earning a living.
Trayel between Shanghai and Hangchow at this time was
heavy. Three companies were running trains., of six or
lllore houseboats, each towed by a steam launch, and these
were daily crowded with passengers. Our train left Shanghai at 4.:30 P. M., rea.ching Hangchow at 5 :30 P. M. the following day, covering a distance along the canal of something more ithan 117 miles. We paid $5.16,. gold, for the
exclusive use of a first-cabin, five-berth stateroom for ·my:self and intepreter. . It occupied the full width of the boat,
lacking about fourteen inches of footway, and could be entered from either side down a flight of five steps. The
berths were flat, naked wooden shelves thirty inches wide,
separated by a partition headboard six inches high-and
without railing in front. Each traveler provided his OW:tl
bedding. A small table upon which meals were servedi, a
mirror on one side and a lamp on the other, set in an opening in the partition, permitting it to serve two staterooms,
completed the furnishings. The roof of the staterooms was
covered with an awning and divided crosswise into' two
tiers of berths, each thirty inches wide, by board .parti-
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tions six inches high. In these sections passengers spread
their beds, sleeping heads together, separated only by a
headboard six inches high. The awning was only sufficiently high to permit passengers to sit erect. Ventilation
was ample but privacy was nil. Curtains could be dropped
around the sides in stormy weather.
Meals were served to each passenger wherever he might
be. Dinner consisted of hot steamed rice brought in very
heavy porcelain bowls set inside a covered, wet, steaming
hot wooden case. With the rice were tiny dishes, butterchip size, of green clover, nicely cooked and seasoned; of
cooked bean curd served with shredded bamboo sprouts,; of
tiny pork strips with bean curd; of small bits of liver with
bamboo sprouts; of greens, and hot water for tea. If the
appetite is good one may have a s,econd helping of rice and
as much hot water" for tea as desired. There was no table
linen, no napkins and everything but the tea. ha.d to be
negotiated with chop sticks, or, these failing, with the fin-·
gers. When the meal was. finished the table was cleared and
water, hOot if desired, was brought for your hand basin,.
which with tea, teacup and bedding, constitute part of the
traveler's outfit. At frequent intervals, up to ten P. M.,.
a crier walked &bout the deck with hot water for those who
might desire ,an extra cup of tea, and again in the early
.
mornIng.
At this season of the year Chinese incubators were being
run to their full capacity and it was our good fortune to
visit one of t.hese, escorted by Rev. R. A. Haden, who also
acted as interpreter. The art of incubation is very old and
very extensively practiced in China. An interior view of
one of these establis.hments is s.hown in Fig. 96, where the
family were hatching the eggs. of hens, ducks and gees,e,
purchasing the eggs and selling the young as hatched. As
in the case of so many trades in China, this family was
the last generation of a long line whose lives had been
spent in the same work. We entered through their store,
opening on the street of the narrow village seen in Fig. 10.
In the store the eggs were purchased and the chicks were
12
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sold, this work being in charge of the women of the family.
It was' in the extreme 'rear of the home that thirty incubators were installed, all doing duty and each having a
capacity of 1,200 hens' eggs. Four of these may be seen
in the illustration and one. of the baskets which, when
two~thirds filled.. with eggs, is set inside of each incubator.
Each ineub,ator consists. of a large earthenware jarhaving a door cut in one side through which live charcoal·may

Fig. 96.-FourOhinese incubators in a' room where there are thirty, each
having a capacity of 1,200 hellS' eggs.

be introduced and the fire partly smothered under a layer
Qf, ashes, this .serving as the source of heat. The jar is
thoroughly insulated,cased in basketwork and provided
with a .cover, as seen in the illustration. Inside the outer
jar rests a second of nearly the same size, as one teacup
may in another. Into this i8. lowered the larg'e. basket wit11
its 600 hens' eg'gs, 400 ducks' eggs or 175 geese' eggs, as
the ·case may.be. Thirty of these incubators w~re arranged
in two parallel 'TOWS of fifteen each. Immediately above
.each row, and utiliz~ng the warmth· of the air rising from
tllenl, was a-continuous line of finishing hatchers. and brooders in the form of woven shallovv trays with sides warmly
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padded with cotton and with the tops covered with sets of
quilts of different thickness.
After a basket of hens' eggs has been incubated four days
it is removed and the eggs examined by lighting, to remove
those which are infertile before they have been rendered
unsalable. The infertile eggs go to the store and the basket
is returned to the incubator. Ducks '. eggs are similarly
examined after two days and again after five days incubation; and geese' eggs after six days and again after fourteen days. Through these precautions practically all loss
from infertile eggs is avoided ,and from 95 to 98 per cent
of the fertile eggs are hatched, the infertile eggs ranging
from 5 to 25 per cent.
After the fourth day in the incubator all ~ggs are turned
five times in twenty-four hours. Hens' eggs are kept in the
lower incubator eleven days; ducks' eggs thirteen days, and
geese' eggs sixteen days, after wh-ich they are transferred
to the trays. Throughout the incubation perio.d the, most
careful watch and control is kept over the temperature. No
thermometer is used but the operator raises the lid or quilt,
removes an egg, pressing the large. end into the eye socket.
In this way a large contact is made where the skip. is sensitive, nearly constant in temperature, but little below. blood
heat and from which the air is excluded for the time. Long
practice permits them thus to judge small differences of
.temperature expeditiously' and with gr~at ~ccuracy; and
they maintain ~different temperatures during .. different
stages of the incubation. The men sleep in the ~90m and
some one is on duty continuously, .maki;ng the. rounds of
the incubators and brooders, examining ,and. regulating
each according to its individ·ualneeds,. through the'management of. the doors or the shifting of .the quilts oyer the
eggs in the brooder trays where the .chicks·.leaye tn~ eggs
and remain until they go .to the store. In the. fillishing
trays the eggs form rather more than one continuou,s layer
but the second layer does '"not cQver'more tb.~n ~. :Q~th or
·a quarter of the area. Hens' eggs are in thes~. trays
ten days, ducks' and geese' eggs, fourteen gays.
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A.fter the chickens have been hatched sufficiently long
to require feeding they are ready for market and are then
sorted according to sex and placed in separate shallow
woven trays thirty inches in· diameter. The sorting is
done rapidly and accurately through the sense of touch,
the operator recognizing the sex by gently pinching the
anus... Four trays of young chickens were in the store
fronting on the street as we entered and several women
were making purchases, taking five to a dozen each. Dr.
Haden informed me that nearly every family in the cities.,
and in the country villages raise a few, but only a few,
chickens and it is a common sight to see grown chickens
walking about the narrow streets., in and out of the open
stores, dodging the feet of the occupants and passers by.
At the time of our visit this family was paying at the
rate of ten cents, Mexican, for nine hens' and eight ducks'
eggs, and were selling their largest strong chickens at
three cents each. These figures, translated into our currency, make the purchase price for eggs nearly 48 cents,
and the selling price for the young chicks $1.29, per hundred, or thirteen eggs for six cents and seven chickens, for
nine· cents.
.
It is difficult even to conceive, not to say measure, the
vast import of this solution of how to maintain, in the millions of homes, a constantly accessible supply of absolutely
fresh and thoroughly sanitary animal food in the form of
meat and eggs. The great density of population in these
countries makes the problem of supplying eggs to the people very different from that in the United States. Our
250,600,000 fowl in 1900 was at the rate of three to
each person but in Japan, ,vith her 16,500,000 fowl, she
had in 1906 but one for every three people. _ Her .number
per-square mile of cultivated land however was 825, while
in the United States, in 1900, the number of fowls per
square mile of improved farm land was but 387. To give
to Japan three fowls to each person there would needs be
a.n -average of about nine to each acre of her cultivated
land, whereas in the United States there were in 1900
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nearly two acres of improved farm land for each fowl.
We have no statistics reg'arding the number of fowl in
China or the number of eggs produced but the total is
very large and she exports to Japan. The l~rge boat load
of eggs seen in Fig. 97 had just arrived from the country, coming into Shanghai in one of her canals.
Besides applying canal ~ud directly to the fields in the
ways described there are other very extensive practices ox
composting it with organic matter of one or another kind

Fig. 97.-Boatload of 150 baskets of eggs on· Soochow creek, Shanghai, China.

and of then using the compost on the fields. The next
three illustrations show some of the steps and something
of the tremendous labor of body, willingly and cheerfully
incurred, and something of the forethought practiced, that
homes may be maintained and that grandparents, parents.,
wives and children need neither starve nor beg. We had
reached a place seen in Fig. 98, where eight bearers were
moving winter compost to a recently excavated pit in an
adjoining field shown in Fig. 99.
Four months before the camera fixed the activity shown,
men had broug'ht waste from the stables of Shanghai fifteen
miles by water, depositing it upon the canal bank between
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layers of thin mud dipped from the canal, and left it to
ferment. The eight men were removing this compost to
the pit seen in }11ig. 99, then nearly filled. Near by in the
same field was a second pit seen in Fig. 100, excavated
three feet deep and rimmed about with the earth removed,
making it two feet deeper.

Fig. 98.-Eight bear~rs moving a pile of winter compost to the re'cently
excavated pit in the field seen in F'ig. 9'9. The boatload in the foregrou~d
is. a mixture of manure and ashes just arrived from the home village.

After these pits had been filled the clover which was in
blossom, beyond . the pits would be cut and stacked upon
them to a 'hight of five to eight feet and this also saturated,
layer by layer, with mud brought from the canal, and allowed tofermeI;lt twenty to' thirty days until the juices
set free had been absorbed by the winter compost ben,eath,
helping to carry the ripening of that still further, and until
the time had -arrived for fitting the ground for the next
crop. This org8{nicmatter, fermented with the canal muq,
would then _be distributed by the men over the field, - ca~
ried a third time on their shoulders, notwithstanding its
weight was mapy tons.
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F'ig. 99.-0ompQst pit adj acent to a field of clover, being tined fro·m the pile of winter compost seen on the
bank of the canal in Fig. 98.
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lOO.-RecElJtly excavated pit for receiving winter compost seen in Fig. 98, and upon which the clover beyond
the pIt will be cut and composted as a fertilizer for a crop of rice.
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This manure had been collected, loaded and carried fifteen miles by water; it 'had been unloaded upon the bank
and, saturated with canal mud; the- field had been fitted for
clover the previous fall and' seeded; the pits had been dug
in the fields.; the winter compost had been carried and
placed in the pits.; the clover was to be cut,. carried by the
men on their shoulders, stacked layer by layer andsaturatedwith mud dipped from the canal; the whole would later
be distributed over the field and finally the earth removed
from the pits. would be returned to them, that the service

Fig. lOl.-Providing for the building of a mud-and-clover COIllPOSt stack.

oino ground upon which a crop might grow should be
lost.
Such are the tasks to which Chinese farmers hold themselves, because they are convinced desired results will follow, because their holdings are so small and their families
so large. These practices are so extensive in China and
so fundamental in the part they play in the maintenance
of high productive power in their soils that we made special effort to. follow. them through different phases. In Fig.
101 we saw the preparation being made to build one of
the clover compost stacks saturated with canal mud. On
the l~ft the thi,nmudhad been dipped from the canal;
way -fa~rers in the center were crossing the foot-bridge of the
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country by-way; and beyond rises the conical thatch to
shelter the water buffalo when pumping for irrigating the
rice crop to be f.ed with this plant food in preparation. On
the right were two large piles of green clover freshly cut
and a woman of the family at one of them was spreading
it to receive the mud, while the men-folk were. coming from
the field with more clover .on their carrying poles. We
came upon this scene just before the dinner hour and after
o

Fig. l03.-The young man is loading his boat with canal mud, using the longhandled clam· shell dredge whic@. he can open and close at will.

the workers had left another photograph was taken at
closer range and from a different side, giving the view seen
in Fig. 102. The mud had been removed some days and
become too stiff to spread, so water was being brought from
the canal in the pails at the right for reducing its: consistency to that of a thin porridge, permitting it to more
completely smear and. s,uturate the clover.
The stack
grew, layer by layer, each saturated with the mud, tramped
solid with the bare feet, trousers rolled high. Pro~sion
had been made here for building four other stacksi.
/
Further along we came upon the scene in Fig. 103 where
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the building of the stack of compost and the gathering of
the mud from the canal were simultaneous. On one side
of the canal the son, using a elam-shell form of dipper
made, of basket-work, which could be opened and shut wit!1
a pair of bamboo handles, had nearly filled the middle section· of his boat with the thin ooze, while on the other side,
against the stack which was building, the mother was
emptying a similar boat, using a large dipper, also provided with a bamboo handle. The man on the stack is a
good scale for
its size.

'Fig. 104.-A completed compost stack.

We came next upon a finished stack on the bank of
another canal, shown in Fig. 104, where our umbrella was
set to serve as a scale. This stack measured ten by ten
feet on the ground, was six feet high and must have can..
tained more than twenty tons of the green compost. At
the same place, two other stacks. had been started, each
about fourteen by£ourteen feet, ~nd foundations were laid
for six others, nine in all.
During twenty or more days this green nitrogenous: organic matter is permitted to lie fermenting in contact with
the fine soil particles of the ooze with which it had been
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charged. This is a remarkable practice in that it is a very
old, intensive application of an important fundamental
principle only recently understood and added to the science
of agriculture, namely, the power of organic matter, decaying rapidly in contact with soil, to liberate from it
soluble plant food; and so it would be a great mistake to'
say that these laborious practices are the result of ignorance, of a lack 0.£ capacity for accurate thinking or of
power to grasp and utilize. If the agricultural lands of the
United States are ever called upon to feed even 1200 millions of people, a number proportionately less than onehalf that being fed in Japan today, very different practices
from those we are now following will have been adopted.
We can believe they will require less human bodily effort
and be more efficient. But the knowledge which can make
them so is not yet in the possession of our farmers, much
less the conviction that plant feeding and more persistent
and better directed soil management are necessary to such
yields as will then be required.
Later, just before the time for transplanting rice, we returned to the same district to observe the manner of applying this compost to the field, and Fig. 105 is prepared
from photographs taken then, illustrating the activities of
one family, as seen during the morning of May 28th. Their
home was in a near-by village and their holding was divided into four nearly rectangular paddies, graded to water
level, separated by raised rims, and having an area of
nearly two acres. Three of these little fields are partly
shown in the illustration, and the fourth in Fig. 160. In
the background of the upper section of Fig. 105, and under
thet-hatched shelter, wa.s a native Chinese cow, blindfolded
and hitched to the power-wheel of a large wooden-chain
pump, lifting water from the canal and flooding the field
in the foreground, to soften the soil for plowing~ Riding
on the power-wheel was a girl of some'twelve years, another
of seven and a baby. They were there for entertainment
and to see that the cow kept at work. The ground had
been sufficiently softened so that the father had. begun
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plowing, the cow sinking to her knees as she walked. In
the same paddy, but shown in. the section below, a. boy was
spreading the clover compost, with his hands, taking
care that it was finely divided and evenly scattered. He
had been once around before the plowing began. This
compost had been brought from a stack by the side of a
canal, and two other men were busy still bringing the
material to one of the other pa.ddies, one of whom, with
his baskets on the ca.rrying pole appears in the tllird
section. Between these two paddies was the one seen at
the bottom of the illustration, which had matured a crop'
of rape that ha.d been pulled and was lying in swaths
ready to be moved. Two other men were busy here, gathering the rape into large bundles and carrying it to the
village home, where the women were threshing out the
seed, taking care not to break the stems which, after threshing, were tied into bundles for fuel. The seed would be
ground and from it an oil expressed, while the cake would
be used -as a. fertilizer.
This crop of rape is remarkable for the way it fits into
the economies of these people. I t is a near relative of
mustard and cab,bage; it grows rapidly during the cooler
portions of the season, the spring crop ripening before
the planting of rice and cotton; its young shoots 'and
leaves are succulent, nutritious, readily digested and extensively used as human food, boiled and eaten fresh, or
salted for winter use, to be served with rice; the mature
stems, being woody, make good fuel; and it bears a heavy
crop of seed, rich in oil, ,vhich has been extensively used
for lights and in cooking, while the rape seed cake is highly
prized as a manure and very extensively .so used.
In the early spring the country is luxuriantly green with
the large acreage of rape, later changing to a sea of most
.:brilliant.yellow and finally to an ashy grey when the leaves
fall and the stems and pods ripen. Like the dairy cow,
rape produces a fat, in the ratio of about forty pounds of
oil to a hundredpou:p.ds of seed, which' may be eaten,
,b~rned or sold without materially robbing the soil of. its
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Fig. 105.-The activities· of a family, fertilizing and fitting paddies for rice.
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fertility if the cake and the ashes from the stems are' returned to the fields, the carbon, hydrogen and oxygen of
which the oil is almost wholly composed coming from the
atmosphere rather than from the soil.
In Japan rape is grown as a second crop on both the
upland and paddy fields, and in 1906 she produced more
than 5,547,000 bushels of the seed; $1,845,000 worth of
rape seed cake, importing enough more to equal a total
value of $2,575,000, all of which was used as a fertilizer,
the oil being exported. The yield of seed per acre in
Japan ranges between thirteen and sixteen bushels, and
the farmer whose field was photographed estimated that
his returns from the crop would be at the rate of 64(}
pounds of seed per acre, worth $6.19, and 8,000 pounds
of stems worth as fuel $5.16 per acre.

IX.
THE UTILIZATION OF WASTE.

One of the most remarkable agricultural practices
adopted by any civilized people is. the centuries-long and
well nigh universal conservation and utilization of all
human waste in China, Korea and Japan, turning it to
marvelous account in the maintenance of soil fertilit.y
and in the production of food. To understand this evolution it must be recognized that mineral fertilizers ~o extensively employed in modern western agriculture, like
the extensive use of mineral coal, had been a physical
impossibility to all people alike until within very recent
years. With this fact mus.t be as.sociated the very long
unbroken life of these nations and the vast numbers their
farmers have been compelled to feed.
When we reflect upon the depleted fertility of our own
older farm lands, comparatively few of which have seen a
century's service, and upon the enormous quantity of mineral fertilizers which are being' applied annually to them
in order to secure paying yields, it becomes evident that
the time is here when profound consideration should be
given to the practices the Mongolian race has maintained
through many centuries, which permit it to be said of
China that one-sixth of an acre of good land is ample for
the maintenance of one person, and which are feeding an
average of three people per acre of farm land in the three
SOllthernmost of the four main islands of Japan.
From the analyses of mixed human excreta made by
Wolff in Europe and by Kellner in Japan it appears that,
13
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as an average, these carry in every 2000 pounds 12.7
pounds of nitrogen, 4 pounds of potassium and 1.7 pounds
of phosphorus. On this basis and that of Carpenter, who
estimates the average amount of excreta per day for the
adult at 40 ounce~, the average annual production per
million of adult population is 5,794,300 pounds of nitrogen ;,1,825,000 pounds of potassium, ~nd 775,600 pounds of
phosphorus carried in 456,250 tons of excreta. The figures
which Hall cites in Fertilizers and Manures, would make
these amounts 7,940,000 pounds of nitrogen; 3,070,500
pounds of potassium, and 1,965,600 pounds of phosphorus,
but the figures he takes and calls high averages give
12,000,000 of nitrogen; 4,151,000 pounds of potassium, and
3,057,600 pounds of phosphorus.
In 1908 the International Concessions of the city of
Shanghai sold t.o one Chinese contractor for $31,000, gold,
the privilege of collecting 78,000 tons of human waste,
under stipulated regulations, and of removing it to the
country for sale to farmers. The flotilla of boats seen in
Fig. 106 is one of several engaged daily in Shanghai
throughout the year in this service. ,
Dr. Kawaguchi, of the National Department of Agriculture and Commerce, taking his data from their records,
informed us that the human manure saved and applied
to the fields of Japan in 1908 amounted to 23,850,295 tons,
which is an average of 1.75 tons per acre of their 21,321
square miles of cultivated land in their four main islands.
On the basis of the data of Wolff, Kellner and Carpenter, or of Hall, the people of the United States and of
Europe are pouring into the sea, lakes or rivers and into
the underground waters from 5,794,300 to 12,000,000
pounds of nitrogen; 1,881,900 to 4,151,000 pounds of
potassium, and 777,200 to 3,057,600 pounds of pho8phorus
per million of adult population annually, and this waste
we esteem one of the great achievements, of our civilization.
In the Far East, for mo:r:e than thirty centuries, these enormous wa.stes have been. religiously saved and today the
four hundred million of adult' population send back to
their fields annually 150,000 tons of phosphorus; 376,000
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Fig. l06.-A flotilla of manure boats on Soochow creeK, collecting human wastes in the city of Shanghai, China,

for removal to cultivated fields.
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tons of potassium, and 1,158,000 tons of nitrogen comprised
in a gross weight exceeding 182 million tons, gathered
from every home, from the country villages and from the
great cities like Hankow-Wuchang-Hanyang with its

Fig. l07.-Map of country surrounding Shanghai, China, showing a few of the
many canals on which the waste of the city is conveyed by boat to the
farms.

1,770,000 people swarming on a land area delimited by
a radius of four miles.
Man is the most extravagant accelerator of waste the
world has ever endured. His withering blight has fallen
upon every living thing within his reach, himself not
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excepted-;and his besom of destruction in'the uncontrolled
hands of a generation has swept into the sea soilfeirtility
which only centuries of life could accumulate, and yet
-this fertility is the substratum of all that is living. It
must be recognized that the phosphate deposits which we
are beginning to return to our fields are but measures of
fertility lost from older soils, .and indices of processes

Fig. lOB.-Type of conveyance extensively used in Japan for the removal of
city and village waste. Such carts are even more· frequently' drawn by men
than by cattle or horses, and tightly covered casks supported on saddles
are borne on the backs of both cattle and horse's, while men carry pails,
long distance,s on their shoulders, uSing the carrying pole.

still in progress. The rivers of North America are estimatedlo carry to the sea-more than 500 tons of phosphorus:
with each cubic mile of water. To such loss; modern
civilization is adding that of hydraulic sewage disposal
through which the waste of five hundred millions of people
might be more than 194,300 tons of phosphorus annually,
which could not be replaced by 1,295,000 tons of rock
phosphate, 75 per cent pure. The Mongolian races" with
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a population now approaching the figure named; occupying an area little more than one-half that of the United
States, tilling less. than 800,000 square miles of land,
and much of this during twenty, thirty or perhaps forty
centuries ; unable to avail themselves of mineral fertilizers,
could not survive and tolerate such waste. Compelled to
solve the problem of avoiding such wastes, and exercising
the faculty which is characteristic of the race, they "cast
down their buckets where they were", as

*A

ship lost at sea for many days suddenly sighted a friendly
ves'Sel. From the mast of the unfortunate vessel was s'een a signal, "Water, water; we die of thirst!" The answer from the
friendly ves!sel at once came back, "Cast down your bucket where
you are." A second time the signal, "Water, water; Send us
water!" ran up from the distressed vessel, and was answered,
"Cast down your bucKet where you are." And a third and
fourth signal for water was answered, "Cast do wn your bucket
where you are." The captain of the distressed vessel, at last
heeding the injunction, cast down hi'S bucket, and it came up
full of fresh !sparkling water from the mouth of the Amazon
river.
.

Not even in great cities like Canton, built in the meshes
<;>f tideswept rivers and canals; like H?nkow on the banks
of one of the largest rivers in the world; nor yet in modern
Shanghai, Yokohama or Tokyo, is such waste permitted.
To them such a practice has meant race suicide and they
have resisted the temptation so long that it has ceased to
exist.
. Dr. Arthur Stanley, Health officer of the city of Shanghai, in his annual report for 1899, considering this subject
as a municipal problem, wrote:
"Regarding the bearing on the sanitation of Shanghai of the
relationship between Eastern and Western hygiene, it may be
said, that if prolonged national life is indicative of sound sanitation, the Chinese are a race worthy of study by all who concern
themselves with Public Health. Even without the returns of a
Registrar-General it is evident that in China the birth rate must
very con'Siderably exe-eed the death rate, and have done so in an
average way during the three or four thousand years that the
Chinese nation has existed. Chinese hygiene, when compared
with medieval English, appears to advantage. The main problem
*Booker T. Washington, Atlanta address.
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of sanitation is to clean$e the dwelling day by day, and if this
can be done at a profit !SO much the better. While the ultracivilized Westernelabora;tes destructors for burnIng garbage at a
financial 10'ss and turns sewage into· the sea, the Chinaman uses
both for manure. H'e wastes nothing while the sacred duty of
agriculture is uppermost in his mind. And in reality recent bac~
terial work has shown that faecal matter and house refuse are
best destroyed by returning them to clean soil, where natural
purification takes place. Thequesiion of destroying garbage can,
I think, under present conditions in Shanghai, be answered in a
decided negative. While. to adopt the water-carriage system for
sewage and turn it into the river, whence the water supply is derived,would be an act aif sanitary suicide. It IS best, ·therefore,
to make use of what is good in Chine'Se hygiene, which demands
respect, being, as it is, the product of an evolution extending
from more than a thousand years before the Christian era."

. Fig. l09,-Receptacles for human waste.

The storage of such waste in China. is largely in stoneware recep~acles such as are seen in Fig. 109, which are
hard-burned, glazed terra-cotta urns, having· capacities
ranging from 500 to 1000 pounds. Japan more often uses
sheltered cement~linedpits such as. are seen in Fig. 110.
In the three countries the carrying' to the fields .is often
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est in some form of pail, as seen in Fig. 111,. a pair of
which are' borne swinging from the carrying pole. In
applying the liquid to lhefield or garden the long llandle
dipper is used, seen in Fig. 112.
,We are beginning to husband with some economy the
waste from our domestic animals but in this we do not
approach that of ChIna, Korea and Japan. People in
China regularly search for and collect droppings along the
country and caravan roads. Repeatedly, when walking

"Fig. 110.-Japanese sheltered cement-lined storage pits for liquid manure.

through city streets, we· observed such materials quickly
and apparently eagerly g'athere¢!., to be ca,refully stored
under conditions which ensure small loss from either leaching or unfavorable fermentation.
In some mulberry
orchards visited the earth had been carefully hoed back
about the trunks of trees to a depth of three or four inches
from a circle having a diameter of six to eig'ht feet, and
upon these areas were. placed the droppings of silkworms,
the moulted skins, together with the bits of' leaves and
stem left after feeding. Some disposition of such waste
must be made. They return
once to the orchard all
o

at
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but the silk produced from the leaves; unnecessary loss
is thus avoided and the material enters at once the service
of forcing the next crop of leaves.
On the farm of Mrs.Wu, near Kashing, while studying.
the operation of two jrrigation pumps driven by two cows"
lifting water to flood her twenty-five acres of rice field
preparator'y to transplan:ting, we were surprised to obs.erve

Fig. 111.-Six car:rying pails such as are used in distributing liquid manure to
the fields.

that one of the duties of the lad who had charge of the
animals was to use a six-quart wooden dipper with a bamboo handle six feet ,long to collect all excreta, before· they
fell upon the ground, and transfer them to a recepta.cle
provided for the purpose. There came a flash of resentment that such a task was.' set for the lad, for we were
only beginning to realize to what lengths. the practice of
economy may go, but there was nothing irksome suggested
in the boy's face. He performed the duty as a matter of
course, and as we thought it through there was no reason
why it s.houldhave' 'been otherwis,e. In fa.ct, the only
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right course was being taken. Conditions would have
been worse if the collection had not been made. It made
possible more rice. Character of substantial quality was
building in the lad which meant thrift in the growing man
and continued life for the nation.
We have adverted to the very s.mall number of flies
ob8erved anywhere in the course of our travel, but its

Fig.112.~pplying

of liquid manure from carrying pails, using the
handle dipper.

long~

significance we did not realize until near the end of our
s:tay. Indeed, for . some reason,fiies. were more in evidence
during the fir8ttwo days on the steamship, out fronl
Yokohama on our return trip to America, than at an~T
time before on our journey. It is to be expected that
the eternal vigilance which seizes every waste, once it has
become such, putting it in places of usefulness,must contribute much toward the destru~tion of breeding places,
and it may be these nations have been mindful of the
wholesomeness of their practice and that many phases. of
th.eevolution of their waste disposal system have been
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dictated by and held fast to through a clear conception
of sanitary needs.
Much intelligence and the highest skill are exhibited by
these old-world farmers in the use of their wastes. In Fig.
113 is one of many examples which mig'ht be cited. The
man walking down the row with his manure pails swing..
ing from his shoulders informed us on his return that in
his household there were twenty to be fed; that from this
garden of half an acre of land he usually sold a product
bringing in $400, IVlexican,-$172, gold. The crop was
cucumbers in groups of two rows thirty inches apart
and twenty-four inches: between the groups. The plants
·were eight to ten inches apart in the row. He had
just marketed the last of a crop of greens which
occupied the space between the rows of cucumbers
seen under the strong, durable, light and very readily
removable trellises.
On 1\!Iay 28 the vines were beginning to run, so not a minute had been lost in
the change of crop. On the contrary this man had
added a month to his growing season by over-lapping
his crops, and the trellises enabled him to feed more plants
of this t.ype than there was room for vines on the ground.
With ingenuity and much labor he had made his. half acre
for cucumbers equivalent to more than two. He had
removed the vines entirely from the ground; had provided
a travel space two feet wide, down which he was walking,
and he had made it possible to work about the roots of
every plant for the purpose of hoeing and feeding. Four
acres of cucumbers handled by American field ITlethods
would not yield more than this man's one, and he grows
besides two other crops the same season. The difference is.
not so much in activity of musele as it is in alertness
and efficiency of the grey matter of t11e brain. He sees
and treats each plant individually, he loosens the ground
so that his liquid manure drops immediately beneath the
surface within reach of the active roots. If the rainfall
has been scanty and the soil is dry he may use ten of
water to two of night soil, not to supply water but to make
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eertain sufficiently deep penetration. If the weather is
rainy and the soil over wet, the food is applied more concentrated, not to lighten the burden but to avoid waste
by leaching and over saturation. While ever crowding
growth he never overfeeds. Forethought, after-thought and
the mind focussed on the work in hand are characteristic
of these people. We do not recall to have seen a man
smoking while at work. They enjoy smoking, but prefer
to do this also with the attention undivided and thus get
more for their money.
On another date earlier in May we were walking in the
fields without an interpreter. For half an hour we stood
watching an old gardener fitting the soil with his spading
hoe in the manner seen in Fig. 26, where the graves of
his ancestors occupy a part of the land. Angleworms
were extremely numerous, as large around as an ordinary
lead pencil and, when not extended, two-thirds as long,
decidedly greenish in color. Nearly every stroke of the
spade exposed two to five of these worms but so far as. we
observed, and we watched the man closely, pulverizing
the soil, he neither injured nor left uncovered a single
worm. Wh.ile he seemed to make no effort to avoid injuring
them or to cover them with earth, and while we could not
talk with him, we are convinced that his. action was continually guarded against injuring the worms. They certainly were subsoiling his garden deeply and making possi, ble a freer circulation of air far below the surface. Their
great abundance proved a high content of organic matter
present in the soil and, as the worms ate their way through
it, passing the soil through their bodies, the yearly volume
of work done by them was ve,ry great. In the fields flooded
preparatory to fitting them for rice these worms are forced
to the surface in enormous numbers and large flocks of
ducks are taken to such fields to feed upon them.
In another field a crop of barley was nearing maturity.
An adjacent strip of land was to be fitted and planted.
The leaning barley heads were in the way. Not one must
be lost and every inch of ground must be put to use. The
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grain along the margin, for a breadth of sixteen inches,
had been gathered into handfuls and skillfully tied, each
with an unpulled barley stem, without breaking the straw,
thus permitting even the' grains in that head to fill and
be gathered with the rest, while the tying set all straws
well aslant, out of the way, and permitted the last inch
of naked ground to' be fitted without injuring the grain.
In still another instance a man was growing Irish potatoes to market when yet small. He had enriched his soil;
he would apply water if the rains were. not timely and
sufficient, and had fed the plants. He had planted in rows
only twelve to fourteen inches apart with a hill every
eight inches in the ro"v. The vines stood strong, straight,
fourteen inches high and as even as a trimmed hedge. The
leaves and stems were turgid" the deepest green and as
prime and glossy as a prize steer. So close were the plants
that there was leaf surface to' intercept the sunshine fallin6
on every square inch of the patch. There were no potato
beetles· and we saw no signs of injury but the gardener
was scanning the patch with the eye of a robin. He spied,
the slightest first drooping of leaves in a stem; went after
the' difficulty and brought and placed in our hand a cutworm, a young tuber the size' of a marble and a stem cut
half off, which he was willing to sacrifice because oi our
evident interest. But the two friends who had met were
held apart by the babel of tongues.
Nothing is costing the world more; has made so many
enemies, and has so much hindered the forming of friendships as the inability to fully understand; hence the dove
that brings world peace must fly on the wings of a common
language, and 'the bright star in the east is world commerce, rising on rapidly developing railway and steamship lines, heralded and directed by electric communication.
With world commerce must come mutual confidence and
friendship requiring a full understanding and therefore a
common tongue. Then world peace will be permanently
assured. It is coming inevitably and faster than we think.
Once this desjred e.nd is seriously sought, the carrying of
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three generations of children through the public s.chools
where the world language is taught together with .the
mother tongue, and the passing of the parents and grandparents., would effect the change.
The important point regarding these Far East people,
to which attention should be directed, is that effective thinking, clear and strong, prevails among the farmers who
have fed and are still feediu'g the dense populations from
the products of their limited areas. This is further indicated in the universal and extensive use of plant ashes
derived from fuel grown upon cultivated fields and upon
the adjacent hill and mountain lands.
We were unable to secure exact data regarding the
alIlount of fuel burned annually in these C01111tries, and
of ashes used as fertilizer, but a cord of dry oak wood
\veighs about 3500 pounds, and the weight of fuel used in
the home and in manufactures must exceed that of two
cords per household. Japan has an average of 5.563 people
per family. ' If we allow but 1300 pounds of fuel per
capita, Japan's co'nsumption would be 31,200,000 tons.
In view of the fact that avery large s.hare of the fuel
used in these countries is either agricultural plant stems,
with an average ash content of 5 per cent, or the twigs
and even leaves of trees, as in the case of pine bough fuel,
4.5 per cent of ash may. be taken as a fair estimate. On
this basis, and with a content of phosphorus equal to .5
per cent, and of potassium equal to 5 per cent, the fuel
ash for Japan would amount to 1,404,000 tons annually,
carrying 7020 tons of phosphorus; and 70,200 tons of
potassium, together with more than 400,000 tons of limestone, which is returned annually to less than 21,231
square miles of cultivated land.
In China, with her more than four hundred millions of
people, a similar rate of fuel consumption would make the
phosphorus and potassium returned to her fields more than
eight times the amounts computed for Japan. On the
basis of these statements Japan's annual saving of phosphorus from the waste of her fuel would be equivalent to
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more than 46,800 tons of rock phosphate having a purity
of 75 per cent, or in the neighborhood of seven pounds
per acre. If this a.mount, even with the potash and limestone added, appears like a trifling addition of fertility
it is important for Americans to remember that even if
this is so, thes.epeople have felt compelled to make the
savIng.

Fig. 114.-Japanese farmer tramping green herbage for fertilizer into the
water and mud between rows of rice.

In the matter of returning· soluble potassium to the 'cultivated fields Japa,n would be applying with her ashes the
equivalent of no • less than 156,600 tons of pure potassium
sulphate, equal to 23 pounds per acre; while the lime car.,.
bonate so applied .annually would be some 62 pounds per
acre.
In addition to the forest lands, which have long been
m~de to contribute plant food to the cultivated fields
through fuel ashes, there are large areas which contribute
green manure and compost material. These are chiefly hill
lands,' aggregating 80me twenty per cent of the cultivated
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Some
fields, which bear mostly herbaceous growth.
2,552,741 acres of these lands may be cut over three times
each season, yielding, in 1903, an average of 7980 pounds
per acre. The first cutting of this hill herbage is mainlY
used on the rice fields as green manure, it being tramped .
into the mud between the rows after the manner seen in
Fig. 114.
This man had been with basket and sickle to gather green
herbage wherever he could and had brought it to his rice
paddy. The day in July was extremely sultry. We came
upon him wading in the water half way to his knees, carefully laying the herbage he had gathered between alternate
. rows of his rice, one handful in a place, with tips overlapping. This done he took the attitude seen in the illustration and, gathering the materials into a compact punch,
pressed it beneath the surface with his foot. The two
hands smoothed the soft mud over the grass and righted
the disturbed spears of rice in the two adjacent hills. Thus,
foot following foot, one bare length ahead, the succeeding
bunches of herbage were submerged until the last had been
reached, following between alternate rows only a foot apart,
there being a hill every nine to ten inches in the row and
the hands grasping and being drawn over every one in
the paddy.
He was renting the land, paying therefor forty kan of
rice per tan, and his us.ual yield was eighty kane This is
forty-four bushels of sixty pounds per acre. In unfavorable seasons his yield might be less but still his rent ·would
be forty kan per tan unless it was clear that he had done
all that could reasonably be expected of him in securing
the crop. It is difficult for Americans. to understand how
it is possible for the will of man, even when spurred by
the love of home a.nd family, to hold flesh. to tasks like
these.
The second and third cuttings of herbage from the genya
lands in ~Tapan are used for the preparation of compost
applied Oll the dry-land fields in the fall or in the spring
of the following season. Some of these lands are pastured,
14
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but approximately 10,185,500 tons of green herbage grown
and gathered from the hills contributes much of its org'anic
matter and all of its, ash to enrich the cultivated fields.
Such wild growth ,areas in Japan are the commons of the
near by villages, to which the people are freely admitted
for the purpose of cutting the herbage. .A fixed time may

Fig. 115.-Father and children returning from {ienya lands with herbage for'
use as green manure or for making compost. The daughter carries the te~
kettle to supply their safe, sanitary drink.

be set for cutting and a limit placed upon tile amount
which ma:y be carried away, which is done in the manner
seen in Fig. 115. It is well recognized by the people that
this constant cutting and removal of growth from the hill
lands, with no return, depletes the soils and reduces the
amount of green herbage they are able to secure.
Through the kindness of Dr. Daikuhara of the Imperial
Agricultural Experiment Station at Tokyo we are able. to
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give the average composition of the green leaves and young
stems of five of the most common wild species of plants
cut for green manure in June. In each 1000 pounds the
amount of water is 562.18 pounds; of organic matter,
382.68 pounds; of ash, 55.14 pounds; nitrogen, 4.78
pounds; potassium, 2.407 pounds, and phosphorus, .34
pound. On the basis of this composition and an aggregate
yield of 10,185,500 tons, there would be annually applied
to the cultivated fields 3463 tons of phosphorus and 24,516
tons of potassium derived from the genya, lands.
In addition to this the run-off from both the mountain
and the genya, lands is largely used upon the rice fields,
more than sixteen inches of water being applied annually
to them in some prefectures. If such waters have the
composition of river waters in North America, twelve inches
of water applied to the rice fields. of the three main islands
would contribute no less than 1200 tons of phosphorus and
19,000 tons of potassium annually.
Dr. Kawaguchi, of the National Department of Agriculture and Commerce, informed us that in 1908 Japanese
farmers prepared and applied to their fields 22,812,787 tons
of compost manufactured from the wastes of cattle, horses,
swine and poultry, combined witll herbage, straw and
other similar wastes and with soil, sod or mud from ditches
and canals. The amount of this compost is sufficient to
apply 1.78 tons per acre of cultivated land of the southern
three main islands.
From data obtained at the Nara Experiment Station,
the composition of compost as there prepared shows it to
contain, in each 2000 pounds, 550 pounds of organic matter; 15.6 pounds of nitrogen; 8.3 pounds of potassium,
and 5.24 pounds of phosphorus. On this basis 22,800,000
tons of compost will carry 59,700 tons of phosphorus and
94,600 tons of potassium. The construction of compost
houses is illustrated in Fig. 116, reproduced from a. large
circular sent to farmers from the Nara Experiment Station,
and an exterior of one at tIle Nara Station is given in
Fig. 117.
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This compost house is designed to serve two and a half
acres. Its floor is twelve by eighteen feet, rendered watertight by a mixture of clay, lime and sand. The walls are
of earth, one foot thick, and the roof is thatched with
is sixteen to twenty tons, having a
straw.

Fig. 116.-Section of chart issued by the Nara Experiment :Statfon, illustrating construction of com.post 'bouse; upper section shows elevation; mIddle
portion is a cross section and the lower shows floor plan.

cash value of 60 yen, or $30. In preparing the stack,
materials are brought daily and! sprea.d over one side of
the compost floor until the pile has attained a hight of
five feet. After one foot in depth has been laid and
firmed, 1.2 inches of soil or mud is spread over the surface
and the process repeated until full hight has been attained.
Water is added sufficient to keep the whole saturated and
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to maintain the temperature below that of the body. After
the compost stacks have been completed they are permitted
to stand five weeks in summer, seven weeks in winter,when
they are forked over and transferred to the opposite side
of the house.
If we state in round numbers the total nitrogen, phosphorusand potassium thus far enumerated which Japanese
farmers apply or return ,annually to their twenty or

F'ig. 117.-Exterior view of compost house at Nara Experiment Station.

twenty-one thousand ~quare miles of cultivated fields, the
cas.e stands 385,214 tOllS of nitrogen,91,6~6 tons of phosphorusand 255,778 tons of potassium. These values are
only approximations a.nd do not include the large volume
and variety of fertilizers prepared from fish, 'which have
long been used. Neither do they include the very large
amount of nitrogen derived directly from the atmosphere
through their long, extensive and pe:rsistent cultivation of
soy beans and other legumes. Indeed, from 1.903 to 1906
the ,average area of paddy field upon which was grown a
second crop of green manure' in the form of some legume .
was H.Sper cent of the total area of such fields aggregating 11,000 square Iililes. In 1906 over 1Sper cent of .
the upland fields also' produced some leguminous crop,
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th,ese fields aggregating between 9,000 and 10,000 square
miles.
While the values which have been given above, expressing
the sum total of nitrogen, phosphorus and potassiu,m
applied annually to the cultivated fields of Japan may be
somewhat too high for s.ome of the sources. named, there
is little doubt that Japanese farmers apply to their fields
more of these three plant food elements annually than has
been computed. The amounts which have been given are
sufficient to provide annually, for each a~re of the 21,312
square miles of cultivated land, an application of not less
than 56 pounds of nitrogen, 13 pounds of phosphorus and
37 pounds of potassium. Or, if we omit the large northern
island of Hokkaido, still new in its agriculture and lacking
the intensive practices of the older farm land, the quantities are sufficient for a mean application of 60, 14 and 40
pounds respectively of nitrogen, phosphorus .and potassium
per acre, and yet the maturing of 1000 pounds of "vheat
crop, -covering grain and straw as water-free s.ubstance,
removes from the soil but 13.9 pounds of nitrogen, 2.3
pounds of phosphorus and 8.4 pounds of potassium, from
which it may be computed that the 60 pounds of nitrogen
added is sufficient for a crop yielding 31 bushels of wheat;
the phosphorus is sufficient for a crop' of 44 bushels, and
the potassium for a crop of 35 bushels per acre.
Dr. Hopkins, in his recent valuable work on "Soil Fertility and Permanent Agriculture" gives, on page 154, a
table from which we abstract the following data:
APPROXIMATE AMOUNTS OF NITROGEN, PHOSPHORUS AND POTASSIUM
REMOVABLE PER ACRE ANNUALLY BY
Nitrogen, Phosphorus, Potassium,
pounds.
pounds.
pounds.
71
100 bush. crop of corn.......................... 1 4 8 2 3
68
100 bush. crop of oats..........................
97
16
58
50 bush. crop of wheat..........................
96
16
25 bush. crop of soy beans..................... 159
21
73
100 bush. crop of rice.......................... 155
18
95
3 ton crop of timothy hay.....................
72
9
71
4 ton crop of clover hay........................ 160
20
120
3 ton crop of cow pea hay.................... 130
14
.98
8 ton crop of alfalfa hay...................... 400
36
192
7,000 lb. crop of cotton.......................... 168
29.4
82
400 bush. crop of potatoes...................... 84
17.3
120
20 ton crop of sugar beets
-. . . ..
100
18
157
Annually applied in Japan, more than........ 00
14
40
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We have inserted in this table, for comparison, the crop
of rice, and have increased the crop of potatoes from three
hundred bushels to four hundred bushels per acre, becallse
such a 'yield, like all of those named, is quite practicable
under good management and favorable seasons., notwithstanding the fact that m,uch s:maller yields are generally
attained throug'h lack of sufficient plant food or water.
From this table, assuming that a crop of matured grain
contains 11 per cent of water and the straw 15 per cent,
while potatoes contain 79 per cent and beets ,87 per cent,
the amou_nts of the three plant food elements removable
annually by 1000 pounds: of crop have been calculated and
stated in the next table.
APPROXIMATE AMOUNTS OF NITROGEN, PHOSPHORUS AND POTASSIUM
REMOVABLE ANNUALLY PER 1,0000 POUNDS OF'DRY CROP SUBSTANOE.
Nitrogen, Phosphorus, Potassium,
pound-so
pounds.
pounds.
Cereals.
8.382
2.312
Wheat
. 13.873
9.580
2.254
Oats
. 13.666
6.676
2.149
Corn
. 13.719
Legumes.
14.147
4.070
Soy beans
. 30.807
19.216
2.745
Cow peas
. 21).490
17.647
2.941
Clover
. 23.529
14.118
2.647
Alfalfa
. 29.411
Roots.
30.192
3.462
Beets. '
' . 19.213
22.222
3.210
Potatoes
. 15.556
Grass.
13.922
1.765
Timothy
. 14.117
6.089
1.129
Rice
. 9.949

From the amounts of nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium
applied annually to the cultivated fields of Japan and from
the data in these two tables it may be readily seen that
these people are now and probably long, have been applying
quite as much of these three plant food elements to their
fields. with each planting as are removed with the crop,
and if this is true in Japan it must also be true -in China.
l\[oreover there is nothing in American agricultural practice which indicates that we shall not ultimately be compelled to do likewise.

